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The new Fast File System by Betty Clay 

Creating Amiga Device Handlers by Steve Simpson 

Extending AmigaDOS commands by Dan Schein 

Assembly Language Programming - part 1 of a new series by Jim Butterfield 

BreakPoint - fourth in a series on debugging by Victor A. Wagner 

Obeying the rules by Andy Dawson 

Lattice 5.0 - a review by Peter Booth 

HiSoft's DevPac Amiga - a review by Danny Ross 

Getting to grips with Register indirect Addressing by Amanda Jones 

Plus more reviews; organising your directories; a real 747 simulator reviewed; 
and regular columns by Larry Phillips, Don Curtis and Steve Ahlstrom 
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ReSource 
An interactive disassembler for the 

Amiga computer 
Written entirely in hand-coded assembly 
language, this is the most powerful disas-
sembler available on ANY personal com-
puter! 

Oyer 700 menu functions allow you to: 
► Load from ANY file, read tracks. or disassemble 

memory directly. 

► Save ALL. allowing you to continue disassem-
bling later. 

► Save to a ".asm" file, partial saves supported. 

► Automated symbol creation IE. 
"ISR -$IE(A6)" becomes 'JSR LVOOpen(A6)". 
"MOVE.L'$3EE,D0" becomes "MOVE.L 
^MODE_NEW FILE.DO". 
Over 5000 symbols supported! 

► Incredibly smooth scrolling. 

► Full key rebinding supported. Load/save 
keytables. 

► Up to 38 user-defined macros available. 
Load/save/overlay macros. looping/conditionals 
supported, variable execution speed. 

► Numeric and text processing Functions allow you 
to automate many things that used to make disas-
sembling so slow! 

► Search function uses full ARP wildcards. 
Search forwards, backwards, or use the special 
bidirectional search! 

► The fastest text rendering available on the Amiga. 

► Fowards and backwards referencing allows you to 
quickly examine referenced code/data. and return 
to your original position. 

Nested references supported. 

► Automatically/manually create labels. 
Manually create/edit/delete labels, symbols, 
end-of-line comments, full-line comments. 

► Special support for "C" programs. including "A4" 
register data referencing. 

If you're serious about disassembling, 
look no further! Available by mail 

order from the author (A$80) 

Glen McDiarmid 
28 Marginson St 

Ipswich QLD 4305 
(07) 812 2963 

(Credit card facilities available from April 1989) 

In the USA. send US$60 cheque to: 
Jeff Lavin 

25607 Fleck Road 
Veneta OR 97487 
(503) 935-3709 

AutoKick 1.3 
by DigiSoff© 1988, 1989 

Developed in Australia, to provide Amiga 1000 
users with the means to enhance the capabili-
ties of Kickstart and Amiga 2000 and 500 own-
ers with a modified Kickstart to burn into 
eproms, with the aid of extra equipment. 

AutoKick: 
* Runs from either CLI or Workbench. 

* Has a full Intuition interface with all operations se-
lectable from gadgets. 

By using AutoKick on their Kickstart 1.2 or 1.3 
disks users can modify Kickstart to: 

* Perform software autoconfiguration of contiguous 
blocks of fast memory. 

* By autoconfiguring in this manner users will gain an 
increase in available chip ram over hardware auto-
configuration devices. 

* Perform an internal addmem of another block of fast 
memory to speed up rebooting. 

* Install a font of their own choosing in place of the 
Topaz-80 font provided on Kickstart. 

* Install code into Kickstart that will prevent the spread 
of any of the eight currently identified strains of the 
Virus through their system. 

* Prevent or reduce annoying clicks from Amiga floppy 
drives when no disk is in them. 

* Speed up the operation of their floppy drives 

AutoKick is packaged with 
an extensive manual and is 

NOT copy protected 

AutoKick is available NOW 

Recommended retail price $29.95 

Dealer enquiries welcome 
For further information contact: 

L~igiSo f t 
12 DINMORE STREET, MOOROOKA 

BRISBANE, OUEENSLAND 4105 
PHONE (07) 277 3255 
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NIA!! TO: 

TRANSACTOR (MIST) PTV LTD 
35 CALDER CRESCENT 
HOLDER ACT 2611 

• Please send me 6 issues of TRANSACTOR fur the AMIGA 
at $29 per subscription 1$A35 for New Zealand) 

• Magazine backorders Vol I ... 

• And (just for good measure) 
Transactor for the Amiga disks at $11 each 

• Also we have TRANSACTOR disks 
for the C(A/C128 at $9.50 each 

OR PHONE: 
1062) 88 3584 
7-9pm 

3 	4 	5 

I 	2 	3 	J 	5 	6 	7 

I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 
9 	10 	II 	12 	13 	14 	15 	16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

Circle the disks you want. Please add $2 psp to DISK orders. 

Hurry all this to me at: 

Naine 	  

Address 	  

	  Pcode 	  

If paying by Rankcard/VISA , my number is 	  

Expiry' 	  Phone 	  

Signed 	  

CHECK THE DETAILS, THEN MAIL TO 35 CALDER CRESCENT HOLDER ACT 2611 

G'DAY 
h's rill my fault. I should never have written in the last issue that this computing business A a bit breathless. No sooner said 
than done! The top structure of Commodore Australia changed, and has l understand it) there weir changes at Head Dfflce in 
the USA. 

Pat Rrrne is the new leader in O:. I1 lcnme. Pat and every strength to your arm. The Australian and New Zealand 
Commodore fraternity wish yur, well, 

B remains to be seen where Commodore head now, We, the people  mho hay their products. hate a few practical hopes, and 
some dreams. too. No doubt the Commodore dealer group has a few of its own. At the lop of  the list would conte creation of 
a more open and helpful relationship between us all, the company, the dealers and the users. For too long it lias been "them 
and us". something we all would rather live without. Dealers, users, third-party supporters—we are all in the gain of using 
Commodores for our own ends, and it would be nice to do it in a friendly, open environment. That's Practical #l. 

Practical #2 is borrowed from Canada. There, Commodore support a group whose job is to inform and help. With company 
assistance, the members of the group visit dealers, user groups, schools and offices. /f they can help a Commodore user. they 
will. The result—happier and better informed users who feel just that bit special. Why not here? 

A Commodore staffer was recently quoted as saving that there were no local software developers in action. Well, that's not 
right. But there aren't too many, which seems to be a waste of local talent. There are good writers out there who, with a bit of 
encouragement from Commodore, would like to get their products into the market-place. So there's Practical #3. 

The dreams I'll leave for later. 

Mr B has it all before /situ. Good products that don't always get the recognition they deserve. Dealers who work hard. but 
don't always get a lot of help. Users who also deserve recognition. And a support industry crying out for help. There's plenty 
there to get his teeth into. Maybe we can help him? Em sure he only has to ask , . , 

Meantime, the business oJ'survival goes on, Some of our dealers have shut up shop, others have moved to other brands of 
computers. This fallout was probably inevitable, as the market-place constantly changes. Bigger, faster machines are thrust at 
us, each with c/aims of being the ultimate. Heck, Ive know what the ultimate is! And we have a bloody good reason, too. 

This issue brings our first O: article—look to page 47. Congratulations, Eric. And thanks to Glen for. submitting his work for 
review We welcome product submissions, and would be pleased to hear from people who would like to undertake reviews for 
us. 

The Great Software Debate is alive and kicking! Overseas land now some local) companies are busily drowning Oz in direct 
sale software at prices land delivery times) that some local direct outlets; find hard to match, This is the real article, not some 
'grey' copy  that fell off  the back of a truck. What to do? Your local shop ,rill support you, fix problems and give you good 
advice about the relative merits of competing software. Well, that's one point of view. 

On the other hand, you might not want support and advice. Rs your right to shop around for the best price, so the mail order 
outlets might  suit you. But we want to keep our dealers going, and they need us as customers. The answer is not simple. 
Remember that our local shops are like insurance—you might not think you need them, until the fateful day .. . 

Read on. If you like what you see, show TRANSACTOR to a friend. 

Paul Blair 
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ViewPort 	 7 
by Larry Phillips 
lust how 'good' is a product? Who is really in a position to judge? Each man-in-the-street each views computer 
products from his own point of view, and it's very much a case of 'what-you-pay-for-is-what-you-get', but what you 
need should determine yourperecption. 

Dispatches 
	

9 
by Don Curtis 
Using the new Fast Pang System wasn't quite as Don described last time - but at least he's put it right this time. This 
time he pent Brie deeper into the FFS and MS-DOS. He also takes a look at the quality of the available Amiga 
software . including a plea not to write just for the A5001 

Access - the best of non-commercial software 	 13 
by Steve Ahlstrom 
Khalid Aldoseri is a prolific writer of freely disuibuuble software. Steve looks athis`mckgramd and sane useful 
utilities. One is designed to identify and remove all locks that have been left on a particular device; another changes the 
WorkBench icons and allows Nem to 'free-float' rather than being fixed. There am three printer militias examined - ane 
is designed as a general Laser-let printer utility, the second allows two pages to be 'proofed' side by side on the same 
page and the third allows printer preferences robe set from the CIL Finally, AutoMoant will automatically mount all 
entries within the monodist Ede. 

Obeying the rules! 	 16 
by Andy Dawson 
In the beginning, Commodore laid down some basic rules for programmers. Ignoring some of these will mean software 
incompatibilities now and in the futon. However, itis more than just the machine that will get upset - our tame 
psychologist looks at Commodore ground rules for making software both system- and user-friendly. 

Commodore Technical Support 
by Dr. Rahman S. Haleem 
Commodore is keen to encourage developers to keep in touch with its Technical Suppon team, as well as with each 
other. To further this aim, it has established an Amiga Developers Support Programme- but, just what does it offer? 
Dr. Rahman Haltom, Commodore (UK)'s Technical Support Manager explains. 

BreakPoint, Part 4 
by Victor A. Wagner 
After missing two issues, Vic gas back into the groove with a look at the philosophy of debugging. He also takes a 
side-by-side look at two major source level debuggers- Codehrobe, from Lattice and SDB, from Manx. 

In Full Flight 
by Jim Butterfield 
h must be everbody's dream to fly a real flight simulator, but the aureea most of us ga is something like the SubLogic 
Plight SimulatorU. Well, run had a chance to look at the real thing and see just how it compares. 

Cover Picture: Flight Deck 
The picture was taken during Jim Butterfield's'test flight' (see page 25). The photograph 
shows just how small the flight deck of a 747 Jumbo jet is in relation to the overall size of 
the aircraft and when Jim was in the driving seat he was like a twelve year old with a dozen 
lollipops in each hand when operating the joystick. 	(A most enjoyable nightD.H.B) 
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Getting mass storage under control 
	

27 
by Dan Schein 
A plain guide to AmigaDOS directories, and how they can work for you. 

Assembly Language, Part 1 
	

31 
by Jim Butterfield 
The start of a new series for the neweommer to the Amiga 's assembly language environment. In this episode. we learn 
how to put together the ubiquitous 'Hello, World!' program, and in the process learn some fundamental concepts. 

Changes in the Disk Filing system 	 38 
by Betty Clay 
What does the new Fast File System really have to offer? How does it compare with the Old File System? How is an 

FFS disk laid out? All these questions, and more, answered by our intrepid explorer. 

Register Indirect Addressing 	 45 
by Amanda Jones 
A beginner's guide to using the Register Indirect Addressing mode of the °BOW, especially to access Amiga structures. 

Review: ReSource 	 47 
by Eric Salter 
A full-featured disassembler that's capable of reeking intelligent guesses at whin it's disassembling, and which is 
capable of inserting proper system labels, and which can disassemble from disk, file or memory - unlikely? Well, no... 
but is there a catch. 

Review: Tricks and Tips 
	

51 
by Jim Butterfield 
Abacus must be one of the most prolific publishers of Amiga reference books. Is their collection of software tools and 
programming hints really the valuable asset they claim? 

Review: Lattice 5.0 	 52 
by Peter Booth 
There is no doubt that the Lattice C compiler is the most wel.known of the many available for the Amiga. It is now in 
version 5, and Peter examines what facilities it has to offer. 

Review: HiSoft's Amiga DevPac 	 55 
by Danny Ross 
HiSaft is well known for its many language systems for the Amiga and other computers. Their 68000Amiga 
development system is becoming one of the most popular around, and now it's in its second release. 

Extending your commands 	 57 
by Dan Schein 
Adding multiple arguments or wildcards to existing AmigaDOS ccdnmnads may seem a tricky task ... but not so. 

Device Handlers 	 60 
by Steve Simpson 
In this. the last of Me series, Steve taker a close look et Amiga Device Handlers. There is example code, and a detailed 
description of how to create yourown Device handlers and then, once written, how to use them 
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It's always very sad to see any publication having to cease - 
especially when that publication is highly respected in the 
Amiga world, having been produced out of enthusiasm and 
love for the machine. 

The Amigan, Apprentice & Journeyman is such a publication 
which, at the end of Volume m, has ended its run with the 
news that its editor, Dick Barnes, has had to stop its publi-
cation as a result of his ill health. 

The A&J, as it is known amongst its readers, was an in-
valuable source of interesting information about the Amiga. Its 
approach has always been one of a mid-tech nature, with many 
of the Amiga's quirks being aired here for the first time - it 
was undoubtedly one of the forest written forums for Amiga 
debate anywhere in the world. 

Although I knew of its existence from its earliest days, I only 
started to receive it at the start of Volume m and already I feel 
as if I have lost a great friend. 

I would like to add my own personal thanks to those of its 
many readers to the team of John Toebes, William Hawes, 
Barry Silverstein, Jim Cooper and Bruce Drake - not to 
mention all the contributors, including Jim Butterfield and 
Betty Clay. 

Above all, the plaudits must go to Dick Barnes for his great 
work in putting such a respected publication together. From 
Transactor UK go our thanks and hopes for his future. 

Io This Issue 

Once again, we jump on the obey-the-rule-or-else bandwagon, 
with an article from Andy Dawson on the whys and where-
fores of sticking to the groundrules laid down by Commodore 
in the early days. Andy has done a lot of advisory work in the 
field of computer psychology and we hope to have an article 
on that subject from him, some time in the future. 

Now, Jim Butterfield in renowned for his expertise in the field 
of Commodore computing - but he is also an enthusiastic flyer, 
both in real planes and of the software simulator variety. I 
guess that's inevitable when you look at how much Jim travels 
around the world talking about computing. 

Well, last year, in the company of our publisher, Jim was 
treated to a trip on a real flight simulator. 

H ® 

Although it is considerably outside our normal curriculum, we 
thought that Jim's 'review' of the real thing would be of in-
terest. 

Also, Steve Simpson completes his run of three articles on li-
braries, devices and handlers and Jim Butterfield starts the first 
of a run on programming in assembly on the Amiga. 

Not In This Issue 

One thing that we haven't got in this issue is the promised 
follow up to Larry Phillips' ROBBS article. 

Larry had hoped to publish the code for the first module in a 
series for Attest( programmers but a rather nasty. last-minute 
bug that cropped up has caused him to postpone its publi-
cation. It should be ready for next time however. 

PAL or NTSC? 

I'm sure that many users of PAL Amiga will be aware of a 
quirky and intemattent bug that existed in 1.2 which causes 
the Amiga to fail to detect that it is a PAL machine. As a result, 
windows can't be sized beyond the vertical limit of 200 or 400 
lines, and software which properly checks if it is running on a 
PAL or NTSC machine opens its screens and windows accord-
ingly, and fails to provide the PAL environment 

I am told that the coding error that causes this bug is trivial 
and is easily fixed - imagine our surprise, therefore, when we 
ford exactly the same problem with 13! 

Fortunately, the bug only manifests itself once in a while, and 
a simple reboot will get round the problem, but it is odd that 
such a bug, which has been reported several times to the 
powers-that-be, has not been fixed. 

The law and computers 

1988 was a particularly interesting year for computer law in 
the UK. First of all, following the considerable publicity given 
to computer hacking (and notably the case of Schifreen & 
Gold, who were taken to court for hacking into the British 
Telecom ?restel system), the Law Commission published a 
working paper on the subject of computer misuse. 

This paper has no direct legal standing, but it does provide a 
framework for discussions into how the law might be changed 

1-0191  
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to protect computers and their users. Its scope is broad, from 
straight computer fraud to hacking; from eavesdropping on a 
computer to the denying of access to legitamate and authorised 
users. 

The paper examines how the scope of current legislation can 
offer such protection, and how the present law can often be to-
tally inadequate. It also examines legislation in other coun-
tries, and the problems of devising legislation that doesn't 
prevent normal access to computers. 

For a start, it appears to be very difficult to define the word 
computer - some countries seem to define it fairly precisely. 
For instance, in the USA, one definition is: 

".. an electronic, magnetic, optical, electrochemical, or other 
high speed data processing device performing logical, arith-
metic, or storage functions, and includes any data storage fa-
cility or communications facility directly related to or oper-
ating in conjunction with such device..." 

An interesting definition, and one which encompasses the 
human brain which, after all is nothing more than an electro-
chemical device which performs logical and storage functions 
and has communications facilities! 

The Law Commission report decided that a computer was very 
easy to recognise, but very difficult to derme. This is espe-
cially ne when, as in some case , a precise definition may 
give rise to very complex legal arguments. In any case, the 
definition would very likely be overtaken by technological ad-
vances. But, without a definition, questions would be raised as 
to whether or not a pocket calculator, or even a digital watch, 
was a computer. 

The whole issue of legislation against hacking itself appears to 
be complex, While it may be possible to create some form of 
legislation, there are significant opportunities for loop-holes in 
the law to be uncovered. 

Even the question of authorisation is a knotty problem - 
should such, authorisation be explicit, or implicit in a person's 
position or status within a company for instance; it may not 
always be clear whether access obtained by an employee, or 
the extent of that access, was authorised or not. While most 
hackers are clearly not authorised to access the systems that 
they do, who should grant the rights of access to those who are 
legitimate users? 

I'm sure that the discussions on this will go on for a few years 
yet. However, one area of legislation that has had most of the 
talking done already is the new Copyright, Designs and 
Patents Act 1988. This act is not yet law, but will be very 
soon. 

This new Copyright act has several references directly related 
to computers and computer software, and provides for pro-
tection of published material in electronic form. 

The act is very broad, covering such matters as the copyright 
of typefaces, for instance. You can quite legitimately print any-
thing using a typeface in the normal course of typing, type-
setting and so on. However, the actual design of a typeface is 
copyright and it is an infringement of that copyright to make a 
device (for instance, a word-processor or DIP package) which 
produces material in a particular typeface without permission 
from the copyright holder. Such an infringement of copyright 
may lead to criminal proceedings! 

Therefore, to include fonts in something like a paint 
package without permission from the font designer is a 
breach of this copyright. On the other hand, it is perfectly 
legitimate to produce a document with a given typeface 
(such as Transactor) and distribute the 'images' of the font 
without explicit permission. 

The act also specifically includes computer programs in the 
category of literary work. However, this category is for works 
which are written, spoken or sung (an interesting concept ... a 
sung computer program!) - the actual recording of a computer 
program is not explicitly covered, although there are plenty of 
other descriptions that could encompass this. 

It is interesting to note that, like the copyright acts that have 
gone before it, the new act allows copying for certain spe-
cific purposes. Since the interpretation of this section of the 
act is complex, I think I'll refrain from commenting. I should 
say, though, that some acts of copying that software houses 
might consider illegal, may indeed be quite legal under 
certain circumstances! 

Now, all this is very interesting (and often very complicated) - 
and really doesn't change a great deal. However, there is one 
aspect of the act which actually prompted me to write about 
the whole thing in the first place. 

In part vii of the act, there is a section about copy-protection 
and devices designed to circumvent this protection. 

Someone who devises a copy-protection device (be it a 
dongle, or an encrypted disk or whatever) has the same basic 
rights of protection as someone who holds copyright on the 
original work. In other words, the copy-protection mechanism 
itself is subject to a form of copyright. 

The act actually forbids the making, sale, hiring or even offering 
of '... any device or means specifically designed or adapted to 
circumvent the form of copy protection employed ...' and 
anyone who `... publishes information intended to enable or 
assist persons to circumvent that form of copy-protection' 
would be in breach of the law. 

This makes Marauder and similar packages an infringement of 
the law and may lead persons distributing such packages liable 
to criminal proceedings! It would also make me liable to legal 
proceedings if I were to tell you what was inside a specific 
dongle. 

H 17 
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As with all such acts, many of the sections will be subject to 
some interpretation in the courts; but many of the principles 
are there to protect software authors and bring small and large 
scale piracy under the umbrella of the law. 

It will address a broad spectrum of interest from community 
video producers, to full boardroom and conference executive 
information system users. 

Articles, hints and tips 
The show, to be held at the new London Arena exhibition 
centre in London's Docklands, will take place from October 
4th to 6th this year. 

At Transactor, we are always pleased to receive contributions 
for publication. We have no preconceived notions, other than 
the material should be of interest to Amiga programmers, and 
can cover just about anything: from a mathematical treatise, to 
hardware advice; from system software to applications; from 
C to AmigaBAsic. 

It will run alongside the 1989 International Desktop and Pro-
fessional Publishing Show and will bring together the com-
puter graphics professionals and the more traditionally-based 
audio-visual specialists. 

To handle the hints and tips that don't justify a full article, we 
will be including these in the form of 7FansTips in future issues. 

Further details can be had from Michael Malone, of Database 
Exhibitions, on 0625 879970. 

... the rules, again! 
Material should be provided on disk wherever possible, and any 
code over a line or two must be on disk with the executable file, 
as well as source. A hardcopy would also be appreciated. 

Following our publication of the warnings by Dr. Rahmen 
Haleem and Don Curtis that ignoring the rules cold be fatal, 
Commodore continues to stress the fact. This follows reports 
that even more software (fortunately, mainly games!) is failing 
to work with 13 

Don't worry if you're not a budding Shakespeare, since all 
material goes through an editing process and the wrinkles will 
be smoothed. 

Don't worry if you don't think that your expertise is great 
enough - some very interesting material often comes from 
those that don't consider themselves a Jim Butterfield or a 
Steve Simpson. 

The warnings are much more significant with version 1.4 now 
being developed. This new version will undoubtedly contain 
many major revisions and fundamental changes to the system. 

The worst thing that can happen is that we would return the 
material with some advice on how the material might be im-
proved, or if there was another, more appropriate publication 
for the material. 

Developers should consider themselves well-warned, although 
I do hope that Commodore will ensure that they too continue 
to obey their own rules and ensure that existing programs 
(which have obeyed the rules) will continue to mn on the new 
systems. 

... ECS, at last 
The best that could happen is that you will appear in print and 
read as far afield as Australia, or in Italian! Not forgetting that 
you'd get paid into the bargain. 

And Finally ... some news of ... 

There has been a lot of talk about the new Enhanced Chip Set 
(or ahs), but not a lot of evidence of its existence. However, at 
the European developers' conference in Frankfurt, the acs was 
seen in action and some developers are now in a position to 
start using these chips. 

... the Commodore Show 

The most important news, or more accurately a reminder, is 
that the Commodore Shaw will be held on 2nd, 3rd and 4th of 
June at the Novotel Exhibition Centre in Hammersmith, 
London. It is open 1000-1800 on the fust two days, 1000-1600 
on Sunday the 4th. 

Their great advantage is that they can address a full 1Mbyte of 
chip RAM, rather than the existing limit of 512kbyte, and 
future Amigas should be able to address up to 2Mbyte. 

Needless to say, Transactor will be there, with back issues, 
Fish disks, Fish catalogues, Transactor disks, the most reliable 
blank disks you can buy (from Res), and more... 

But increased RAM support is not their only virtue. The ex-
isting chip set allows the high-resolution interlace mode of 
640x512 pixels, but with irritating interlace flicker. The new 
chip set has a high-resolution, non-interlaced mode but at a 
price. A normal monitor cannot handle the increased scanning 
speed; instead, a multi-sync monitor will be needed According 
to unconfirmed reports, are now being seen at very compet-
itive prices. ... Computer and Video Graphics 

Database Exhibitions have announced plans for Presentations 
'89, a completely new style of show dedicated to the art and 
skill of audio-visual and computer generated presentations. Mike Todd 

~~ 
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Life, the Universe ... and Sturgeon's Law 

by Larry Phillips 
Copyright ®1989 Larry Phillips 

Larry Phillips is an Amiga hardware and software hacker 
from Vancouver, British Columbia. He is also a SysOp on 
CompuServe's Amiga forums. 

Someone once told author Theodore Sturgeon, 'Ninety 
percent of science fiction is crap.' 

Sturgeon's answer was to the point. He said 'Ninety percent 
of everything is crap.' 

This little gem has since become known as Sturgeon's Law, 
and depending on your viewpoint, may be more or less true. 
The important thing is that it is your viewpoint that deter-
mines the truth or falsity of Sturgeon's Law as it pertains to 
whatever you are applying it to. 

I recently had occasion to respond to a comment on a 
product that is soon to be released for the Amiga. I dis-
agreed, strongly, with the comment. Before I get into the 
comment or the reasons for my disagreement, here's a little 
background. 

PostScript interpreters are usually built into a printer, such 
as the NEC LC-890 or the Apple LaserWriter, or into a type-
setting machine like a Linotron. PostScript code is sent to 
the printer, which is run through the interpreter inside the 
printer, and this produces output at the resolution of the 
output device, which can range from 300 DPI (Dots Per 
Inch) for the laser printers, to 1200 DPI or 2540 DPI for the 
Linotron. 

PostScript allows the definition of objects that are inde-
pendent of the resolution of the device. These objects can 
be geometric, such as circles, squares, lines or combina-
tions of them. They can be individual characters in a par-
ticular font, in virtually any size you want them to be. 

Because of the resolution independent nature of PostScript, 
the output of a PostScript capable device will look as good 
as it possibly can within the resolution of the device. 

A 300 DPI laser printer will not produce output that looks as 
good as that from 1200 DPI Linotron, and a 2540 DPI 

Linotron's output will look even better. This resolution in-
dependency is already put to good use by typesetters and 
publishers. 

Take a look at the page you are reading right now. Look at 
the quality of the characters, at the border, at the different 
font styles. This page was produced with PostScript, all of 
it, even the borders. 

Most publishing houses do not own a Linotron. They are 
expensive (well over £40,000 for a set-up that will read 
PostScript - ED), and more to the point, they are unnec-
essary for the purpose of setting up books or magazines, so 
the expense of one would wasted. 

A publisher may well use a PostScript capable laser printer 
attached to an Amiga. The 300 DPI resolution is plenty good 
enough for most purposes. It can certainly tell the editors 
what a page is going to look like. They can preview the 
page for appearance and know that when it looks right, it 
will look right when typeset on a more expensive machine. 

Typesetters are very picky people when it come to print 
quality. They are able to tell almost instantly what reso-
lution was used in We production of a book or magazine. 
They will tell you that 300 DPI is simply not good enough 
(although we accept it -ED), and that 1200 DPI is only good 
for some purposes. 

Have you ever looked at the output from a PostScript ca-
pable laser printer? Chances are that you thought it was 
pretty darned good, perhaps even great, but only if you are 
not a typesetter. 

It all depends on your point of view. Given sufficient 
training, you too could be persuaded to see just how useless 
a 300 DPI printer really is. 

Back to the comment. A company called Pixelations is 
hoping to release a product in February, called PrintScript, 
a PostScript interpreter, but with a difference. It will do its 
work in your Amiga's memory, instead of in the memory of 
an expensive laser printer. 
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Further, it will do its work to the resolution you require for 
your printer, which means that you can output PostScript to 
your 9 pin, 24 pin, inkjet, or even a laser printer that cannot 
normally handle PostScript. 

Basically, it will take PostScript code and build a bitmap 
that fits your printer's capabilities, then send it to the 
printer as a graphic dump. This is exactly what a PostScript 
printer will do, but a dot-matrix printer will be much slower 
and have a lesser resolution - although some dot-matrix 
printers are capable of 360 DPI, but their dots are smudgier 

The PostScript code itself can be generated manually, in an 
editor, or by a program such as Professional Page (which is 
what we use at Transactor - ED). PrintScript will sell for 
$89.00 US, and so it is not in the price range you would nor-
mally think of as being professional software. 

The comment was based on the fact that initially, PrintScript 
will only come with two fonts. They will look much like 
Times and Helvetica, two of the most popular fonts available 
in PostScript printers. 

The person who made the comment is a professional, maybe 
a typesetter, and his comment was that 'everyone is wasting 
their time on a Postscript program that does not support a 
large collection of standard fonts'. From his point of view, 
the point of view of the professional, he is absolutely right. 

What of the other point of view though; that of the amateur, 
the person who wants to produce the occasional newsletter, 
mailing label, or business letter? 

It has always been a source of wonder for me that there are 
products available that are normally very expensive, but are 
produced in such a way as to be reasonably priced, with 
fewer features or lesser quality. 

Nobody would even think of trying to use a Mattel video 
camera to produce an episode of a network television 
program, yet many of these units are sold for children's use. 
Do they care about the plastic lenses, the relatively poor 
video quality? No, of course not. They point it at their 
friends and have them do goofy things, and generally get a 
lot of fun and their money's worth out of it. 

There are many examples I could cite, from cheap plastic 
cameras, to the stereo systems that come with two cassette 
decks, a built-in turntable, receiver, power amplifier and 
speakers, all for $59.95. 

It is the same for software. PageSetter was an interesting 
program in that it was aimed at the home market. Some 
thought it was a poor program because it did not offer pro-
fessional quality output and features, but I think they were 
missing the point. Professional Page is the program they 
wanted, and I haven't heard anyone complain about it, 
except for saying that it costs too much. 

Software is no different from hardware in this aspect. It 
costs money to provide features and quality, and you cannot 
expect to have the best software at low prices. 

The technique is the same when you are shopping for 
software and hardware. You decide what you need a 
package to do, and look for the package that fits the bill, 
and hopefully the wallet. 

PrintScript will fill a need. The need is for the ability to 
produce the best output your printer is capable of, and it 
will do so at a decent price. It will eventually have more 
fonts, and will undoubtedly gain features as well. 

That it is not a professional tool at this time is the reason 
that a professional lumped it into that ninety percent that 
Theodore Sturgeon talks about, but to the home or occa-
sional user, it is part of the ten percent that isn't crap. There 
will, however, still be those that expect more from it, and 
who will complain that it is a waste of time. 

The only problem with the viewpoint argument comes from 
those products which are targeted toward the professional 
and advertised as such, when in fact they am little more 
than home market products. 

I don't care that my CAD program cannot match a profes-
sional quality program, because it suits my limited needs 
and cost a lot less than a professional level program. 

If it had been presented as a professional level program, I 
would likely have been quite upset, and a buyer who had 
need of a professional level program would certainly have 
been upset, regardless of price. 

I would think that it would pay a company to consult with 
professionals and take great pains to describe their product 
accurately, rather than risk the ire of those that need the ca-
pabilities described in such glowing and overrated prose on 
the package. 

In conclusion, what can we say about Sturgeon's Law as it 
applies to the current lineup of Amiga software? Well, if 
you have professional needs, it's pretty close to the mark, if 
not a little conservative. If you are an average home user, 
the ninety percent figure is probably high by a factor of at 
least two. 

If you are a software developer, why not take a good, hard 
look at your product, with the help of professionals in the 
appropriate field, and call your product what it really is? 

Don't be afraid to bring out a product that suits the home 
market, label it as such, and use that as a base for further 
development. 
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Amiga Dispatches 

MS-DOS and FFS revisited, and a view on software for the A500 
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by Don Curtis 

Don Curds is a police officer in Denver, Colorado. For the 
last couple of years, he has been assigned to program design 
and development along with system design and maintenance 
of 10 AT&T Unix 3B2 computers. In his spare time, Don is an 
assistant Sysop on CompuServe's Amiga forums. 

As you may have noticed by now, I gave you a bit of mis-
information last time. I listed a method whereby you could use 
the new Fast Filing System (ns) on an MS-DOS side Hard Disk 
partition for theAmiga (IANUS drive). 

As I stated at the start of the article, I hadn't tried every pro-
cedure I wrote about, but felt that they were all from reliable 
sources. In this particular case, the information came directly 
from one of the software folks at Commodore. To put it 
simply, he was wrong. 

I have a Bridge-equipped A2000, and a hard drive (10 Meg) 
on the MS-DOS side, but I also have a hard drive on the Amiga 
side so I don't need to use a JANUS drive. Besides that, I need 
all 10 Meg for the Ms-DOS side. Well, to cut a long story short, 
someone told me that they had tried to use the FFS on a JANUS 
hard drive and the drive wouldn't format. The symptom re-
ported was that the format program would start fine, but would 
simply stop after formatting the first cylinder and then hang. 
Nothing, no error messages, no activity, just a locked program. 

I figured something had to be wrong in his mountlist or the 
procedure used, so made a backup of my MS-DOS drive and 
tried to run FIs on a JANUS drive myself. 

Same problem: the formatting started but hung. I tested, 
changed parameters in the mountlist and used a sector editor to 
try to look and see what was actually occurring on the drive. I 
must have run FDISK and ADISK, re-booted, mounted and so on 
thütty times one night trying to get it to work. I knew the pro-
cedure I gave was close, the right type of activity was going 
on in the drive and the fust cylinder was really being for-
matted but nothing more. 

The one quirk I did notice was that the normal format 
program, DPFormat, always started at cylinder 0 rather than 
cylinder 105, which was the actual cylinder where the JANUS 

partition started. Of course, DJMount and DPFormat worked 
fine, but that wasn't what I wanted. 

That was clue one as to how to get the His to work. While I 
could access the drive if I MouNTed it, my sector editor didn't 
show the drive size and number of sectors. Playing around 
with the sector editor, and mountlist entries, it appeared that, 
as far as the Amiga is concerned, the SANUs drive is a com-
pletely separate drive, not a partition on a drive. 

Changing the cylinder numbers in my mountlist to match those 
given by DPFormat when it runs took care of that problem. Now, 
if I used amount to mount the drive and DPFormat to format it, I 
could just use the normal Amiga MOUNT command rather than 
DJMotmt and still use the drive. Unfortunately, that didn't help 
with the fonnat problem. It still just hung. 

Clue number two was the way the filesystem identifies a disk. 
The difference between the Old File System (on) and the FFS 
is the way data sectors are used. The oFs only uses 488 bytes 
of the 512 available for data, the other 24 bytes are filesystem 
information, mainly for recoverability. 

The FFS gives up that recoverability but uses all 512 bytes for 
data. However, the root, directory and fde headers are iden-
tical in both the on and the FFS. 

AmigaDos uses a marker in sector 0 of the filesystem to tell it 
what kind of disk you have. A KickStart disk uses the ASCII 
Characters RICK as its identifier. An ors disk uses the ASCII 
characters Dos plus a byte holding the value 0 as its identifier 
(Dosa). An FFS disk uses the same characters DOS plus a byte 
holding the value 1 (Dost) as its identifier. Remember, that 
this is not the string DOSO and Dost but the string 'Dos' 
followed by the value 0 or 1. 

Now that my mountlist was right, if I mounted the drive as an 
FFS drive, I got a 'Not a DOS disk' requester. If I mounted the 
drive as an oes drive, it worked fine. Both fdesystems recog-
nised the disk, the format program didn't work using either 
ors or FFS but once formatted, ors worked fine. What would 
happen if I changed the identifier to the FFS identifier? Could 
en then use the disk? It sure can! I took my handy dandy 
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sector editor and changed the 4th byte from value 0 to value 1 
and wrote it out. I then re-booted, MOtoned the drive with an 
PPS moundist and used it under Fes! By the way, AmigaDos 
apparently only uses those first 4 bytes, so if you have a sector 
editor that requires you to checksum the block before you can 
write it, it will work anyway. 

That was the feral step. It's a kludge, but it works. You've got 
several steps to go through, but in the end, it's worth it. The 
only format program that seems to work on a JANUS disk is DP-
Format which only understands On. FPS only understands a 
DOSI type of disk, but ops and FES are enough alike that in this 
case anyway; formatting under oes and changing the disk to a 
Dost disk allows it to be used with FPS. 

Just to make sure, I ran a few tests using Diskperf which gave 
the following results for UPS: 

File create/delete: create 9 files/sec delete 16 files/sec 
Directory scan: 	51 entries/sec 
Seek/read test: 	49 seek/reads per sec 
tilt speed: 	but 512 bytes, rd 20641 bytes/sec, yr 17476 bytes/sec 
tilt speed: 	bof 4096 bytes, rd 20980 bytes/sec, sr 17133 bytes/sec 
civ speed: 	bur 8192 bytes, rd 20164 bytes/sec, yr 16487 bytes/sec 

Not very impressive and notice that higher buffer sizes made 
no difference. Now, the same thing under FFS: 

Pile create/ddelete: create 8 files/sec delete 12 files/sec 
Directory scan: 	106 entries/see 
Seekiread test: 
	57 seek/reads per sec 

rip speed 
	

but 512 bytes, rd 23405 bytes/sec, yr 21845 bytes/sec 
tilt speed 
	

but 40% bytes, M 68985 bytes/sec, yr 55775 bytes/sec 
r/v speed 
	

but 8192 bytes, rd 68985 bytes/sec, yr 56987 bytes/sec 

Quite a difference! And this was with an older 10 Meg drive 
with an average seek time of 95ms on the Ms-Dos side. If you 
have a faster drive (most are nowadays), I suspect you'll get 
even better numbers. 

Now, how about a real world test? I did a copy of all the files 
from my Amiga side hard disk onto the JANUS drive using the 
copy command with the ALL option. Since this was only a 5 
meg partition, obviously it wouldn't hold all the files, so I 
timed it from the start until the JANus drive filled. Using OAS, 
it took 8 minutes and 40 seconds to fill the drive. Using FES, it 
took 6 minutes and 30 seconds; and since PPS uses aft 512 data 
bytes per block, it also copied an additional 32 files (5%) onto 
the drive. 

Loading and running programs shows that FPS on the JANUS 
drive was significantly faster than the OFS. I tan a few more 
tests to make sure that neither the Amiga nor the MS-DOS parti-
tions on the drive had problems with each other. They didn't. 
Sector editors on both partitions showed all the data just where 
it was supposed to be. 

I did find out one thing though, do not my to use the MS-Dos 
side during JANUS disk activity. You will bring it to its knees! 
Ms-Dos just doesn't understand doing two things at once, some-
thing I do quite often on the Amiga side. If you had Trans-
former, the software MS-DOS emulation program, you know how 
slow it is, well trying to use MS-DOS and access the JANUS drive 
at the same time is about 10 times slower yet than Transformer! 

So, FPs does work on a JANUS drive, but not the way I said it 
should in my last article. Remember, you'll need a sector 
editor, but hem's how to use FPS on a JANUS drive (there may 
be other ways, Ijust didn't discover them): 

1 Backup everything on your MS-DOS side and also on the 
Amiga side if you've already got a JANUS partition. 

2 If you don't already have a JANUS partition set up, partition 
the MS-DOS side drive using the MS-DOS FDISK and ADISK com-
mands, don't forget to have PDISK make its partition active. 
You'll have to re-boot the whole Amiga after using FD15K and 
ADISK, so it takes a bit of time. 

3 After the Amiga is booted, use DJMount to mount the Amiga 
partition. 

4 Use DPFormat to format the Amiga partition and while it is 
running, write down the low and high cylinder numbers. This 
is important! You MUST format the drive; even if you already 
had a JANUS drive set up under ops, you must re-format it. 

5 With a sector editor, go to block 0 of the drive. You'll see the 
DOSO identifier as the first 4 bytes. Change byte 4 from ta to ot. 

6 Now, create a mountlist for your new drive. You can call it 
anything you want, including JBO:. Use the example mountlist 
from page A-3 of the 'Enhancer Manual' except change the 
device to jdisk.device. Change the unit number to 0 for the 
fust partition. Change the Surfaces and BlocksPerTrack to 
match your drive. Change the LowCyl to match the low 
number given by DPFormat and change HighCyd to match the 
high cylinder number given by DPFormat. Here's what my 
mountlist looked like: 

aao: 

Device = jdisk.device 
Unit = 0 
Flags = 0 
Surfaces = 4 
alocksPerTrack = 17 
Reserved = 2 
Interleave = D /' keep this at 0 */ 
LowCyl = 0 
HlghCyl = 153 
Duffers = 20 
Stacksize = 4000 
G1obVec = 1 
Filesystem = L:FastFileSystem 
DosType = 0x444F5301 I' Note this is 'DOS1' in hex */ 

t 
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7 Remove any commands in your startup-sequence that refer 
to the JANUS drive, including any WMount command. You 
won't use them anymore. 

8 After saving your mountlist and new startup-sequence(s), 
wait the customary 3 or 4 seconds and then re-boot the Amiga. 

9 After your startup runs, now mount your FPS JANUS drive 
using the mount command that came with v1.3. 

10 Test your drive - see if you can access it. If you did every-
thing right, it should work fine. If it does, you can now go 
back restore any files you used to have on the drive and then 
re-edit your startup-sequence to mount no (or whatever 
you called it). 

If you can't access the drive, go back over the steps above. 
Make sure you follow them exactly. This procedure worked 
fine for me and several others who tried it after I figured it out. 
I did not try using more than one partition for the Amiga, but I 
see no reason why it wouldn't work with multiple JANUS parti-
tions. Just do the same thing with each partition (change the 
DOSO to DOS1 after xwFormat-ing the partition) and set up a 
mountlist for it. The Unit numbers would go up for each par-
tition, that is the first partition is Unit 0, the second is Unit I 
and so forth. 

Comments on the software scene 

I've got mixed feelings on the current state of affairs when it 
comes to the amount and type of software available for the 
Amiga. This also includes my thoughts about the MOO be-
cause the two ideas are tied together. Certainly, the A500 is a 
'good thing' right now. It's the most popular of the Amiga line, 
and is selling well. In fact, it may be the machine that saved 
Commodore's bacon. The A1000 was selling ok, but nothing 
like the MOO. The A2000, in its various incarnations is also 
selling well, but again, not as well as the MOO. 

It's because of the A500 that sales of the Amiga are now in the 
I million range. That's good. My concern is not for today, but 
for the future. In the long run, the A500 may not be a 'good 
thing'. 

The MOO has opened up the Amiga line to folks who simply 
enjoy an excellent game machine at a reasonable price. That's 
fine, those folks deserve the best darn machine they can get for 
their money, and the Amiga seems to fill this niche quite well. 
My fear is that it may fill it too well. 

The MOO, while expandable, isn't nearly as convenient to 
expand as the A2000 and its descendants. The A500 becomes 
cumbersome when you add to it. A box sitting on the side of 
the system unit/keyboard combination works, but just doesn't 
feel right. You can't just shove the keyboard to get into a more 
convenient typing position. You can't pick it up and put it on 
your lap while you put your feet up on the desk (my favourite 
typing position while reading messages on CompuSerte). 

	 •0[  
That doesn't make it any less of a computer, it just means that 
it's not as convenient a computer for certain things. In the long 
run, it also means that the majority of A500's will stay pretty 
much with thein basic configuration with perhaps a 2nd floppy 
and a bit more memory. That also means that A500 owners 
won't be purchasing software that requires several Meg of 
memory and/or large hard drives. Of course, there will be ex-
ceptions to this. Some folks will boost their A500s to 8 Meg of 
memory and add a 1W Meg hard drive. But that certainly 
won't be the typical MOO owner. The typical A500 owner will 
use it for minor word processing, small home databases, some 
video work, and a lot of games. 

To sell to businesses, we need high quality software, and don't 
need the reputation of a games machine. While selling to a 
business may not seem like a big deal, it is. 

Take my office for example. Even though I'm currently as-
signed to our data bureau, where we all do various levels of 
program development, there are more computers in the office 
than there are in our homes. I'm not talking about the main 
computers, I'm talking abdut the desktop computers. All 11 of 
us have computers on our desktops, but only 7 of us have 
computers at home (2 of them are Amigasl). Like most busi-
nesses, the machines we use are MS-DOS computers. It's be-
cause the software we need is available and the machines 
aren't known as a games machine. They're certainly not the 
best computers for the job, but we know that they won't be 
here today and gone tommorow. It's that simple. 

I've owned computers in the past that gained the reputation as 
a game machine and unfortunately that meant that after a 
while, only games software was available for it. The so called 
serious software dried up for those machines. Oh sure, there 
were a few word processors available, and some home style 
databases and money management programs were also 
available. But there was little or no top quality serious 
software available, just tons and tons of games. 

A lot of folks would say, "So what?" to that They have no 
need for serious software. They could care less about selling to 
businesses. They're perfectly happy with the available 
software. But there are also those who see large gaps in the 
software available for the Amiga. I'm not into video work, but 
I certainly see the need for software for those who are inter-
ested in video work on the Amiga. Likewise, I'm not into 
games, I play a few, but generally don't have time for them. 
That doesn't mean others don't want more and better games. 

That's where the MOO comes in. Publishers know the demo-
graphics, they know that if the large majority of units sold are 
lower priced mMeLs, with limited expandability that enter-
tainment software will sell better than other forms of software. 

But we need productivity software also, in fact, what we really 
need is a good balance of software between entertainment and 
productivity. That is what will keep sales of the Amiga 
healthy. 
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through recent issues of Amiga magazines, I see an 
lot of full page ads for entertainment software and only 

few pages of ads for productivity software. The mail order 
show about the same thing, lots of entertainment 

software and some 	 software. The balance isn't productivity 
there, but it's close enough for right now. 

All I'm saying is that I'd like to see it stay close to balance. 
The Amiga is a very versatile machine. It can play great 
games, but it can also run fantastic software but the software 
has to be there. I'm asking publishers and developers to con- 
sider what type of software they offer. 
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AND ENTERTAINMENT 

TO REALLY USE YOUR AMIGA 

Some of the so called productivity software I've seen on the 
Amiga is plain and simple garbage. It's pushed off as proles- 
sional level software and it's cumbersome, slow and inflexible. 

1 1 Disk Magazine Issues available 

What good is DataBaseX (boy, l hope there's not a product by 
that name!) if it can't at least import a dBASE III file? I'm not 
saying it needs to handle dBAsE programs. But no business is 

to be convinced DataBaseX is a professional level going 
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Word processors that take an hour to print a letter because they S t ecial offer! MEGADOS 
print ALL the letter in super hi-rez graphics just aren't going 
to cut it. That may be fine for an occasional letter from home, 
but a business that puts out 10 or 20 letters a day can't wait 
that long. They care about properly formatted letters, on let- 
terhead with clean, crisp text. They have the money to buy a 
quality printer that doesn't need to run in graphics mode to get 9 	Y 	 (p P 	 p emu 
the crisp text. I'm not saying don't provide the graphics output 
for those that need it but don't ignore the ASCII output for 
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AmigaDos Manual-on-disk, 
with all you need to know about Y 
CLI, Workbench, 12, 1.3 and 

ARP and much more 
$19.95 

Price for current subscribers 
$13.95 

those that can use it. Allow the user to select their preferences, 650 PUBLIC DOMAIN DISKS FOR $5.50 each. S5 for subscribers 
don't force your preferences on them. 

If you're going to take the time to write a program, take the  
time to do it right. An extra month spend polishing the 

All tnese dsRs are hely described an the free Catalogue-on-Disk 
PD 10-Pack 110 selected PD iisks'n handy plastic box) S55 

a Dish Animal on SetS 5- AnGvuus Desk $5.60 
program can make the difference between night and day. 
Listen to the users, find out what they need and provide it for 
them. Look at what you do, what do you need to get your job 
done and try to provide the software to make that easier for 
you, and everyone else that does a similar job. 

. 
If you're writing a game, great, but make it the best dam game 
you've ever seen. Then rake some of the tricks you needed to 

thegame to run andapplythem to an application 
 

get 	
product 
	program. 

long• Don't get sock in a rut, vary your 	line. In the 
run, you, me(the user) and the Amiga will all be winners! 

Just because the A500 is the most popular of the Amiga line, 
doesn't mean it's the only member of the Amiga line. Don't 

PLEASE 
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ignore it, but don't write only for it. If the softVare is there, ra mo 	Tempore. 	- DSc - 	-  
the larger machines will pick up sales also. Sirdto MIAOW,oEO(Ia,GwnHot 2006. 

Tegleat(021060]002(/Awn) at (04 060 MLO 
The Amiga is a great machine to play a game on, but it is not 
game machine. It is capable of doing things most could only 
dream of a few short years ago. Let's continue to take 
vantage of those capabilities in every way possible. 
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Access 

The world of non-commercial software 

by Steve Ahlstrom 

As the primary Sysop on CompuServe's AmigaForum, and a 
veteran Amiga programmer, Steve Ahlstrom sees just about 
every notable public domain and shareware program that gets 
written. In this column, he tells you about the ones that have 
recently caught his eye. If you have information you would like 
to share through this column, you can leave a message for 
Steve on CompuServe (76703,2006) or send it to us, and we 
will pass it on. 

Last time I took a look at Disk Storage by Khalid Aldoseri. 
Because it was such a nice, well done and to-the-point utility, I 
started looking at other programs he's written and it seems 
he's very prolific, with quite a library of utility programs. I'm 
going to talk about several from his collection. 

First, a little background info on Khalid (since he is anything 
but your 'average Amiga user). He was born, and currently 
lives, in Manama, Bahrain, a major international banking 
centre, located off the coast of Saudi Arabia. It is a very small 
Persian Gulf island country, 231 square miles and with a popu-
lation of about a quarter million people. At 21 he received his 
Master's Degree in management from a Swiss university and 
now, at 23, Khalid works as a Bank Inspector. This position re-
quires frequent international travel. 

Having started his computing experience on the PET 2001 he 
moved to they VIC-20, the C-64 (on which we wrote an Arabic 
word processor), and then to the IBM PC. About the time he 
decided he needed to upgrade from the PC to an AT he read an 
article in 'Byte' Magazine about the Amiga. He immediately 
cancelled his order for the AT and waited for his Amiga. 

Khalid's system, or a least the setup he calls his 'programming 
system' is one that would make us all envious! It consists of an 
8 meg A2000, CSA 68020/68881 combo, half a megabyte of 
32 bit RAM, 2090A, 100 meg Conner hard disk, MicroWay 
ftickerFixer, and NEC MultiSync 11. He has other Amiga 
systems that are dedicated for business purposes including a 
fully functional Amiga A500 and hard disk in an SX-64 case - 
Khalid is a bit of a hardware hacker too. 

Khalid writes mostly small utilities that he finds handy for 
himself. These utilities are indeed handy for many of us! 

Locks 
Freely distributable software by Khalid Aldoseri 

Have you run across a program that puts an Amigaoos lock on 
a fde and does not release it when the program terminates? 
What do you do? Well, you can ignore it, but there may be 
times you would rather release the lock than ignore the 
problem. You could always reboot! that will release the lock 
but that too may not be an appropriate solution. 

Now there's Locks. If you want to remove all locks on a 
device, make sure that the locks have not been put there by an 
assign. If so, remove the assignment before unlocking the 
device. If you don't, the next time you mn assign you will be 
met by the turbaned one. 

This program is small and to the point, but it is extremely 
powerful. So much so, if you don't know what you're doing 
you can really mess up your system. If you understand what 
Amiganos file locks are all about, proceed with caution. If 
you don't, stay away from this one until you do! For infor-
mation on fde locks see the Amiganos Manual or just about 
any book on Amiga programming. 

Float 
Freely distributable software by Khalid Aldoseri 

Have you ever used the snapshot feature of workbench only to 
fmd out that you can't return the icon to it's original 'floating' 
state? Float will take any WorkBench icon (Disk, Drawer, 
Tool, Project and so on) and 'unsnapshot' it. WorkBench will 
again position the icon where it decides is the best place for it. 
For example, a disk icon will be positioned in the top right-
most vacant space that WorkBench can fmd. 

Using this program is quite simple. Just click on the Float's 
icon, hoQld the SHIFT key and double-click the icon you want to 
float. Ydb'll notice some disk activity as the new information 
is written. Since the positioning information for that icon is 
buffered you will not see an immediate change. To see the 
change, close the window the icon is in then reopen it. If it is a 
disk icon, you'll have to reboot. These icons are now free 
floating again. 
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You may also use an extended select to float several icons at 
once. Just click on Float's icon, then single click on those 
icons you want to float, and double-click the last of the group. 

which includes the name of the file being printed, the current 
date and time, and the number of the page that is being printed. 

The command line format is: 
This is strictly a WorkBench program and will not run cor- 
rectly if called from CLI 	 1j2 (<option>) <filename> (<destination>] 

LaserJet Print features 

Normally you would just print 
out the entire document, in draft 
mode if using a dot matrix 
printer. This can be wasteful of 	  
paper, and in the case of laser 
printers, wasteful of toner, which, depending on brand and 
model of printer can be anywhere from $30 to $120 for a new 
toner cartridge. 

142 allows you to print two logical pages of text on the same 
page using a small, landscape font. Two pages will print side 
by side on one sheet of paper. Each page will have a title 

fans. 	 will read in and setup a pre- 
written configuration named 
LQ_Setup. The load keyword 
will search current directory 
then DEVs: to find the file. If not 

found, a fil a requester will brought up. 

As I said earlier, I use this one all the time. I find it much more 
convenient to use the load feature to change my current printer 
setup than go into the printer preferences program itself. I am 
not, for various reasons, a fan of ARP, but this program got me 
to at least put the ARP.bbrary on my disk. 

• Print In Landscape or Portrait modes. 
• Use any built-in, cartridge or even soft fonts. 
• Will automatically download soft fonts into the printer. 
• EXTREMELY fast printing. (This is done by totally 

bypassing the Preferences printer.devlce). 
• Can print one or TWO logical pages on a single paper. 
• Multiple styles of page headers with date/time, file name, 

and page numbers. 
• Length and Width of page adjustable in inches. 
• Has preset lengths/widths for paper sizes of A4, Letter, 

Legal, and Executive. 
• You can specify the Pitch & Point of a font and it will be 

selected. 
• Selection of Bold and Italic fonts, plus limited support for 

proportional fonts. (This will be food in a later release.) 
• Fine control over the Lines Per Inch seting. 
• You can specify the number of characters per line 

needed and the correct font size will be selected, if such 
a font exists. 

• Selectable margins for top, bottom, left and right. 
• Selectable Tab spacing. 
• Multiple copies. (Uses printer's # of pages facility.) 
• Can print line numbers, either for the whole file or per 

page. 
• Completely Intuitionised with file requesters for file 

selection and soft font selection. 
• You can call up your favourite editor directly from the 

program with the selected file loaded automatically. 
• Serial or Parallel port can be selected. 
• SEVEN different sets of settings that can be used for clif-

f erent jobs as required. These can be SAVED and will be 
automatically loaded every time you run the program. 
Shrink window facility to make the program disappear 

• and Just leave a tiny window that can be selected to have 
the program come up again. 
A CLI option to have the program start up as a tiny 

• window for all you Startup-Sequence  

LaserJet Print 
Freely distributable software 
by Khalid Aldoseri 

Laser printers ate extremely 
useful beasts to own. At times, 
though, they can be intimidating 
and may not easily do the things 
you'd like or need them to do. 

LaserJet Print is a toolbox full 
of features for your LaserJet+, 
LaserJet Series II, or HP LJ 
compatible printer. Its features 
are listed in the box, giving your 
laser printer a lot more power. 

Unfortunately, I'm not one of 
the lucky people who own a 
laser printer. I did play with 
LaserJet Printer for quite a while 
at my dealer. 

The program works as adver-
tised and is a must have for you 
with HP LI compatible printers. 

U2 
Freely distributable software 
by Khalid Aldoseri 

This is another needed utility for 
HP LJ compatible printers. 

There are times when you want 
to do a draft copy of a document 
to check it's compositional 
layouL 

where <filename> is the name of 
the file to be printed. <Desti-
nation> is where the output will 
go. The default is the printer se-
lected from Preferences. 

There are various options. You 
can disable headers, disable time 
and date, enable line numbering, 
and others. 

Printer 
Freely distributable software 
by Khalid Aldoseri 

This one I use all the time. 
Printer will change your prefer-
ences printer settings from the 
CLL 

It allows you to load in previ-
ously configured set-ups. This is 
very useful for differing types of 
print jobs or the frequent use of 
different printers. 

As an example, if your 
command line is: 

PRINTER driver Epson port 

parallel pitch 10 spacing 6 

this tells the system to use a 
driver called Epson, use the par-
allel port, set pitch to 10 and line 
spacing to 6 1pi. 

PRINTER load LQ_Setup 

Transactor tor the AMIGA 
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Printer requires the ARplibrary (version 1.1 or higher) and 
version 1.3 of the operating system, or higher. 

   

401 

 

     

     

  

SPEAK: 
Handler = L:Speak-Handler 
Stacksize = 6000 

Priority = 5 

OlobVec = -1 

e 

/* DO NOT AUTOMOUNT */ 

AUX: 

Handler = L:Aux-Handler 
Stacksize = 1000 

Priority - 5 
W 

   

 

The following are the valid keywords and values supported by 
Printer are: 

Driver 	: Printer Driver Name 

Port 
	

: Serial/Parallel 

Paper 
	

: FanFold/Single 

Quality : Draft/Letter 

Pitch 
	

: 10/12/15 OR Pica/Elite/Fine 

Spacing : 6/8 

Length 
	

: 1-999 

Left 
	

: 1-999 

Right 
	

: 1-999 

Size 	: Letter/US-Legal/Narrow/Wide/Custom 

Aspect 
	

: Horizontal/Vertical 

Shade 	: B6W/creyscale/Color 

Image 	: Positive/Negative 

Threshold: 1-15 

Smooth : ON/OFF 

Correct : One or more of R/0/a (e.g. RB) or None 

Dither 	: Ordered/Halftone/F-S 

Scale 	: Fraction/Integer 

Density : 1-7 

Offset 	: Tenths of Inches (0-2551 

Center :ON/OFF 

Limits 	: Ignore/Bounded/Absolute/Pixel/Multiply 

Width 	Tenths of Inches OR Pixels OR Times. 10-65535) 

Height 	: Tenths of Inches OR Pixels OR Times. 0-65535) 

Baud 	: 110/300/1200/2400/4800/9600/19200/31250 

Load 
	

: Any valid Preferences file. 

Save 	: Any file name. 

Help 
	

: Display this message. 

Show 	: Shows the current printer settings. 

AutoMount 

Freely distributable software by Khalid Aldoseri 

    

  

If the device to ignore is the first device in the list, add the 
comment on the line immediately above the device specifi-
cation. AutoMount will not complain (and thus abort the pro-
cedure) if a device has already been mounted. 

Another way to automount devices is to pass as parameters the 
names of the devices you wish to automounu 

 

  

AutoMount AUX: SPEAK: NEWCON: 

   

  

This method is faster than the normal approach. You just 
specify what you want to mount after the name of the program 
from the CLI or from your startup-sequence. 

AutoMount has a feature specifically for floppy users. By 
using the keyword FLOPPY the program will initialise the 
ramdisk device, copy the mountlist to RAM:, copy c:mount to 
RAM:, and mount DEVICE FROM RAM:mounttiSt. This will 
normally increase mount speed by 50% (this feature is limited 
to the 1.3 version of the Amigaoos mount command). You can 
utilize the FLOPPY feature from the CLI whether the program 
reads your mountlist directly or you pass parameters to it. The 
command lines would be: 

 

  

AutoMount AUX: SPEAK: NEWCON: ... 

Or 

   

 

AutoMount will automatically mount all the entries in your 
moundist file. This will allow you to get rid of all of those 
multiple mount n: commands in your startup-sequence. The 
primary purpose of this program is to shorten your startup-
sequence, thus shortening your boot up time. 

All you need to do is place AutoMount 7 your C: directory 
and make sure the AmigaDos mount command is there also. 

If your moutons( is like mine, you may have several devices 
defined that you do not want mounted everytime you boot up. 
AutoMount takes this into account. Just add the line: 

AutoMount FLOPPY AUX: SPEAK: FAST1: 

   

 

Well, there you have it. I don't know how you feel about 
having the column feature the works of just one programmer, 
but I felt that Khalid has written so many fine, small utilities, 
that I discovered only after using his Disk Storage program, 
that I thought I should pass along his work to you. 

None of the programs described here are public domain; Mr. 
Aldoseri retains the copyright to them. However, they are 
freely distributable as long as his documentation files remain 
intact and unchanged. He is constantly updating these pro-
grams (as well as many others he's written that space limita-
tions prevent me from telling you about - at least for this 
time). He is also very open to suggestions for other utilities 
that will enhance the use of the Amiga. 

 

 

Is DO NOT AUTOMOUNT*/ 

  

 

between the tt of the previous device and the name of the 
device you wish to ignore. For example: 

 

 

f{ 	 Q 
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Obeying the rules! 

Consistency is at the heart of the user-interface 

by Andy Dawson 
Copyright ®1989 Andy Dawson 

Andy Dawson is a senior manager, working in the media who 
has worked with the Amiga from its earliest days. He has an 
honours degree in psychology, and has specialised in the psy-
chology of the user-interface. Andy has worked as a consultant 
to several large organisations advising on various aspects of 
computer displays, and user-interaction. 

In the beginning, Commodore laid down a few basic rules for 
software developers. 

They first said that there was only one absolute address in the 
whole machine, and that was at $4; everything else must be ac-
cessed through this address, be it a Kernel ROM routine, a 
system data area or a piece of hardware. Those that obeyed 
this rule found that their software transported across to dif-
ferent models and variants of the operating system with no dif-
ficulty. Those that ignored it found that their software fell 
apart as soon as a new revision of the operating system was 
released, or a new machine was introduced. 

With Intuition, Commodore also founded a basic window, 
icon, mouse, pointer environment (we all know is as a wm8 
environment). This is the basis of Workbench, and most 
software houses have accepted this as an agreeable way into 
their programs. But Intuition wasn't just a feature of Work-
bench; rather, it was a global Amiga philosophy aimed at em-
phasising and enhancing the integrated software concept. It 
was designed to make life easy and straightforward for the 
end-uls .r, and to make the Amiga system, which includes the 
range of commercial software, a truly coherent system. 

At the heart of Intuition are the concepts of windows, icons and 
menus. The idea that the end-user should not need to learn 
complex keystrokes to drive his application. Instead, we have 
the 'point-and-shoot' system which was first adopted by Xerox, 
and later popularised by the Apple Macintosh. Commodore-
Amiga adopted and extended this approach to meet the needs of 
a multi-tasking system. Their intention was to produce an intu-
itive approach to all Amiga software, making the first stage of 
the learning curve less of the trauma that it might have been. 

Such an intuitive approach is of immense value to the first-
time user, so many anti-computer people have been won over  

very quickly by the ease at which, for instance, they could 
draw with DeluxePaint or create simple documents with 
TextCraft. The intermittent user of software also benefits, for 
he no longer needs to approach the software with a large 
manual but he can instead build on past experience and drive 
the intuitive interface. 

However, if the user is limited to only one application 
program, or is a very regular user, then the mechanism of the 
intuitive approach may become tedious. Soon, he builds a cog-
nitive map of the way the program is structured - subcon-
sciously, the routes through the program (assuming it is well 
written and consistent!) are learnt and the mouse may then 
become a hinderance. 

The vast majority of users will have one or two items of 
software that they use on a regular basis. This is the package 
that will have grown beyond the intuitive interface stage - 
function keys, Amiga-key combinations and 'Meta-keys' will 
have become the norm. To be fair, far-flung features will still 
be called using the menus or icons, but for the most part, the 
mouse could be disconnected. 

Once in a while, all these users will take a quick sortie into 
other packages. They may want to tinker with a database, or 
suddenly discover that they need to do a drawing to illustrate 
their text, or need to work with the spreadsheet that they've 
had tucked away since they bought it. Here, the intuitive ap-
proach is second to none, and with a coherent and consistent 
user-interface, the Amiga and its software become a very solid 
package, inspiring a great deal of user confidence. 

This is the Amiga philosophy. 

Intuition Menus 

With Intuition came a plethora of menus and to ensure consis-
tency across the range of Amiga software, Commodore ini-
tially laid down a few ground odes for the two menus that 
would be most frequently needed. They set up a project menu 
standard and an edit menu standard. 

The project menu consisted of: 
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NEW - which simply creates a new project 
OPEN - gets back a previously saved project 
SAYE - saves the current project back to disk 
SAYE AS - saves current project under a new name 
PRINT - prints the entire project 
PRINT As - prints project, but allows the user to alter defaults 
QUIT - exit the program, but warns the user if the project has 
been modified but not saved 

Most software houses have accepted this convention, although 
a few of the bigger packages seem to have ignored it For in-
stance, WordPerfect uses an unnecessarily odd collection of 
retrieve and save sub-menus, while SuperBase has modified 
the standard project menu to cope with the specialist nature of 
the database system. 

Other packages tend to conform, although novice users are 
often confused when confronted with OPEN in some packages 
and LOAD in others - the difference in names implies a dif-
ference in the operation and instantly destroys the firm foun-
dation of the intuitive approach. 

The edit menu is much more appropriate to a word processor 
or drawing program, although spreadsheets, databases, 
graphics and music packages could also be able to use it. 
Commodore's standard was: 

UNDO - undoes a previous operation (if not possible, then the 
option should be disabled!) 
CUT - removes selected portion and puts it in the ClipBoard 
COPY - copies selected portion to the ClipBoard 
PASTE - puts copy of the ClipBoard into the project 
ERASE - remove selected option, but without putting in the 
ClipBoard 

Any project which claims to be able to multi-task must 
provide full ClipBoard support. Sadly, this is not often the case 
and so many software houses lose out on their packages be-
coming part of an integrated system simply because they 
ignore the ClipBoard concept. 

Commodore-Amiga clearly understood the idea of the intuitive 
learning curve, and the fact that, with some expOence, many 
users would want to stick with the keyboard for the most part. 
They therefore gave Intuition the ability to invoke menu functions 
using keyboard shortcuts. So, Commodore not only spelt out 
some ground rules for menus, but they also set out to standardise 
these keyboard shortcuts. In many ways, this is a very much more 
important standard to adopt since menu options are, for the most 
part, self explanatory and the user need not commit them to 
memory. However, the whole point of the keyboard shortcuts is 
that they should be committed to memory and therefore consis-
tency across packages is of immense importance. 

Commodore put out two recommendations for keyboard 
shortcuts. The first was for the menu options, to be used with 
the right-Amiga key (A) - this was, in effect, a replacement for 
functions accessed with the right mouse button. The second  

was for more general selection within a project (which would 
normally be left mouse button functions) to be used with the 
left-Amiga (A) key. It was part of their guidelines that users 
should be able to hold down the Amiga key with the little 
forger of one hand, and be able to press one of the keys that 
they would normally press with the other. Thus, touch typists 
would be able to use them without feeling awkward or clumsy. 

For the menu shortcuts, Commodore recommended the fol-
lowing (although there is a conflict with A-P, which appears to 
have two functions - nobody seems to have resolved this one, 
although Commodore usesA-& in Notepad for paste!): 

A-X - cut 
A-C - copy 
A-P-paste 
A-I - select italic 
A-B - select bold 
A-U - select underline • 
A-P - reset to plain text 
A-Q - undo or cancel 
A-S - save 

As for the selection shortcuts, Commodore specified some 
general keys which would select portions to the left or right of 
the cursor, depending on the project, although it is in word 
processing that these shortcuts are most visible: 

A-I - select small piece to right of cursor (word) 
A-O - select bigger piece to right of cursor (sentence) 
A-P - select even bigger piece to right of cursor (paragraph) 
A-1 - select small piece to left of cursor (word) 
A-K - select bigger piece to left of cursor (sentence) 
A-L - select even bigger piece to left of cursor (paragraph) 

Commodore also stated that A-N and A-M would send the 
Workbench screen to the front or back, and that Intuition itself 
would handle this and that software should not use these com-
binations for their own use. 

Some software houses have accepted these conventions. For 
instance, WordPerfect does use A-I to select the rest of the 
word to the right of the cursor. Even though WordPerfect does 
go its own way in some areas, it does conform to the general 
Intuition style as recommended by Commodore. 

The inevitable question arising out of all this is, why should 
these standards be adopted? 

There is really only one answer to this, and that is to make life 
easy for the end-user. Imagine an end-user using several dif-
ferent packages on the Amiga. Perhaps he uses a word-
processor for most of the time, he is soon going to learn the 
keyboard conventions for that package - but then, perhaps, he 
needs to pay a brief visit to a database or a spreadsheet. 
Imagine his confusion when he finds that the keystrokes work 
differently; perhaps so differently that there is a risk of 
spoiling the work in hand. 
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One reason why some software houses bend the standards is 
that their software is written to work on a variety of computers 
whose standards are perhaps a little different (if they have any 
at all, that is). Their argument is often along the lines that 
users switching between the same product on one machine 
should see the same environment on the Amiga. Considering 
that the percentage of users likely to do this is probably less 
that a fraction of a percent, but that almost one hundred 
percent of users of the package will also use other packages on 
the Amiga, the argument is fatuous. It is far more likely that 
the company's own internal politics have dictated that it is 
easier to produce a single manual for all machines, and that 
customising the core of the software to each computer is a 
waste of time and money. Such arguments ignore the realities 
of life, ignore the end-user in a big way and, above all, imply 
that the software itself is of little value except when used on its 
own in a dedicated environment. 

There is even one package, which has mixed conventions even 
within various sections of itself!. In some instances, A-X will 
perform a cur operation (as in a text requester supplied by In-
tuition) but at other times, the same combination fails to CUT 
the text, but allows the user to change directories he is 
working in; to delete text at this point requires CTRL-x! This is 
only one example, and does nothing to give the user any confi-
dence. Most end-users probably won't even notice the frustra-
tions that such inconsistencies produce, but their performance 
and perception of the product will be subconsciously eroded. 

The same problem also occurs within the Amiga itself, since 
MIA is used to CUT when using the co yet A-X is used 
when using a string gadget 

Consistency and multi-tasking 
i 

In the Amiga, as in any multi-tasking environment, consis-
tency is of vital importance. At a software level, the rules 
MUST be obeyed otherwise programs competing for the 
system's resources will clash and eventually fall about our 
ears. In a simple system, such consistency is not always re-
quired. 

At the user interface level, consistency is also extremely im-
portant In a simple, single program, system, inconsistency 
does not matter too much as the switching from one program 
to another takes time and the user will soon pick up contextual 
clues which will help orient him in the program environment 
just as the driver of a right-hand drive car can usually quickly 
adapt to a left-hand drive, because he is in a different envi-
ronment for a reasonable length of time. However, in a multi-
tasking system, when the database and word processor are 
likely to be running together, switching between them pro-
vides very little contextual clues and the user is almost bound 
to carry the memory of the basic keystrokes across the 
program boundary. If these are not consistent, then there will 
be problems; just as if the driver of the right-hand drive car 
had the controls reversed to those of a left-hand drive car 
whenever he changed gear! 

Perhaps what I am saying in this article is that software houses 
should look beyond their own products and look towards the 
Amiga system as a whole. Please forget about inter-
manufacturer consistency (unless it can be accommodated 
without infringing the basic Amiga rules) and work towards a 
consistent Amiga environment. Sadly, I believe that arrogance 
and a degree of contempt for the end-user has already resulted 
in some of the most powerful Amiga packages being spoilt. 

This article begs many questions about the whole psychology 
of the user-interface. It is a complex subject and one which is 
rarely understood by even the best software authors. There is a 
persistent attitude in most programming circles which seems 
to accept that, provided the software doesn't crash too often, 
and that all features are readily accessible, then the user-
interface is about right. It is the same mentality that goes for 
lots of bells and whistles, rather than a solid, but basic, 
product. 

This is all so far from the truth, and needs careful consider-
ation from a psychologists viewpoint, but that must be for a 
later date. 

The Commodore philosophy 

Commodore introduced their philosophy in the very first 
edition of the Intuition manual: 

'What is a user interface? This sweeping phrase covers all as-
pects of getting input from and sending output to the user It 
includes the innermost mechanisms of the computer and rises 
to the height ofilefining a philosophy to guide the interaction 
between man and machine. Intuition is, above all else, a phi-
losophy turned into software. 

'This philosophy is easy to describe: the interaction between 
user and computer should be simple, enjoyable and consistent;  
in a word, intuitive. Intuition supplies a bevy of tools and envi-
ronments which can be used to meet this philosophy. 

'You are encouraged to take advantage of the many Intuition 
features. Doing so serves two purposes: you spend less time 
implementing user-interaction mechanisms of your own ... and 
the user of your code gets to work in an environment that 
doesn't change radically from one application to another. 

'No matter how simple or fanciful your program design, it will 
fit within the basis Intuition framework ... The users will come 
to understand these basic Intuition elements, and will come to 
trust that the building blocks remain constant. This consis-
tency ensures that a well-designed program will be under-
standable to the naïve user, as well as the sophisticate. 

'This is the essence and beauty of the Intuition philosophy.' 

If only software houses would stick to this and put their own 
big-headedness and arrogance behind them. Software is for the 
user, not for the corporate ego! 
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by Dr. Rahman S. Haleem 
Technical Support Manager, Commodore (UK) 

As pan of a concerted effort by Commodore to provide a better 
support service to its customers, a programme of support for 
Amiga developers was established in 1988. The programme 
recognises the value of the work of the Amiga developer com-
munity in promoting the Amiga.. It also recognises the fact that 
those developers need Commodore's help as much as Com-
modore itself needs their help in testing pre-release versions, re-
porting on bugs and providing enhancement ideas. 

A great deal has happened since the launch of the programme 
last June, at the Commodore Show in London. From very few 
registered developers, we now have over two hundred offi-
cially registered, and the number is increasing all the time. An 
Amiga Developers Advisory Board (ADAB) was elected by de-
velopers at the June meeting to represent their interests, and 
has since met with Commodore on a number of occasions. 

The purpose of the Amiga Developers Support Programme 
(ADSP) is to improve communications amongst developers, 
and between developers and Commodore. 

What does the programme provide? 

I Regular Updates: 
Commodore Techrical Support provides a regular mailing 
which contains any new information of relevance to developers. 
This could be related to new software or hardware releases, 
problem areas, hints and conference/seminar information. 

2 Documentation: 
Official operating system documentation should be available 
from Commodore. This includes the Amiga manuals, service 
and technical manuals, Developer Conference notes and any 
specific releasable information. 

3 Beta Testing: 
New software and hardware releases are generally available to 
developers in advance of their official release. As an example, 
Workbench 1.3 was available last year and currently the en-
hanced chip set (Ks) is being made available, and so on. Here 
developers must sign a confidentiality agreement with Com-
modore to prevent the spread of unreleased (and possibly 
bug-ridden) versions of software into the marketplace.  

4 Test Laboratory: 
A test lab has been set up at Commodore, comprising machines of 
different types and revisions, configured with any new features. 
Tris enables software and hardware developers to come and test 
their developments prior to releasing them, to ensure compati-
bility with the full range ofAmigas, old and new. Some hardware, 
such as NTSC versions, is available on a short loan basis. 

5 Development Hardware: 
As part of our attempt to encourage more new developers, the 
Programme provides for a discount on hardware used for de-
velopment purposes only, to be available from Commodore. 

6 Marketing Opportunities: 
If you have good developments, we will try and spread the word 
for you throughout the world through Commodore offices pro-
vided we bave tie information and samples of your work. 

7 Hot-Line Support: 
Hot-Line telephone support is available to a limited number of 
developers, while a BBS system is being set up for other cate-
gories of developers. 

8 Library of Amiga Developments (LAD): 
To prevent duplication of efforts, Developers must provide 
enough information about their 'non-sensitive' developments. 

How To Join 

Write to Dr. Rahman Haleem with details of your past, 
current and planned work in the computer field (not just the 
Amiga, if you are new to it) and, if possible, include some 
samples of your developments. Your application will then 
be considered and, if suitable, you will be registered as an 
official Amiga Developer. 

We are keen to attract new developers to the Amiga scene. 

And the cost? 

Currently there is no charge, but discussions are underway be-
tween ADAB and Commodore to set charges for the various 
categories of developers depending on the support required. 
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Resources 

The whole Company's technical resources are available to de- This article relates, of course, to 
velopers through Commodore's internal network system. 
Local resources have dramatically improved recently, and the the United Kingdom. 
level of expertise is improving a0 the time. 

Here in Australia, the Amiga 
The size of the Technical Support Department at Maidenhead developer program seems to have 
has more than doubled, and is to be increased even further to 
meet the massive growth the company is currently undergoing. come to a standstill. If you are 

one of those 'registered 
So, if you are an unregistered Amiga developer, drop a line to developers' whose support has 
the following address. There is no doubt that both sides will 
benefit from an improved line of communication. been minimal or non-existent, or 

you would like to register as a 
Dr. Rahman S. Hareem, developer; then drop us a line 

Technical Support Manager, here at TRANSACTOR. 
Commodore (UK) Ltd., 
Commodore House, We can then follow the matter 

The Switchback, through with the new 
ner Ro 

MA D MAIDENHEAD mans ement at Commodore. g  
Berks SL67XA

• 
 T 

WELL, YOU'VE ALREADY GOT THE BEST! 
to purchased an AMIGA computer so why drive it in first gear? 

V 
Are you experiencing any of the following symptoms? 

❑ Your documents and letters are spread across a box of floppies, and are difficult to find 
when you need them. 

❑ Is a significant portion of each of your floppies full of the same workbench/AmigaDOS 
files. 

❑ Your spreadsheet and database just won't fit on a floppy anymore. 
❑ Does your spell-checker take an eternity to find a word? 
❑ Sick and tired of those boot-block viruses 

If any of the above apply to you, then consider this: an extra 44 Megabytes of fast, 
economical and reliable storage at your fingertips. 
We won't waste space quoting numbers—the drive is fast! So fast, in fact, that your floppy 
would have to run 20 times faster just to keep up. 

The precision Laser-cut Hard Disk enclosure is a stand alone module, with its own internal power supply 
and cooling fan, and connects via a ribbon cable to the Amiga interface. This allows you to place the 
Hard Disk in any convenient location. 

O.K. We are so confident of our Hard Disk that we are prepared to give you a 7-day unconditional 
money-back (less freight) guarantee. These drives are currently used in over a hundred locations 
around Australia, including TV 

AUS
MANUFACTURED 

DESIGNED. 
 Hard 

stations, law-enforcement,

~nf 

	schools and universities. 

Disk Technologies 
AND GUARANTEED GPO BOX 121, ADELAIDE 5001, PHONE (018)8 82 4648 
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BreakPoint Part Four 

Debugging with the Manx and Lattice source debuggers 

by Victor A. Wagner 
Copyright ®1989 Victor A. Wagner, Jr 

Vic Wagner began his association with computers in 1965 
while in the US Air Force working in a group studying digital 
flight simulation. Since becoming a civilian in 1966, he has 
been working mostly with minicomputer manufacturers on 
real-time software systems. Vic spends his days answering the 
Computer Automation Inc. technical support line and main-
taining real-time software systems. In his spare time, he talks 
to Taarna (his Amiga 1000), writes programs and spends time 
on CompuServe's Amiga forums (76046,3004) where he is cur-
rently teaching a C class. Vic is a recognised authority on 
Metadigni s MetaScope debugging program. 

Well it is not next month. Sheesh, it isn't even the next 
issue! A lot of things have changed since I last sat down at 
my Amiga to writean article on debugging for issue 3. 

In the world of Amiga debugging there has been a new entry 
in the list of debuggers to evaluate - CodePRobe from Lattice. 
Don't you just love those cute names that people come up with 
for products? CodePRobe with just the CPR capitalised. 

Since CodePRobe is the 'hottest' debugger out (well, it's the 
most recent anyway) I thought we ought to talk about it this 
time. Of course we'll talk about SOB also (Manx's source 
debugger) because these are currently the only two source 
debuggers out there. We will cover the remaining debuggers 
next time (assuming my fingers can find their way to the 
keyboard again). 

I hear rumours of source debuggers coming from both 
Avant-Garde (Benchmark Modula-2) and Metadigm 
(MetaScope upgrade). 

I'm also attempting to find out the fate of LDebug (SoftCir-
cuits) since they seem to have folded up, and somehow my 
copy of it seems to have disappeared. 

At any rate, this time we'll look at the so-called 'source' 
debuggers, and what they mean to those of us who write in 
C. Although the Amiga object file format allows for de-
bugging information to be inserted, and even though this in-
formation was published with the release of the Amiga, no 
standard has been published on what this debugging infor- 

mation should look like. As a result, different techniques 
for getting information to the debugger have evolved. 

If I may, I'd like to insert an editorial comment here: part of 
the reason that the Amiga is as successful as it is surely be-
longs to the IFF standard. I find it disappointing that, as 
times go on, even this 'standard' is being eroded by new 
products and by companies who have to do special things. 

In the world of source debugging I'm sorry to report that 
the information provided for debuggers is not even vaguely 
similar in format. Manx writes it in a separate file, Lattice 
buries it in the executable file (as allowed for in the original 
specification). 

Unfortunately, each company seems to think that the infor-
mation is proprietary. Certainly each company provides 
their users with a program which deciphers the information. 

I understand the desire to have the best product out there, 
and I understand the desire to have an edge on the compe-
tition. What I do not understand is this desire to have 
market share as a prime motivator. The introduction of 
strictly proprietary systems and software packages will lead 
to the disaster suffered by the Fc world (lots of programs, 
but no two will talk to each other). 

Bill Volk (formerly of Aegis, now of Mediagenics) summed 
it up best: "I don't want a bigger piece of the pie. I want 
bigger pies." The way to bigger pies is for the companies to 
cooperate and share information, even if it is just their ex-
ternal data formats. 

Ok, I'll get of my soapbox for a while, and we'll take a 
look at two remarkable programs. 

If anyone had told me (or the computing world at large) in 
1966 that programs such as SOB and CodePRobe would be 
readily available, we would have locked him or her up in 
the looney bin. 

Of course, back then a big machine was 128K bytes. The 
debugging information required to keep track of a medium 
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sized program, especially an Amiga program with all its 
system structures, exceeds I28K all by itself. 

Okay, let's look at some of the 'physical' aspects of the de-
buggers before we enmesh ourselves in the features of the 
programs themselves. 

cpr 	169392 ---arwed 07-Nov-8B 15:13:40 

sdb 	89228 ----rwed 24-Jan-88 01:43:48 

As you can see, CodePRobe is substantially larger as a file 
on the disk. In memory, on my machine, the usage looks 
like this: 

Codepaobe• size 

Hex 	Dec 

SOB: 

address 

size 

Hex 	Dec address 

0296F0 224 548 814E10 4 4 

840660 50 80 8428A0 214 532 

842640 1680 5760 87A188 2058 8280 

87A188 7300 29440 87C1E8 7604 30420 

881490 6C7C 27112 8838C8 2888 11144 

888118 7584 30132 886458 20AC 8364 

88F6D8 7870 31600 888510 2330 9008 

897250 7074 32116 888848 3054 15188 

89E630 6900 27088 88E3A8 2680 9888 
------ 890850 2060 8288 

total 20008 184536 892708 200C 8204 

total 18808 109320 

Remember, that the Amiga performs 'scatter loading'. The 
addresses are therefore not of particular interest, but the 
sizes of the hunks show that CodePRobe is also larger in 
memory. 

One more physical difference is that CodePRobe comes 
with an impressive and imposing 6.5" x 9", 138 page 
manual with both index and table of contents. SDa comes 
with a 5.5" x 8.5", 66 page manual. 

Both are well written and laid out nicely. Assuming that 
you've learned how to read manuals, you should have no 
difficulty in getting through either of them. 

The SDa manual has a section called "tutorial" and the 
CodePRobe manual has a "walkthrough" section, both are 
useful reading if you're planning on using the program ef-
fectively. SDa comes with some excellent demo scripts 
which walk you through some sample debugging sessions. 

Folks, this is just one of those cases where reading the 
manual first is highly recommended. Although both pro-
grams have well thought out interfaces, I could not call 
either one 'intuitive'. Please don't take that comment as 
criticism of either; learning to use a program as complex as 
these is like learning a new language. 

4-t  

The people who wrote the programs have different naines 
for the same things, so the abbreviations and the commands 
differ slightly. 

Side by Side 

Bringing up the programs we notice differences right away. 
SDa has a special 3-in-1 window which opens up to 
640x200. CodePRobe opens up two of its possible four 
windows and automatically sizes them to fill a screen 
which is the same size as your workbench screen. 

The 3-in-1 window is sizable to at least 680x432 and ad-
justs the sizes of its two internal 'windows' proportionally. 
You may be wondering why I call it a 3-in-1 if it has two 
'internally sizable' windows. 

Well, one of the parts is one line tall and is where every-
thing you type appears; the 'window' above is where the 
source appears, and the one below is where the responses 
to what you type appear. The ratio of the two windows is 
adjustable by clicking on a gadget at the right end of the 
command line and dragging it either up or down. The 
command line moves to the new position and the source 
and display windows expand and contract to fit. I like the 
idea of the command line for input, it doesn't take up 
space in the display window for each of the commands 
you've executed. 

On the other hand, CodePRobe uses a relatively straight-
forward dialogue window. It resembles a CLI window quite 
a bit in that yottee what you type at the bottom, and the 
window scrolls, just like the ones with which you are fa-
miliar. Both programs have command line editing and 
history. 

One big difference I noticed was that SOB cannot debug a 
program which has not been processed to have a .dbg fde, 
with CodePaobe you can at least get the disassembly of the 
program and debug at that level. 

Debugging with these programs is a real joy compared to 
all the debuggers I used before I came to the Amiga. It is 
just simply amazing to me that I can type in a command to 
breakpoint on line 65 of the current file and then look 
around at the variables (by name even) then decide what to 
do next. 

Both programs have a bewildering array of ways to set 
breakpoints, put conditions on them (so that they will only 
break execution if the given expression is true), execute 
them n times, and so on. 

There are both permanent and temporary breakpoints as 
well. You can even tell the debugger to execute some com-
mands when the break in execution occurs. The most likely 
commands are display or print commands, but the possibil-
ities are endless. 

1-0F1-11 
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Speaking of display and print functions, both debuggers 
will let you examine memory in almost any format you 
could possibly desire. For looking at raw memory, you can 
look at the data as bytes, words (Manx) or shorts (Lattice), 
longs, pointers, strings, floats - the list goes on, and on, 
and on... 

I think all those commands are just for us old fogeys who 
have been using them for decades. The real excitement 
comes when the program has been compiled with the requisite 
options such that the debugger can 'see' the type of the 
variables. Now all you have to do is tell the debugger to 
print a variable, and it shows up on the screen, in the 
correct format. 

You can even display structures and each of the elements 
gets displayed in its own correct format - the display even 
identifies the elements by name. SDB specifically states that 
u has a method to examine a function's parameters. I 
suspect that CodepRobe also does, but I haven't run across 
it in the manual yet. If you're getting the feeling that I'm 
overwhelmed by these programs, you're catching on. 

Having a go! 

Let's take a look at a simple session with these programs, 
just to give you a feeling of what is possible. 

We'll assume that you have successfully compiled and 
linked the program and have invoked the debugger. Under 
normal circumstances the debugger will come up with the 
source of your program in the upper window, and the next 
line to execute highlighted in some fashion. 

If you're into looking at the code the compiler generated (I 
never trust my compiler either), there is an option to 
display mixed C source and disassembly. 

Next you hit the appropriate key to cause a single step. The 
highlight moves to the next thing to execute. If you're 
looking at assembly, the steps are in instruction size. If 
you're just looking at the C source, the steps are one source 
line at a time. If you keep this up for a while you will see 
the source window adjust to keep where you are in the 
window. 

Of course, you can scroll through the source window - both 
of the programs give you a scroll bar. You don't even need 
your editor running to look at the source because you can 
look right here. SOB even has a find string command to 
search for strings in the source file. Both will also number 
the source lines in the window, and the command languages 
for each allow specification of line numbers for commands 
like break. 

CodepRobe allows you to highlight a line (by double 
clicking) which sets a permanent breakpoint on that line 
(although I could not find that information in the manual). 

Double clicking again removes the breakpoint. Unfortu-
nately, at this point the dialogue window is not selected 
(the display window got selected when you clicked in it), 
and you cannot simply type g (for go) to get to the break-
point. Ah well, that's a minor annoyance for the ability to 
click on a line to select it for a breakpoint. SDB apparently 
does not use the mouse for any selection (other than 
scrolling). 

Both programs have the ability to get out of the way when 
the program is running. On CodepRobe, the autoswap (as it 
is called) defaults to ON instead of OPP like sm. It can get 
annoying, but it is easy to turn off. Function keys will sort 
of exchange the debugger and the application windows in 
both programs. 

Adarting my previous debugging techniques to these pro-
grams will undoubtedly take some time. For example, for 
several years noses l have used the breakpoint feature of de-
buggers almost exclusively at the entry to functions and on 
the locations to which they return. 

My first action when the break at a function entry is 
reached is to find and display the arguments. It turns out 
that both programs have a single command to do this, ds 
(spa) and where (CodepRobe), but these are really the stack 
backuace commands. They list all of the functions which 
have been called so far and all of their arguments also. I 
wish there was a simple command to show just the current 
situation - maybe the local storage, too. 

Another command I would like to see is a'break after this 
function returns'. I know how to find the return address, 
and I know how to put a breakpoint there, but a simple 
'break once' there would be handy. Well, maybe I haven't 
really used these debuggers for long enough to become 
fluent in their use. Perhaps I will find another better way of 
debugging with these new tools. 

The philosophy of debugging 

There is a temptation when using these programs to be less 
careful when writing code (and also when planning a de-
bugging session). It has been my belief for some time that 
setting a breakpoint in a program is very much like taking a 
multiple choice test. That is, you should already have de-
cided on what answer you think is right before you look at 
the ones available. 

Well, with a computer and a breakpoint you only get one 
choice, but having decided before you push the button is 
the idea. Problems arise when you let your program tell you 
what the answer is; then you try to decide whether your 
program is right. 

You've got a lot going against you at this point. First, your 
baby (the program) just produced these results - how could 
anything so beautiful be wrong? Second, it has been re- 
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peatedly demonsuated that an authority figure producing a 
solution can sway even the most cynical of us that 'they' 
have the correct answer. 

If you doubt that a computer is an authority figure, try going 
over to your accounting department and explaining that the 
computer muse have made a mistake on your latest paycheck 

Let me tell you a story 

Too many times I've seen computers intimidate people into 
believing that 'they' were correct when all common sense 
(an oxymoron if there ever was one) indicates otherwise. 
These computers and their programs even intimidate the au-
thors of the programs 1. if we let them. 

The most extreme example of this I've ever seen concerned 
a programmer who was writing a diagnostic for a brand 
new machine. He was dealing with two unknowns here: a 
machine which had never executed any instructions before, 
and a program which he had just finished. 

In his defence I should point out that the engineers turned 
the machine over at about 10pm for the initial try at the 
diagnostic. It had been a long day and, sure enough, the 
diagnostic indicated that something was wrong with the 
machine. Not too surprising, since the machine had just ex-
ecuted its first ever instruction shortly before, it should be 
obvious that this program had never been executed before. 

At any rate, as problems with the new design (hardware) 
were uncovered, as well as a few problems with the diag-
nostic itself, Carl began to take an approach that whenever 
a test would indicate a failure: he would immediately put 
the program counter back to the beginning of the test se-
quence and single step though it. Unfortunately, he wasn't 
deciding beforehand what he expected, he was looking at 
results then saying yae or nae. 

As you've probably guessed, there was indeed something 
wrong with the design of the machine, and the combi-
nation of late hours and not picking answers before results 
are available conspired to convince Carl that his diag-
nostic was wrong and the machine was indeed functioning 
correctly. 

This story has a happy ending - serial number 3 was sent to 
a potential customer who spotted this particular problem 
almost immediately. Seems that it is a common error for 
new computers to have, and the engineer/programmer at the 
customer site tested explicitly for it. 

I travelled to the customer's site about two days after this 
new machine got there. He was more amused than irritated, 
but pointed out that we'd better fix the computer. 

I was almost incredulous that the error existed. I had (and 
still do have) the greatest respect for Carl as a programmer 

(and a bug finder). I couldn't believe he hadn't tested for 
this boundary condition, so I called the home office and 
asked. 

"Sure I check that, why?" was Carl's response. 

"Because the diagnostic passes here, but it fails the 
boundary test when we put it in by hand," I say. 

Carl again carefully examined the diagnostic. The test is 
indeed there, but the diagnostic is working backwards, the 
diagnostic is testing for the wrong answer. Carl and I had a 
few laughs and a few beers over it when I got back to the 
home office and I got the whole story, but it points out that 
careful testing is extremely important. 

There are those who will disagree with me that you ought 
to carefully figure out what the answer from a given 
program, function, source-line (or whatever) should be 
before you give the computer a chance to do it. In my 
opinion, that puts those of us who use that approach in the 
class of 'tinkerer' rather than programmer. I have no objec-
tions to tinkering with computers or running experiments 
with them. The thing I object to is running the experiment 
without any idea of what the results should be. 

Another problem with single stepping or even breaking on 
every iteration of the loop without some idea of what the 
results should be is that we are led into complacency by the 
monotonous correctness of the machine, and we let it 
seduce us into believing the wrong answer is right. 

"I is prime, 3 is prime, 5 is prime, 7 is prime 	yawn, geez 
I guess all odd numbers are prime. 9 is prime, 11 is prime, 
13 is prime. YUP, all odd numbers are prime." 

Actually if the above were happening, and a physicist were 
looking at the results, he would just throw out 9 as experi-
mental error, but programmers have to be a bit more cau-
tious these days. Computers are being used in more and 
more places. Sooner or later a computer software error is 
going to do some real damage, like kill someone! Let's not 
let it be our program. 

Testing software to eliminate bugs is possible, if it's care-
fully approached and implemented. Let's see if we can find 
the traps and avoid them. 

By the way, how many of you noticed that Richard 
Feynman's dissenting opinion on the Challenger disaster 
claims that the software production and testing was the one 
thing NASA was doing correctly? 

Okay ... next time we will take a look at the more tradi-
tional debuggers available for the Amiga (unless, of course, 
Avant-Garde and Metadigm get their new stuff out), and 
we'll try to formulate some guidelines on how to improve 
your debugging. 	 0 
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In Full Flight 

A real 747 simulator - a sort of review! 

	14  

by Jim Butterfield 	1 

I've spend quite a bit of time playing with flight simulators, 
especially the SubLogic Flight Simulator Il. I've happily 
buzzed the Empire State Building, Wapping High Street, and 
the Golden Gate bridge. But it's been a long time since I've 
played with the 'almost real thing': the professional simu-
lators used by commercial airlines for pilot training and 
briefing. 

Long ago, I had the tour of simulators for the old propeller 
planes. They were mosey electro-mechanical. The Convair 
simulator, for example, vibrated with the twin engines (in 
fact, two powerful speakers bolted to the frame); an im-
portant task was to synchronize the two motors so that beat 
note vibration was eliminated. The fire extinguishers kicked 
against your hand as you used them, and a clever system of 
solenoids created the feel of the real thing. The windshield 
was frosted glass; you flew by instruments. 

The 747 simulator that I visited was a whole new operation. 
It was mounted on powerful hydraulic stilts, so that motion 
could be sensed. And an elaborate optical system allowed 
you to see out of the windshield; you could see a mockup of 
a night-time view of any one of a number of cities. 

How do the microcomputer simulators compare to the big 
one I tried? 

First, the environment itself. In the 747 simulator cabin, 
you're inside; the controls, displays, seats, sound, and even 
perceived motion add greatly to the realism. You couldn't 
expect your Amiga to give you all that. 

Next, the feel of the controls. To pull up the 747, you hauled 
back on the control column. The word 'haul' is descriptive. It 
took quite a bit of force to bring the nose to a new position, 
and you had to maintain that force until you could trim the 
control by means of a thumbwheel. It gave the idea that you 
were really pulling the plane into a new attitude with your own 
muscles; an illusion, since even on the real plane the force you 
feel is feedback from the hydraulic system, not the wing. 

The optics were high resolution, much more precise that any-
thing you could hope for from an Amiga screen. Moving  

lights signalled the runway approach, plus a busy nearby 
highway. Fog effects could be added; this effect was eerie. 
Even so, the view was night-time only, and there were less 
scenery objects than you would seen on the equivalent 
Amiga screen. I didn't have much time for sightseeing, 
anyway, my eyes were glued to the instruments and my 
hands to the control column. 

The sense of motion was effective far beyond my expecta-
tions. The simulator cabin is mounted on massive hydraulic 
jacks, which I had imagined would give such effects as at-
titude changes and turbulence. But I was astonished to find 
myself pinned to my seat during take-off; and during a 
landing, it was surprising to feel one wheel touch, and then 
the other. 

The Amiga simulators allow for effects such as winds, 
clouds, turbulence, and failed elements. The 747 simulator 
had much the same, except that failures seemed to be more 
dramatic. An engine fun required a whole series of opera-
tions - at both pilot and flight engineer stations - to cover the 
needed counter-measures. 

Thank heavens our (simulated) fire wasn't in engine four, 
which has extra hydraulic apparatus and would call for extra 
attention. 

Instrument flying was much easier on the 747 simulator, 
once you were in the right position and the proper settings 
were made. The craft can fly itself automatically; but when 
you're on manual, the instruments will tell you how to move 
the controls. This is in contrast to the Amiga simulator, 
which tells you where you need to go, not how to move. But 
perhaps I shouldn't use the term 'easier' so quickly, I was 
very busy indeed during the flight. The pilot who was in the 
cabin could take the controls and instruments for granted, 
whereas I didn't dare take my eyes off them for a moment. 

But time spent on an Amiga simulator still paid off, in terms 
of understanding. I did know what most of the instruments 
were telling me. I knew what the flaps were for. In other 
words, I had the principles of flight in mind, even if the con-
trols were physically unfamiliar. 
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Commercial pilots have told me that the biggest problems 
with the realism of microcomputer simulators is twofold. The 1 u 
lack of motion sensation, and the absence of the sound of 
flowing past the cockpit. Light plane pilots have said that the 
physical flying is a small part of planning a trip; working 
around possible weather patterns, among other considera- 
tions,4 more important (and creative!) than the actual flight 
itself. 

On the 747 simulator session, the pilot there added another 
dimension. He said, "You must realise that with this craft 
you have tons of weight in motion; nothing can be done 
hastily." 

It was an interesting session, and coloured by one more fact 
on the 747 simulator, you can really crash. A hard crash can 
cause the hydraulic jacks to shake around so much that 
whole simulator comes loose. This puts the simulator out 
operation for the time being, and has other consequences 
such as the need for a maintenance crew, and filling out 
forms. In other words, it really does matter that you bring 
simulated plane down correctly. You have a stake in a good 
landing. 

The Amiga does a nice job of simulating flight, with the 
propriate controls, instruments, and scenery. A commercial 
simulator adds another dimension. It was an interesting trip. 
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WHITE'S 	COMPUTERS 
37 DAPHNE AVENUE, CASTLE HILL 2154 

® 
Quality computer supplies at 
reasonable cost 
• Blank disks 
• Computer paper 
• External floppy disk drives 
• Hard disk systems for A500 and A1000 
• Printers 
• Ribbons, and 
• Most other consumable items 

(02) 634 6636 

Bi-monthly Amiga meetings are held at the 
Girl Guides Hall, Bounty Avenue, Castle Hill, 
between 12 noon and 4 p.m. Dates for 1989 
are 4th June, 6th August, 1st October, 3rd 
December. Everyone welcome. Commercial 
and non-commercial displays. Accessories 
on sale. If you have developed a special 
expertise or application on the Amiga and 
would be prepared to demonstrate it for us, 
please call. 

• Star cursor joystick, 100% Australian 	 Latest magazines in stock include warranty made-3 year 
• Transactor for the Amiga 

Tuition classes for beginners 	 • Amiga User 
Bookings essential 	 • Amiga World (flown in monthly) 

Contact Chris or Alan White 

MAIUPHONE ORDERS WELCOME 	• BANKCARD ■ MASTERCARD • VISA 

H 	- 	 1261 	 I 
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Getting mass storage under control 

The art of directory management 

by Dan Schein 
Copyright ®1989 Dan Schein 

Dan Schein can be contacted on the Berks Amiga BBS in the 
USA (215/678-7691) or via UseNet on "sneakers@heimat". 

Mass storage is one of those terms that has a different meaning 
depending on who you ask. If you ask a new Amiga owner 
who upgraded from a C64 or C128, mass storage may be the 
Amiga's 3.5" 880K floppies. But if you ask a floppy based 
Amiga user, mass storage might be a 10 or 20MB hard drive. 
And if you ask a hard drive equipped Amiga user.... well you 
get the idea, but regardless of your definition of mass storage, 
this article is going to teach you how to organise it and why. 

Directories and SubDirectories, why? 

To organise any form of mass strange, directories and subdi-
rectories are required. If your background is from a non-
hierarchical directory system (or if this is your fust computer) 
then the idea of directories and subdirectories may seem con-
fusing at fust. 

Let's examine the importance of directories and their subdirec-
tories. Keep in mind that directories become more important 
the larger your mass storage becomes. For example if you had 
a Commodore 64 and its 1541 drive with 170K of storage, it's 
easy to keep all your files in one directory (not to mention that 
there is no other way to do itl). Odds are that a 1541 will only 
have about 20-30 files on a disk and looking at the directory to 
fmd a specific file is not hard. 

Now consider that Commodore made a D9090 7.5MB hard 
drive (for their PET and CBM line of computers) that kept all 
of the files in one directory. To make matters worse, it had an 
unlimited number of directory entries. Now imagine the mess 
when doing a directory of 500 or more files, not to mention 
the amount of time it took. 

Back to the Amiga, let's imagine that you have a collection of 
one week's messages (roughly 4000) from the UseNet news-
group comp.sys.amiga - each of these messages is stored in its 
own file. Now add another 1500 or so messages from its sister 
newsgroup, comp.sys.amiga.tech and place these 5500 file 
names all in one directory. No big deal you say, it's only a 
long directory. 

Well, that is not 100% correct what would happen when a 
news article from one group happened to have the same name 
as an article in the other newsgroup? Well on the Amiga the 
original is overwritten (deleted) - no warning, no message - it 
has simply gone. This would not have happened if the files for 
each newsgroup were kept in their own directory. 

Hierarchical File System? Huh?!? 

A hierarchical structure is most often compared to an upside 
down tree. Perhaps a better example might be comparing it to 
a family tree. If we trace a family's lineage you will see that a 
couple has a child, that child has several children, and each of 
those children can have more children. Somewhere in all of 
this you fit in and somehow everyone is related to you. This is 
shown in figure 1 as follows: 

GRANDMOTHER 

AmigaDos and its hierarchical file system resemble this 
family tree and that is why the AmigaDos file structure is also 
commonly refered to as a tree. It is built out of a series of con-
nected directories that form the tree. This type of structure 
allows you to organise your files so that you can easily find 
any particular file or directory. 

In AmigaDos an empty disk starts with one directory. From 
this directory you can make as many subdirectories as you 
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wish. Each of these subdirectories may have as many sub-
directories as you wish. In this fashion you can expand the 
structure (tree) to as many levels as you need. 

It is a good idea to dedicate each subdirectory to a single 
project (theme, subject, type or whatever). This way the 
project will decide if more subdirectories are needed or not. 

An example is the president of a small company that sells 
Amigos (what else?). The president has a subdirectory called 
letters, and in that directory are 2 more directories, sales, and 
memos. The sales directory contains a subdirectory for each 
sales agent. For each customer an agent has, a subdirectory is 
created; and if that customer has more than one location, addi-
tional subdirectories are created. 

This makes the chance of important information getting mixed 
up almost none, and it also makes it easy to find data on a spe-
cific agent or customer. Figure 2 shows this. 

LETTERS 

~ 	 

family tree are usually pictured upside down, with their root at 
the top. Our tree should be thought of as growing downward, 
that is having branches coming from the root. The root is 
always at the top of the tree and all branches grow down from 
there. Down is away from the root and up is towards the root. 
Branches can have other branches and they may also have 
leaves. Branches should be thought of as directories and 
leaves should be thought of as files. 

T. 
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Figure 2 

If all this still seems hard to understand, then compare the mass 
storage device to a filing cabinet. Think of a directory as being a 
drawer in the filing cabinet and subdirectories as file holders. 

You cadd just throw all your bills into the file cabinet, but it 
would be a lot easier if you put the bills in one dratY(er, receipts 
in another, and so on. But if you were to organa& Mat bill 
drawer with file holders, you could have a file (directory) for 
computer bills, utility bills, car bills and so on. Then if we really 
wanted to be organised, we could break up the file folders with 
more folders. One for electric, water, gas, cable and so on. 

Terminology 

Comparing the Amiga's file structure to a family tree is useful 
in teaching the parts of the file structure. The file structure and 

Figure 3 shows the same tree structure as Figure 1 except 
with names added for our study. Notice that some branches 
have two names, subdirectory and directory. To the directory 
above (the parent) this branch is known as a subdirectory (just 
as I am known as son to my father). But to the directory below 
(the child) this branch, is known as a directory (just as I am 
known as father to my daughter). 

Keep in mind that in addition to subdirectories, directories can 
also contain files. The root directory may contain files and/or 
directories just like any other directory, but it cannot be a sub-
directory to anyone, it will always be the root. 

A directory can exist and not contain any subdirectories or 
files, they are not required for a directory to exist. Also note 
that files cannot have directories or other files. 

What's in a name? 

In the following section, all information on naming applies to 
both files and directories, even though I will be using the term 
file. 

Amigabos allows directory and file names to be up to 30 
characters long and contain any printing character except slash 
(I) and colon (:). This may sound a bit odd at first, using 
double quotes (") or a space as part of a file name, and you 
may have tried this already but could not get it to work. 
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article_part.1 
article_part.2 
article.1 
article.l.2 

(the first part) 
(the second part) 
(parts 1 & 2 joined) 
(second draft, spell checked) 

Setting and moving about directories 

I've explained why directories (and subdirectories) are needed, 
how the Amiga's hierarchical directory structure works, and 
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It does work, and it can allow for some rather unusual ways. 
There are two tricks to getting AmigaDos to accept a few of 
these characters. The fast thing to remember is that a space, 
equals sign (=), plus sign (+), and double quotes (") are recog-
nised by the as Therefore, if you want to use any of them in 
your filename, you must enclose the name in double quotes. 

The second thing to remember is that, if you really must in-
clude them in a filename (and this is very definitely not rec-
ommended), the double quote (") and asterisk (*) require an 
asterisk be placed immediately before them. For example if 
you wanted your file to be called. 

DAN="yea" +23' 

you must enter: 

"DAN='"yea•" +23' • 

With that out of the way let's discuss names. Like two children 
of one parent, no two files in a directory can have the same 
name. (This also applies to a file and subdirectory having the 
same name in one directory). 

Just as children of different parents can have the same name, 
so can files of different parent directories. 

Try to choose names that will mean something to you at a later 
date. Far too often, directories are full of names that are totally 
meaningless a few days after they.were created. AmigaDos is 
not case-sensitive and considers Dan, DAN, and dan as all 
being the same name. Examples of good names are: 

heldi_birth 
transactor_report 
uucp_offer 

Another area that helps make filenames more readable and 
meaningful are filename extensions. An example of filename 
extensions as used in C programming are: 

foobar.c 
foobar.o 
foobar 

(the 'C' source code file) 
(the object module) 
(the executable program) 

Filename extensions can be used for many reasons and should 
be used often. An example of using extensions for a magazine 
article (such as this one) might be:  

--~4 0L 

how to choose names. Now let's put it to work (if you don't 
know how to create a directory, refer to your Amiga manual). 

There are three important things to remember in moving about 
directories. First, the colon (:) always means the root di-
rectory; second, the forward slash (n will move you back (up) 
one directory (closer to the parent directory of your current di-
rectory); third, AmigaDos always maintains a record of your 
current directory. 

Using Figure 1, let's set the root directory to be our Current 
Directory (CD): 

cd : 

We are now in the root directory of our disk. If we want to go 
to the directory son, we would enter 

cd mom/you/son 

To move back (up) one directory to you, enter. 

cd / 

You could have also entered: 

cd .mom/you 

To move to the directory cousinl, you could enter. 

cd //aunt/cousinl 

Or you could have entered: 

cd :aunt/cousinl 

Remember that AmigaDos maintains our current directory and 
unless the path we enter has a colon (root) as its first character, the 
directory change is based on our current directory. As you can see 
it is rather easy to move around the directories on an Amiga. 

You may have noticed is that directory paths can get rather 
lengthy. To help with this lengthy problem AmigaDos has the 
ability to ASSIGN a name to a directory. Let's say that we want 
to refer to the directory :monr/youlson as shorty:, all we need 
to enter is: 

ASSIGN shorty: DFO:mom/you/son 

We can now use shorty: as a shortcut and save ourselves a lot 
of typing and the chance of making a typo. This also brings up 
another feature of the Amiga: Device and Volume names. 

Device and Volume Name 

Device names are the names AmigaDos knows physical de-
vices by. The most common example is the internal disk drive 
found in all Amiga's. It is know as DFO: to AmigaDos. As you 

1-►fr 
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can see it is a physical device and regardless of what disk is 
inserted (or if no disk is present), it can be accessed using its 
device name. Other examples of device names could be hard 
drives Ow), RAM disks (RAM:, RAD: and so on), printers 
(Fitt) and so on. 

hard, 
R H) or a  on the other hand, can referh 	to a disk (floppy, 
RAM) or a 	of a disk (many hard drive users have partition 
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several partitions). For example, if you bought a game on two 
dickc, disk one might have a volume name of Game_1, and 
disk 2 may be Game 2. 
To check volume names you can use the AmigaDos nmm 
command, or look at the disk icons on the workbench. Let's 
say that the disk with our family tree structure (Figure 1) is 
named Family. We could have assigned shorty: in this 
manner. 

ASSIGN shorty: Family:mom/you/son 

No matter which fashion we used to assign shorty:,
equipment 

when our 
family tree disk is not in a drive and we try to CD CO shorty:, a 
requester asking us to insert Family: appears. We can insert 
the proper disk and continue (cancel if we wish). 

One of the best things about this type of assign is that we can 
place ow family tree disk in any drive and AmigaDos will co 
us to that disk. If our disk is not in a drive, AmigaDos will 
give us a chance to insert it. Along with these advantages an- 
other is not having to remember a long path names. 

Where to keep what, and why 

One of the most important things you can do (and most often 
is not done) is to isolate your software. What I mean is 
keeping the software supplied by Commodore in a different 
directory to the things you downloaded from a BBs. Also, it's 
Pat as important to isolate software you buy. 

The reason for all this isolation is to make the tracking down of 
any software related problems easier and to help avoid the acci-
dental overwriting (and therefore deleting) of existing files. 

It is also important to keep your hard drive well organised. If 
you've   ever kept a floppy around to be used as adownload disk, 
you know how hard it can be to find things 	later. Double  
this by 20 or more and you can see a major mess developing. 

Suggestions for directories are the standard ones found on 
the WorkEench and Extras disk. I recommend you simply do 
a copy all to transfer them onto a freshly formatted hard 
drive. Next you will want a directory similar to MY_C, this is 

at 	nae not come wherem 	you Btoreodo  all c: type commandsmplerare 
 from Commodore. Other examples are Terminals for your 

modem programs. Have fun, use your imagination and keep 
things isolated. 

T 
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Assembly Language 

Part 1 - your first assembly language program 

by Jim Butterfield 
copyright ®1989 Jim Butterfield 

Jim Butterfield needs very little introduction - his name is a 
household word among Commodore enthusiasts the world 
over. His association with microcomputers goes back to the IK 
KIM-1. Jim's encyclopedic knowledge of Commodores 
products is witnessed by his articles, books, lectures and even 
television programmes. In this, the first of a series. Jim intro-
duces the gentle art of assembly language programming on the 
Amiga. 

execute-an-instruction, input/output devices, and the operating 
system itself - all these will be galloped by as if they were per-
fectly obvious. 

Forgive me if I go too fast on these. There are books in which 
you can gather some of these concepts, and supplementary 
reading is a valuable learning tool. 

The Basic Tools 

4 

It seems to me that assembly language programming on the 
Amiga is hidden from the average beginning programmer's 
view. It's hidden in many ways: in pre-written include code, in 
macros, and in external definitions. 

That's hard to avoid when you gebto big programs. But here's 
what it means to the beginner the program you see published 
is often a small fragment of the whole job. 

When you become an expert, you too will take the short cuts. 
That annoying and finicky startup-code will indeed be set 
aside and linked in as canned material. You'll automatically 
know the most popular three dozen external defudtions, and 
happily call them by name. You will put together favourite 
code chunks of your own; for example, code to output a 
decimal number will be needed over and over again. Write it 
once - well - and link it in as you need it. 

But as a beginner, you'd feel you were walking into the 
middle of a novel without having read the firsj/ew chapters. 
It's hard to feel comfortable that way. 

So I'll try to tread slowly in these early sessions. Later, you'll 
find some of these beginning things tedious, and rightly stash 
it away as part of your library. 

Absolute Beginners? 

It's reassuring to get to the job of useful coding as quickly as 
possible. To make it there, I'll have to gloss over some areas 
where an absolute beginner will study further. 

Such things as binary and hexadecimal notation, the address 
and data buses, the cycles of fetch-an-instruction and then  

You will need an assembler. There are both public domain 
and commercial packages available. The first assembler 
program offered by Commodore was from MetaComco, and 
this still works well. Most C compilers include an assembler 
as part of the package. And there are several quite good 
'freely distributable' assemblers available. One, by Wes 
Howe, which has a few small bugs; and another, by Charlie 
Gibbs, which is full-featured and quite bug-free in its latest 
(1989) version. 

Either of these should be available, free, from your local user 
group or bulletin board. Two published assemblers - AssemPro 
by Abacus and Compute!'s ASM68010 - are available; these 
will do the job, although they may be somewhat limiting for 
big programs. 

About include files; these usually come as part of the as-
sembler package. Don't worry about them too much at the 
moment, but you'll be glad to have a fine set of these 
before you go too far. As we develop, you'll see the ones 
you need. 

You will need a linker. This will almost certainly be BLINK, the 
splendid package by John Thebes of The Software Distillery. 
The programs you write will be assembled into object files; 
these cannot be run until the are linked and made into exe-
cutable files. At first it will seem like an unnecessary extra 
step, but you'll learn to appreciate it later. 

You'll need a debugger. This is the same thing as was called a 
machine language monitor on the 8-bit Commodore machines. 
WACK was the original Commodore debug program; it was 
soon followed by the commercial program MetaScope. The 

4-I  



68000 Data types 

 

Byte: 8 bits 

Decimal 0-255 

Word: 2 bytes 

Decimal 0-65,535 

  

  

Long Word: 4 bytes 

Decimal 0-4,294,967,295 

Address: effectively 3 bytes 
(bang word, with fard byte = 0) 

I 	I 	I 
Decimal 0-16,777,215 
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Abacus AssemPro system has a debug program as part of the 
package; and an excellent public domain debugger, still 
under revision, has been produced by Jim Thibodeau and 
Larry LaPlume. 

You'll need reference books. For starters, buy only one Amiga 
reference: The AmigaDos Manual (Bantam Computer Books). 
Although on fust inspection the book seems to be just a CLI 
guide, you'll soon discover that it contains a section entified 
AmigaDos Developer's Manual which contains almost all you 
will need for your beginning exploration. 

The best 68000 reference material comes from the manufac-
turer of the chip. 'The MC68000 User's Manual' (Mc6ge0P 
ummo) is published by Motorola, and you may also fmd the 
'Family Reference Guide' (MC68W0.FR6SK-D) of value. 

Personal Bias 

You'll notice that I keep my nose very close to the code at 
the start, using no include files or external definitions. I'll 
grow out of that soon; but when I do, you'll be called upon to 
look more closely at the assembler program you've got. 
There are wide variations between packages, and I can't 
write code to suit every wrinkle. You'll have to decide what 
your package needs. 

I will be staying clear of customised Amiga features for a 
while. Such things as graphics and sound will come later. My 
first emphasis will be on text flow. You'll start by reading and 
writing to and from the screen and disk files. 

It seems to me that text is a good place to start. It will allow 
you to ask for data, send messages, and do a great deal of 
useful stuff. But if you're hypnotised with graphics, sounds, 
blitters and coppers, you won't read about them here for quite 
a while. 

Background Bits 

Memory is organised in bytes, as with most microcomputers 
you might have encountered. The 68000 chip can happily read 
and store individual bytes from its memory, using any appro-
priate address. But there's a more powerful way to access 
memory: two bytes at a lime. 

Two adjacent bytes may be brought in or stored in a single 
memory action, so long as the lower byte is at an even address. 
This two-byte pair is called a word; it's a very efficient way to 
use memory data. You may reference both bytes in a single in-
struction by supplying the address of the lower, even-
numbered byte. 

As an example, you can obtain (or store) the contents of 
addresses 20 and 21 in a single action. But you cannot ref-
erence the contents of 21 and 22 in a single shot; if your 
program tried this, the computer would guru with an address 
error.. 

You may also reference four bytes at a time; this is called a 
long word. The computer can't handle a tong word in memory 
in a single action; it will have to take two dips to do the job. 
Again, the lowest address is the one you use, and it must be an 
even value. Thus, a long word reference to address 4 would 
actually handle the four bytes at addresses 4, 5, 6 and 7. 

The following figure shows the three data configurations, 
plus one more: addresses. These usually occupy a long word. 
Since 68000 addresses are only 24 bits (three bytes) in size, 
the high order part of the long word is not used, and should 
be set to zero. 

68000 Registers 

Inside every microprocessor you'll fmd storage and calcu-
lation areas, called registers; there are quite a few of them in 
the 68000. We'll briefly mention two special ones, and then 
move on to the main working registers. 

The PC register is the Program Counter, it tells you where the 
computer is working at this instant The SR is the Status Reg-
ister, which holds information (called flags) on the condition 
of the computer and its data. We'll mention these again later, 
but for the time being we'll move on to the main action area: 
the data and address registers. 

There are eight Data Registers, designated DO to D7. You may 
use them in several modes: byte, word, or long word. If you 
use a data register in a byte mode, for example, only its lowest 
byte will be used, changed or tested. Word mode uses only the 
lower two bytes of the register. Long word, as you might 
expect, uses the whole thing. 

You are free to use any data register for any purpose you like. 
It's handy to know that register DO is most often the one that 
receives data back from a subroutine that you might call; for 
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Location: -$30 in the DOS Library jump table. 

A 
You'll learn to read this type of format fairly quickly. Going 
through the information, we see that beer and length seem 
fairly straightforward: that's our message. The returnedLength 
value confirms that we did the output successfully. 

1~ H 
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that reason, you might like to keep DO relatively free. And reg-
ister Do and Dl might be changed by a call to a system sub-
routine, so it's best not to keep long-term data in these. 

There are eight Address Registers, designated AO to A7. You 
usually put the whole long word to work in these registers, so 
you don't play around with byte mode in these. A word mode 
is possible, but if you use it, the word value will expand to fill 
the whole address register. 

DO AO 

DI Al 

	 Special (library) 

	 Special (stack) 

68000 data and address registers 

D2 

D3 

D4 

DS 

D6 

D7 

A2 

A3 

A4 

AS 

A6 

A7 

Register A7 is special. First, it's a 'double' register there's a 
second copy of A7 that you'll never see, or need to worry 
about, until you get into high powered stuff like supervisor 
mode. 

Second, it's the main stack pointer for your program. You may 
use it, but treat it with respect If you leave it alone, it will take 
care of itself very nicely. 

Register A6 has a special meaning on the Amiga. It needs to be 
used as the library pointer any time you call an Amiga library 
- and you'll do this, lots of times. Reserve A6 for this use; 
we'll deal with it very soon. 

The other address registers, AO to AS, are free to be used any 
way you like. Keep in mind that the contents of AO and AI may 
be changed by system subroutines, so you may want to keep 
these two fairly clear. 

If you have programmed on the Commodore S-bit computers, 
you might find it useful to think of the address registers as 
doing the same job as zero page on the 6502. We will certainly 
need them when we get to indirect addressing (but not this 
time). 

As you start to explore the built-in Amiga libraries, you'll dis-
cover that they like you to set up subroutine calling data in the 
lower-numbered address and data registers. So you'll tend to 
reach for the higher-numbered registers to hold your longer-
term data and addresses; that way, you'll have less need to 
juggle the information. 

A First Program 

Gosh, all this theory and no hands-on yet. Let's set up a 
project and get to the coding. It seems to me that the most 
popular beginner's program (in other languages) is one to print 
'Hello, World!'. 

This program will run from Cu only, to save us the complexities 
that a Workbench program involves. We'll call it Test, so when 
the command TEST is typed in the CLI or Shell, the program 
should cause Hello, World! to be printed on the screen. 

We'll examine what needs to be done in a bottom-up manner, 
starting with the job we need to do. To print a message we will 
use the DOS library command Write. 

The Write Stuff 

The form of the Write command is as follows: 

returnedLength = Write(file,buffer,length) 
DO 	 Dl 	D2 	D3 

Dl -file = file handle 
D2 - buffer= pointer to text buffer 
D3 - length = integer, length of text 
DO - returnedLength = integer, confirmed length of text. 

The location given is the position of our Write command 
within the library's jump table, but we'll look at this is 
more detail in a moment. There's only one piece of infor-
mation here that we've not examined - what in the world is 
a file handle? 

Afile handle is an identifier that tells the system what input or 
output stream should be used. That's all very well, but how do 
we get this number? It's not as simple as the device number 
that we used to have on the Commodore 64. 

How do we get the file handle? If we opened a file, we'd get 
it automatically. But we need to get the file handle of our ex-
isting output path. No problem: we use Output. 

The form of Output is: 

file = Output C) 
DO 

DD - file = file handle 

Location: -$3C in the DOS Library jump table. 
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-$228 

-$19E 

ExecBase pointer 
A6 ----> $0 

get pointer 
value from 
location 4 

OpenLibrary 

CloseLibrary 

 

  

The Exec library jump table.. somewhere in memory 

-$3C 

-$30 

DosBase pointer 
A6 	> $0 

get pointer 
by calling 

OpenLibrary 

Output 

Write 

 

  

The DOS library jump table .. somewhere in memory 
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The Write command called for us to supply three pieces of in-
formation. Output requires no values; we just call and receive 
our fde handle value in DO. 

Our programming task now seems clear. We call Output to get 
the file handle of our output stream (the al screen, unless it 
has been redirected); using that handle, plus the address of our 
'Hello, World!' message and its length, we call Write, and out 
it goes. 

But there's a hitch. The two routines we need - Output and 
Write - are located at -$3C and -$30 in the DOS Library jump 
table. But where the devil is that jump table? 

So to find the pointer to the DOS library base, we set up a 
string with our library name, dos. library, neatly followed 
by a zero byte to signal the end. We put the address of this 
string in AI, a zero in DO, and then we call the OpenLibrary 
subroutine. When it returns, it will contain either zero, meaning 
the library was not found (you must have spelt its name wrong), 
or the address of the DOS library, which is what we want. 

You may have detected an apparent paradox here how do we 
find the Exec library? Trost me: we'll get there with no 
trouble. Stay with the central flow for the moment. 

Libraries and Jump Tables 

Once we have found the pointer to the DOS library, we can 
easily find the entries in the jump table for Output and Write 
by using the offsets from that pointer. Note that the offsets are 
negative values; we count down from the pointer to get to the 
appropriate jump table entry. Thus, if the DOS library pointer 
shows address $œ4c70, our subroutine jump to Output would 
be hexadecimal 3C bytes lower, or to address $C04c34. 

The Dos Library isn't at any fixed place in RAM. It will likely 
be in O different place in your computer than in mine. In prin-
ciple, it might not even be in RAM at all, in which case it will 
need to be brought in. In principle again, it might even have 
moved since the last time we used it. Don't worry about the numbers too much; the computer will 

do the arithmetic for you. Depending on the debug package 
you use, you may find it handy to know that negative values 
are held as two's complement numbers by the computer, so 
that S3C might look like $PPFFFFC4 when you put your de-
bugger to use. 

So we must find the library, bringing it in if need be, and then 
nail it down so that it won't move during the time that we need 
it. And we do all this with a single command: OpenLibrary. 
Later, we must release the library when we don't need it any 
more; we do that with the CloseLibrary command. 

Here's the form for OpenLibrary. 
Taking Stock 

You might find it useful to see our program as it is currently 
outlined. LibPtr = OpenLibrary(LibName, Version) 

DO 	 Al 	DO 

Al -LibName = pointer to Library name string 
DO - Version = version number required, zero for any 
DO - LibPtr = pointer to library, zero if not found. 

1. Find the DOS library by calling OpenLibrary 
2. Get the output handle by calling Output 
3. Send the message by calling Write 
4. Release the DOS library by calling CloseLibrary 

Location: -$228 in the Exec Library jump table This last we haven't quite documented, so here's the form: 
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C1oseLibrary (libPtr) 
Al 

AI - IibPtr = pointer to library you wish to close. 

Location: 419E in the Exec Library. 

The only missing link is, how do we Fmd the Exec library? 
Answer: Easy, its address is always in the long word starting at 
address 4. 

Into the Code 

First, a quick note that we need to put two strings into memory. 
One is the DOS library name followed by a binary zero. The 
other is ow message. We'll preview these two lines of code; 
they will not really be needed until the end of our program. 

DosName dc.b 'dos.library',0 
Message dc.b 'Hello, World:',60a 

The labels DosName and Message mark the addresses at 
which the strings start. DC.B stands for define constant, byte, 
and means: here come a bunch of bytes to be placed in 
storage. The bytes can be characters, such as dos. library 
(be careful of upper and lower case here), or values such as the 
binary zero that terminates the first string. The second string 
does not need a terminating zero; well count the characters 
and tell Write how many to send. 

Don't put these lines into your program yet. I'm showing them 
so that you'll know they are coming. 

Invading Exec 

The address of the Exec library is stored at address 4 (long 
word). When we use an Amiga library, we first put the library 
pointer into register46. So let's do it. 

MOVE L S4, A6 

Move, long word, the contents of address 4 into register A6. 
Now the Exec pointer will be in 46. 

Before we call OpenLibrary, we must set up a pointer to the 
library name in Al. A good way to get an address into a reg-
ister is to use the LEA (Load Effective Address) command. We 
might type LEA DosName, Al and that would work. But we'll 
be more specific and say: 

LEA 	DosName(PC), Al 

The Pc notation means this: work out the address by calcu-
lating its offset from this part of the program. It will be fifty 
bytes or so ahead, but the computer will work that part out. 
Specifying PC will save us a bit of memory, although the 
program would work however it happened to figure out the ad-
dress of the string at DosNome. 

Now for the version. We'll take any DOS we can fad, so a zero 
will do. We can put a zero into register DO in several possible 
ways. For example CLR. L DO (clear long word) would do the 
trick. I'll pick the MOVBQ (move quick) command. 

MOVEQ 40,D0 

Now we're ready for the call to the library function. Register 
A6 contains the pointer to the library. JSR (A6) would call a 
subroutine (Jump Subroutine) at that address, but that would 
be folly - we'd miss the jump table completely! Note the use 
of parentheses to signal an indirect address - we jump not to 
A6, but to the address contained in A6. But we don't want to 
jump there; rather, we wish to use an offset of -$226 from that 
address to do an OpenLibrary. So here goes: 

JSR 	-$228(A6) 

This will call OpenLibrary, an entry in the Exec library. But 
for heaven's sake, don't forget A6, which points t~%thhe library. 
Leave it off accidentally, and you'll jump into oblivion. The 
system may crash so fast it won't even see a guru on the 
way DUt. 

When the OpenLibrary routine returns, register DO should 
contain a pointer to the DOS library. If it doesn't, you've 
probably spelt the library name wrong, or forgotten the binary 
zero at the end. Let's check in any case, as we move the library 
pointer to A6: 

MOVE.L DO, A6 

The address we obtained is now in A6. But what if it's zero? In 
that case, we had better skip the rest of the job. After this last 
instruction, the z (zero) flag will be set if we have moved all 
zeros. So we can check with a BEQ (branch equal) instruction. 
I know that this will be a short hop, so I'll identify it as a short 
branch: 

BEQ.S Exit 

Branch Equal (to zero) short, to Exit, a line we'll write in a 
few moments. At this point, we'll make the rest of our job a 
subroutine, and call it with a BSR (branch subroutine). Again, 
this will be a short one: 

BSR.S Main 

Why did we call this subroutine with BSR (Branch), when we 
made a previous call using JSR (Jump)? It's a matter of 
closeness. We know that subroutine Main will be nearby, so 
the more compact Branch instruction will save us memory. 
The system calls can't use BSR for several reasons, the sim-
plest of which is that the library is probably too far away to 
reach with a branch. 

When our main job is complete, we'll come back here, close 
the DOS library, and quit. Our DOS library pointer should still 
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be in M. You may recall that CioseLibrary wants to see this 
pointer in Al, so: 

MOVE.L A6,A1 

Let's get the pointer to the Exec library back into A6 now: 

MOVE.L $4,A6 

We're ready to call CloseLibrary, located in Exec at an offset 
of -$19E: 

JSR 	-519E(A6) 
Exit: 

RTS 

The setup job is done. Now we're ready to apply ourselves to 
the task we set ourselves. 

Brief Interlude 

The above code sets things up so that we can go about our 
main work. Similar jobs would use exactly the same code to 
get things started. 

This kind of logic is called startup-code. We use it (or a more 
ornate version) over and over for almost everything we do. 
After a while, it gets boring. So we might do any of several 
things: put it on a file and bring it in with an include; make it 
into a macro, a piece of canned code; or assemble it and bring 
it in with the linker when it's wanted. 

Afturyou've written a few dozen programs, you won't want or 
need to look at startup-code in most cases. You will dive 
straight into the main job, and assume that the canned startup-
code is in order. 

We'll track this code the first few times, however. Once in a 
while, it's nice to be able to dig into this area and customise it 
to your needs. 

The Main Job 

The startup-code calls this as a subroutine (with a BSR). A6 
contains the address of the DOS library pointer. We're ready to 
go. First, our call to Output to get our File handle. No data 
setup is needed 

Main: 
JSR 	-$3C (A6) 

The handle is now in DO. We'll need it in Dl for the Write oper-
ation: 

MOVE.L DO,D1 

Now to bring in the address of 'Hello, World(' and put it into 
D2. The LEA (Load Effective Address) command works only  

with address registers, so we'll do it in two steps: 

LEA 	Message(PC),A0 
MOVE.L A0,02 

We'll count the number of characters in the message manually, 
this time. Including the exclamation point and the following 
newline character (hex A), I get 14 characters, so we move 
quick with: 

MOVEQ Y14,D3 
JSR 	-$30(A6) 

Our call has been made to Write, and our task is done. Return 
to the startup-sequence with: 

RTS 

Finally, here are our two strings, mentioned before: 

DosName dc.b 'dos.library',0 
Message 	dc.b 'Hello, World!',$Oa 

That's the whole job. Let's do a repeat of the whole program, 
with a few equates for the jump table offsets to make things 
more readable, and one or two comments. 

Most assemblers call for labels (sometimes called symbols) to 
be flush with the left margin; lines without labels should be in-
dented. That convention is followed in the listing below. 
Comment lines, which start with a semicolon character, vary 
according to the assembler, I've indented them for greater 
readability. 

; Hello program 
Startup sequence, CLI only 

Equates for Exec Library 
LVOOpenLibrary equ -$228 
_LVOCloseLibrary equ -$19E 

LVO means Library Vector Offset 

MOVE.L $4,A6 	; exec base 
LEA 	DOSName(PC),A1; Dos name string pointer 
MOVED t0,D0 	; any version 
JSR 	_LVOOpenLibrary(A6) 
MOVE.L DO,A6 	; Dos base pointer 
BED.S Exit 	; Zero, quit 
BSR.S Main 	; Do the job 
MOVE.L A6,A1 	; Dos base pointer 
MOVE.L $4,A6 	; Exec base pointer 
JSR 	_LVOCloseLibrary(A6) 

Exit: 
RTS 

Main: 
Main Job 
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; Equates for Dos library 
LVOOutpu[ 	equ 	-$3C 
LVOWrite 	equ 	-$30 

JSR 	_LV0Output (A6) 	; Get output handle 
MOVE.L 	D0,01 	; Handle to D1 
LEA 	Message(PC),AD 	; Address of Message 
MOVE.L 	A0,02 	, 	.. to D2 
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Amiga Support Package? 

in support packages for the Amiga range 
by Burocare Graphic Design, of Harrow. 

MOVEQ 	$14,D3 	; Length of Message 
JSR 	_LVOWrite (A6) 	; Send message 
RTS 

Called AMIGA-CARE, it allows subscribers to buy support in 
blocks of units, which can then be traded in for services 

' 
ranging from training to consultancyfr systems analysis. The 

DosName 	dc.b 	dos.library', 0 
Message 	dc.b 	'Hello, World!',$Oa 

end 

Putting it Together 

Using your favourite editor, type it all in and save it, using 
name TESrASM. Be very careful about upper and lower case 
when using labels and library names. 

If you have the Amiga lib file that comes with developer's kits or 
commercial assemblers, you could change the equ lines above 
into something more convenient. You would use an ref (external 

package includes support for: 

• staff training, to meet specifc requirements 

• telephone support for software and 
cated line to a team of experts 

• on-site support from engineers who 
system up and running with a minimum 

• technical reports and software updates, 
meet a participating company's requirements, 
a constant source of upda s on changing 

hardware through a dedi- 

guarantee to get any 
of disruption 

custom-written to 
thereby ensuring 

technology 
reference) here and ask the linker to find the proper offset values. 
We'll pick up on that next time. For the moment, the above 
program is complete in itself and needs no external support 

You may now ask the assembler to go to work. The usual way 
is to type <assembler-name> $EST, but cheek your as-
sepibler's documentation in case it needs something different 

• consultancy and system analysis offering specialist advice on 
what is required for future company computerisation 

• accidental damage, 'all risk' and loss-of-data insurance 

Burocare's support is purchased in support units each block of 

If you get errors, go back fix them, and try again. Eventually, 
twenty units costs £100 although bulk purchase of fifty or 
more blocks reduces this to £85 	block. per 

you'll get a clean assembly which produces an object file 
which can usually be 
other words, you should 
TEST.OBI - but your program 

To get an execûtable 
becomes TEST. Our 
in 	it's 

recognised by its .o or .obj suffix. In 
now have a file called TBST.o or 

is not yet ready to run. 

program, we must link TEstO so that it 
program is unusual, by Amiga standards, 

itself. In 	it doesn't have 

The units are then exchanged for services; telephone support 
for problems costs one unit, on-site work costs 10 units per 
hour while consultancy work costs 80 units per day. 

Steve Laiunan, Burocare's managing director, and the man 
behind the idea, believes it will transform the field of corr- 

that 	complete m 	other words, 	 to 
be linked to anything. But we must still run the linker program 
before it will be ready to go. 

A few assemblers, such as AssemPro, skip the linking step and 
generate an executable program directly; if this is the case 

purer support. 

'We feel that most support 
enough,' he say. 'This will 
State was to British people 
revolution in the field of care.' 

packages simply don't go far 
be to computers what the Welfare 
when it was first introduced - a 

you won't need to link. 

Command 	BLINK TEST.0 TO TEST 
or 	BLINK TEST.OBJ TO TEST 

and your program will be converted to an executable form, 
ready to run. Type TEST and the computer should reply, 
Hello, 	World!. 

You've put together your first simple Assembly Language 
Amiga program. Feel good/ T 

'In effect, it will offer companies a service that can only 
compared with having their own expensive in-house computer 
department.' 

The package is aimed at all usas of Amiganos, including 
those with Networked systems and covers any Amiga systems, 
and all off-the-shelf software. 

Steve Laiunan concludes, 'we believe this makes AMIGA-CARE 
the ultimate support package.' 

be 
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Changes in the Disk Filing system 

What's the Fast Filing System really got? 
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by Betty Clay 
Copyright ®1989 Berry Clay 

We are all aware of the new Fast Filing System; comparisons 
of the speed of the old and new systems turn up everywhere 
and, except for floppy disks, the new system is an unqual-
ified winner. 

For the average user of the filing system, this is enough in-
formation. It works. It's faster. 'Off with the old; on with the 
new.' Some people even insist on using the new system on 
floppies, for which it is not supported, is not always reliable, 
and isn't even faster. 

I have great curiosity about filing systems, and want to know 
what is there. When there are changes, I want to know exactly 
what those changes are and how they affect my data. If I 
choose to read a block with a disk editor, I want to know 
which data is system information add which is part of my file. 

A new filing system meant that there had been changes to the 
file system information covered in previous articles. This one 
deals mostly with those changes, with enough general infor-
mation to make it readable to those who have not spent a 
great deal of time nosing around in the various disk sectors. 

Having no hard disk on which to use it, and unwilling to use 
it on floppies fdr which it is not recommended, I set up a re-
coverable RAM disk with 80 cylinders, formatted it with the 
FFS, and used it for this study. 

What kind of disk am I? 

takes care of booting, and only the 32-bit identifier was 
needed. If this identification number is corrupt, ~1e system 
will notify you that this is not a valid DOS disk, and restoring 
this number is a good place to start recovery efforts. 

In the boot blocks, the only real difference noted between the 
old file system and the new is in the last byte in the opening 
long word - 5444F5300 for the old system, and $444F5301 for 
the fast system. These numbers will actually translate to the 
ASCII characters Doso or Dost (where the o and 1 are not 
ASCII characters, but byte values - the equivalent of CHRS(o) 
and CHRS(1)). 

When the system reads this long word, it knows which kind 
of system it must use; if it finds neither of these in that po-
sition, you will get the 'Not a DOS disk' requester. In fact, it 
has been possible to rescue some entire hard disk partitions 
merely by restoring the value of that one long word. 

Here is what I found in the two bootblocks when I examined 
them with DiskED. At this point I should say that I greatly 
prefer DiskED for this kind of study, since it clearly marks 
things out by position, however, I do wish that Commodore 
had polished it a bit and made it available to a more general 
audience. 

1 ax 	 , set to display in her 
00000000 

1 g 0 	 ; get the first bootblack 
Block 0 read (wl 0, sur 0, sec 0/ 

The first thing that the system reads on a disk, or on a hard 
disk partition, is the boot block. This will contain a long 
word that identifies the disk as a nos disk and, on a floppy, 
this may be followed by the program needed to boot the 
system. There is considerable room here - two sectors of 512 
bytes each less the 32 bits that identify the DOS type. If a 
disk is freshly formatted and then installed, only a few of 
these bytes are used. The remainder has been used for pro-
tection by many software developers, and for storing viruses 
by people with less constructive minds. 

Hard disk owners have been free of concerns about boot 
block viruses for the most part, because the hard disk driver 

1t0IO 
0: 444/5300 
I: c0200F19 
2: 00000370 
3: 43FAOOI0 
4: /FAEFIAO 
5: IAB0630A 
6: 20402068 
7: 00163000 
8: 423530FF 
9: 60EA6461 

10: 332E6C69 

; type the first ten longsords 
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I sx 	;set to display hex 

00000260 

1 q 0 	 ;get the first bootblock 
Block 0 read (cyl 0, aur 0, sec 01 

1 t 010 
0: 41415101 
I: 44415302 
2: 44415103 
3: 44415104 
4: 44415305 
5: 44415306 
6: 44415107 
7: 44415306 
8: 444F5309 
9: 444P530A 
10: 444F530B 

Attempts to install 
block of RAD: does 
examples. The key, 
sequence. 

type the tint ten words 

; different because tall: had 
; not been 'installed'. 

RAD: were unsuccessful, so the boot 
not hold the booting sequence in these 
though, is in that first number of each 

At the root of it all 

The root directory is the same for both old and new systems, 
or so it would seem at first glance. Well, not entirely sol 

The root block is the key to the entire disk in either kind of 
system. It is the centre-most sector In any kind of disk or par-
tition, thus making seek time as small as possible for every 
sector. Other blocks on the disk are accessed through this 
block, and if it becomes corrupt one must take drastic mea-
sures to recover it, or else give up the disk. 

The RootBlock structure, as well as other disk related struc-
tures, is given at the end of the article. 

On bootup, die 'system checks the boot block, then the root 
directory, The boot sequence on a floppy tells the file system 
where to find the root, so the driver of a hard disk will have 
to do this also. 

In the root directory on either system, the first six slots (32 
bits each) have system information - the kind of block (short, 
a single sector), two unused slots, the size of the hash table 
(72 slots for a 512 byte sector), a slot reserved for future use, 
and a checksum. 

This is followed by a table of seventy-two slots (32 bits 
each) that hold the numbers of sectors in which you will find 
user-directory blocks or numbers of file header blocks. 

The system software is written so that it would still work if 
the size of the blocks were changed, but no such change has 
been announced. There is a hint that changes might occur in 
1.4 however, so programmers should be aware that we might 
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and for the FFS: not always have this standard 512 byte size, and they should 
write software that could handle other sizes. Most software 
does not need to be concerned with the size, but those who 
write disk recovery programs or disk editors will need to 
make allowance for these differences that may (probably 
will) occur in future systems. 

While the hash table is not a major emphasis of this article, it 
is worth noting that the hash values must currently fall be-
tween 6 and 77, inclusive. The lowest value is six because of 
the system information in slots zero through five. 

The hashing algorithm has appeared in messages written by 
Commodore employees on several occasions: 

Hasbtname) 
unsigned char 'name 

val,f; 

val - (ina'namea; 
for li - 0; i < val; i++) val - Itval113) + (intltounarpname++1160xlft 
return (val 1 72); 

Every possible file name will come out of this algorithm with 
a value within this range, and its header block will be placed 
in the slot corresponding to its hash value. In the case of two 
files with the same hash value, provision is made through a 
hash chain. 

After the hash table, there is one longword that holds the 
bitmap flags, and which should contain either -1 or O. 

When the bitmap has finished its update, this flag is set to -1; 
should the system come up and find a 0 there, the validator 
will go to work to rebuild the bitmap. This can take consid-
erable time, and we do notice when it happens. I have read of 
people with hard disks having to wait minutes for the val-
idator to finish, and even floppies can take lots of time and 
thrashing about. Most of us have learned to wait for that last 
little write now, but we still get impatient occasionally, and 
pay dearly for our haste the next time we use the disk. 

In the next two fields, we find a difference between the old 
and new systems again. In the old system, the BitMapKeys 
and BitMapExtension fields (see the structure at the end of 
the article) are reversed, and the BitMapKeys are used from 
position 24 up. 

In the FPS, immediately following the bitmap flags, there is a 
set of 25 positions in which to store the numbers of the 
sectors that hold the actual bitmaps. Each position can store 
the information for 32 sectors; so, on floppies, one sector 
was always adequate, and the rest of these slots were empty. 
With hard disks it takes more, and these are provided for by 
having the bitmap extension. 

Should the last position in the bitmap table contain some-
thing other than zero, the system knows that there will be 

4 
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more bitmap blocks listed, and it consults the BitMapExtend 
block to find them. This is a 32-bit slot containing the 
number of the block that holds the overflow. 

the disk was made, some slots reserved for future use, and a 
longword that identifies the kind of block (secondary type). 

A BitMapExtension block does not have even so much as a 
checksum to take up space. It consists of 127 block 
numbers and the number of the next extension block. Since 
all of these lists are read from the bottom to the top, the 
first number in this sector would give the number of the 
next extension block. 

In the Fast File System, there is still an error in 1.3 that 
causes the date of the last alteration of the file or partition to 
repeat the date the root directory was last altered, rather than 
giving the date of alteration of the partition or file. 

The actual bitmap blocks, unlike the extension blocks, do 
have a checksum. Remember that the extension blocks hold 
only other sector numbers. 

Here are some excerpts from readings of an on and FF5 

disks. The disks are not identical, so some differences in 
numbers are inherent. 

I sd 

2 

tt7590 

75: 3 
76: 1357 

77: o 
78: -1 

79: 1029 

80: e 
81: 0 

82: 0 

83: 0 

The bitmap blocks indicate which sectors are used and which 
are free. A bitmap block will have the first slot occupied by a 
checksum, followed by 127 longs, each representing 32 
sectors, or 4064 sectors per block. This is not quite 2mb, in 
case you want to compute the number of bitmap blocks 
needed for your disk or partition. If a bit is set to I, the block 
to which it corresponds is available for use. When used, the 
bit is changed to zero. 

; From UFS Workbench: 

;bitmap is valid 

;Bitmap is in sector 1029 

At first, this seems to be backwards. On reflection, we can 
see that to have used zero to indicate a free block would have 
required a search of every bit individually, but testing for 
non-zero allows the testing of 32 bits at a time. If a non-zero 
condition is found, then that long may be searched to see 
which block is available. This is faster than checking every 
long for a zero bit. 

19880 

Block 880 read (cyl 40, sur 0, sec 01 To the best of my knowledge, there has been no chaige made 
to the user-directory blocks in the fast file system. 	a first 
78 slots appear to be the same as in a root directory. It7585 

75: 0 

76: 0 

77: 0 

78: -1 

79: 881 

80: 0 

81: 0 

82: 0 

83: 0 

;From FFS Workbench in BAD: 

;Bitmap is valid 

;Bitmap is in sector 881 

The user-directories have no need of bitmap information, so 
it is replaced with some unused positions (seven of them, but 
not contiguous), the protection bits, and a comment field of 
which 80 characters are available to the user. There is only 
one date field in a user directory - that of the date it was 
created. 

A correction to this part of the root block permitted Com-
modore to remove the 53 mbyte limit on partition size which 
plagued the old file system. 

The user-directory name field has space reserved for 36 char-
acters, rather than 40, but this is more than enough, since the 
name in both cases is limited to 30. A user directory can be 
on the hash chain, so there is a position to hold the number 
of the next block on that chain, one to hold the number of the 
parent directory's header block, and a secondary file type 
number. 

The old system assumed that the root had protection bits, as 
did the other directory blocks, and it proceeded to write those 
bits into the field that pointed to the bitmap extension block. 
This happened because the protection bits in user directories 
occupy the same position used for the extension block 
number in the root directory. In the AFS, this bug has been 
corrected, but users of the old file system will continue to 
have this 53 mbyte limitation. 

The remaining portion of the root directory remains the same 
in both systems: the date of the last alteration of the root 
block, the disk name, the date of the last alteration of a file or 
partition (though this is still not working quite right), the date 

The hash chain is interesting. Before coming to the Amiga, I 
used the much simpler Commodore computers that had a 
single directory track (or, in the case of the 8050, two 
tracks). These were located, as is our root, in the centre of 
the disk and each contained the directory information about 
all files on the disk. It was very easy to read the directories 
quickly, but it was also easy to mn out of space to add more 
files. Each directory track could hold a finite number of files, 
and once it was filled, the disk was full no matter how much 
storage space might still be available. 
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Block 882 read 

(cyl 40, sur 0, sec 21 

it010 

0: 2 

1: 882 

2: 0 

3: 0 

4: 0 

5: -23315566 

6: 883 

7; 885 

8: 889 

9: 891 

10: 895 

1 g 887 	;Get block rheic C is 

Block 887 read 
(cyl 40, sur 0, sec 7) 

1 t 010 
	

;type the 1st ten positions 
0: 2 
	

;kind of block (short) 
1: 887 
	

;number of this block 

2: 0 

3: 0 

4: 0 

5: -23327944 ;checksum 

6: 888 	(-header block for 'run' 
7: 890 
8: 197 
9: 199 

10: 901 

The header blocks are the same for both systems. It is nec-
essary to visit this block, however, in order to fmd the 
numbers of the sectors that hold the actual data for 'run'. 
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In the Amiga, the hash chain has removed this problem. If 
two file names get the same value when put through the 
hashing routine, the first one is placed in the root directory, 
and the next is referenced through the hash chain position in 
the header of the next file on the chain. 

Thus, if my fust file were placed in slot nine of the root, 
when I saved a different file with a hash value of nine, the 
system would go to position nine in the root, read the sector 
referenced there, and compare the name of that file with the 
one for which I asked. If they are different, the slot for the 
hash chain would be checked, and the sector referenced in 
the hash chain slot would be read. The checking process 
would continue until my file was found. The last file on the 
chain has a zero in this position, so the file system knows 
when to quit. 

So what's really new? 

The changes in the boot, directory, and bitmap blocks are 
small. It is not until we come to the data blocks that the 
changes in the FRS really become apparent. 

A quick glance at any of the other blocks would not show 
any real difference at all - though some have been made, and 
have been noted above. Even the file header block shows no 
large difference. According to a Usenet message, the number 
of blocks in the file (third position in the header block) is not 
updated by the fast file system, but it is still there. 

The next item in the file chain is the file-header blocks which 
serve several purposes. For one thing, they are used by the 
FileLock structures. Commodore has told us that the 
FileLock system will continue to be supported in the future. 

When a file is locked, the fl_key field in FileLock will 
contain the number of the header block on which the file 
begins on a disk or partition, or in the case of a RAM disk, the 
address at which the file is currently stored.  

for the date and file name, a hash-chain entry, the number of 
the parent directory, the extension block number, and the sec-
ondary file type (-3 in this case). 

When we arrive at the actual data blocks, however, we fmd 
one really big change. The first six longwords in the old 
system contained system information much like that in the 
directories. This left room for only 488 bytes of data, since 
the other 24 were used for the system. Not only did this take 
up extra room on the disk - it slowed down the file system. 

Using Diskeo, let's find a file under each system, and then 
compare the two files. The hash value of c is 14; that of run 
is 6. So let's start at the beginning, find the c directory, and 
trace it down to the run command under each system: 

To locate the c directory, we fust read the root block: 

FaatFileSysten eldfiletystem 

0: 2 0: 2 	;Type of black (short) 

1: 0 1: 0 
2: 0 2:  0 

3:  72 3: 72 	;size of hash table 

4: 0 4: 0 

5: -1199734386 5: 9069645323 ;checkout; 

6: 0 6: 0 

7: 0 7: 882 

8: 0 8: 0 

9: 0 9: 0 

10: 0 10: 884 

11: 0 v: 0 

12: 0 12: 0 

13: 0 13: 885 

14: 882 14: 887 	(—block containing C directory 

Next, we read the sector that holds the C directory, and look 
for the item in slot 6, which is the hash value of run. 

FastFileSystes 	 eldFileSystem 

The header block contains the necessary information about a 
file: ils name, when it was created, its protection bits, and 
pointers to the blocks that hold the data and to extension 
blocks. 

File-header blocks use the first six positions for such system 
information as type of block, number of this block, number 
of blocks in the file, the number of the first block that holds 
data, and a checksum. 

This is followed by yet another table of 72 positions, each of 
which holds the number of one data block used by this file. 
The slots are filled from number 78 up to 6. Should the file 
require more than seventy-two sectors, the number of the ex-
tension block will be placed in slot 126. 

After the table, there will be the usual spare slots reserved 
for future use (three of them in this case), and those needed 
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Next, we move to block 883 on the FPS; block 888 on the old 
system, which are the file header blocks for run: 

FastFileSystem OldFilesystem 

0: 2 0: 2 :Kind of block 	(short 

1: 883 1: 889 ;Number of this block 

2: 6 2:  6 ;Sectors used in this tile 

3:  0 3: 0 ;Data blocks for this file 

4: 884 4: 889 ;First block of the file 

5: -55752819 5: -55752929 

6: 0 6: 0 

7: 0 7: 0 

71: 0 71: 0 

72: 906 72:  873 ;Last block used by 'ruo' 

73:  905 73: 872 

74: 904 74: 871 

75: 903 75: 870 

76: 902 76: 879 ;Second block used by 'run' 

77: 884 77: 889 ;First block used by 'run' 

78: 0 78: 0 

And when we read block 884 of the FFS, or block 887 of the 
on, we finally see the major difference between the two 
systems. Here, I changed from decimal to hexadecimal no-
tation, to show more clearly exactly what is there. 

Fasteilesystem oldeilesystem 

f t 020 

0: 00000008 	;Kind of block Idata) 

I: 00000378 	;Number of this sector 

2: 00000001 	;Now far into the file? 

3: 000001E8 	;Amt. of data 1488 bytes) 

4: 0000036F 	:Next block in file 18791 

5: 7cCCFCB7 	;Checksum 

0: 000003F3 6: 00000313 Bunk header, the beginning 

1: 00000000 7: 00000000 	;of the load info 

2: 00000002 8: 000000 

3: 00000000 9: 00000000 

4: 00000001 10: 00000001 

5: 0000004E 11: 0000004E 

6: 00000226 12: 00000226 

7: 00000329 13, 000003E9 <hunk tek 

8: 00000042 14: 0000004F 

9: 28640164 15: 286A0161 

10: 70E4E95 16: 700C4K95 

As you can see, the data is identical, but the old file system 
has 24 bytes of information that is not used in the fast system. 

This speeds things up in several ways. Obviously, there is 
more data on each sector, requiring fewer reads. Less obvi-
ously, there are fewer steps needed to make the data ready 
for use. 

Under the oFs, the track is read into the track buffer and de-
coded, then the 24 bytes at the beginning of each sector are 
stripped off before the information is copied into the user's 

buffer. With the new system, that entire step can be omitted 
and the data is DMA'ed directly into that buffer. To have this 
saving for every sector can make a very large difference in 
the amount of time required. 

In order to gain the saving in time and space, some means of 
recovering lost files has been taken away. At first glance, it 
might seem that there is no way at all to recover, but this is 
not totally true. 

In addition to the file blocks that we see, there are label areas 
for each of these sectors. I have not found documentation for 
the label area under FFa, but under the old system, the RICM 
told us that this area contained: 

2 bytes of 00 
2 bytes of Al (making a sync byte for MFM) 
1 byte to indicate the format type 
1 byte for the track number 
1 byte for the sector number 
16 bytes that were not used under the old system 

(and I believe not used in the new system either), 
but intended for future use as file recovery information 

4 bytes for the label checksum 
4 bytes for the datablock checksum 

The track, the sector and the checksum, then, are still here in 
the sector label that we don't see in our disk editors. It was 
redundant to have this repeated in the first six words of the 
sector itself, though it did prove useful for disk recovery and 
file integrity. 

The data blocks no longer have the pointers to their parent 
file, and we are now dependent on the list blocks if we must 
recover data. 

And down the road? 

Future releases of the operating system will see far greater 
changes than those in 1.3. A study of the layout of the 
system told us from the beginning that we would not 
always have 512 byte data blocks, and it is quite likely that 
variable sized blocks will be recognised as early as the 1.4 
release. 

Larger file blocks will call for fewer reads and fewer seeks, 
making the system faster. Hash tables will eventually be 
longer than 72 slots, causing fewer hash chain collisions. The 
basic system for both of these is already laid out, and can be 
implemented with minimum disruption, Other changes will 
follow. 

Software that accesses the disk in the approved manner will 
continue to work (once again a case of obey the tides, and 
you and your software will survive - ED). 

That which bypasses the correct methods to gain temporary 
advantage will break when the system is changed. 

T,. 
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C structures for the various disk blocks (based on those 
published in AmigaMail, November/December 1988): 

struct 	RootBlock 	( 
LONG 	Type; 
ULONG 	OwnXey; 
ULONG 	SegNum; 
ULONG 	HtSize; 
ULONG 	Nothingl; 

/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 

(set to short 	(2) 	*/ 
unused in root, so set to 0 */ 
unused */ 
number of slots in hash table */ 
reserved for future use, so 0 */ 

LONG 	Checksum; 
ULONG 	HashTable(721; /* the actual hash table with 72 slots */ 

LONG 	BltmapFlag; 
ULONG 	BitmapKeys[ 25]; 
ULONG 	BitmapExtend; 

/* 
/* 
/* 

-1 if valid; 	0 if not validated */ 
for FFS - OFS has BitmpaExtend here */ 
where is the next list of BitmapKeys? */ 

ULONG 	DirAltered[3]; 
char 	Name[901; 
ULONG 	DiskAltered(3]; 

/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 

For FFS only. 	OFS had a problem with */ 
this slot, as explained in the text. 	*/ 
datestamp for last alteration A/ 
BCPL string, name of disk */ 
currently has a bug in FFS, 	intended */ 
to show last date any file on this disk 
was altered */ 

*/ 

ULONG 	DiskMade[3]; /* 
/* 

Date when disk or partition was */ 
formatted */ 

ULONG 	Nothingl; 
ULONG 	Nothing3; 

/* 
/* 

"Nothing" slots are reserved for */ 
future use */ 

ULONG 	Nothing9; 
LONG 	SecondaryType; /* Type 1, secondary file type is ROOT */ 

) 

User directories: 

struct 	UserDirectoryBlock 
LONG 	Type; 
ULONG 	OwnKey; 
ULONG 	Sparel; 

( 
/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 

short 	(2) 	*/ 
number of this sector */ 
all spares are set to 0, and are 
reserved for future use */ 

ULONG 	Spare2; 
ULONG 	Spare3; 
LONG 	Checksum; 
ULONG 	HashTable[721; /* number of slots available in this table */ 
LONG 	Spare9; 
LONG 	Spares; 
ULONG 	Protection; /* Protection bits for the directory */ 
LONG 	Spare6; 
char 	Comment(921; /* but only BO available for the user */ 
ULONG 	Created(3]; 

char 	DirName[361; 

/* 
/* 
/* 

Date the directory was created OR */ 
modified */ 
directory name, but only 30 are used */ 

LONG 	Spare7173; 
ULONG 	HashChain; /* 

/* 
where is next file with this same */ 
hash value? 	(0 if no more exist) 	*/ 

ULONG 	Parent; /* Block where the parent directory is */ 
ULONG 	Spare8; 
LONG 	SecondaryType; /* Type 2, ST_USERDIR */ 

1 
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FileHeaderBlocks 

struct FileHeaderBlock 	1 
LONG 	Type; 	 /* short file, 	so 2 */ 
ULONG 	OwnKey; 	 /*.the number of this same block */ 

ULONG 	HighSeq; 	 /* how many blocks used for this file? */ 
/* used for old system, not updated by FFS */ 

ULONG 	DataSize; 	 /* number of data blocks for this file */ 
ULONG 	FirstBlock; 	 /* what sector does this file start on? */ 
LONG 	Checksum; 
ULONG 	DataBlocksl72]; 	/* list of up to 72 sectors used by */ 

/* this file, beginning with #71, 	moving */ 
/* back up to 80, then moving to the */ 
/* extension block if more were used */ 

ULONG 	Sparel; 
ULONG 	Spare2; 
ULONG 	Protect; 	 /* protection bits for this file */ 
ULONG 	Date[3]; 	 /* date the file was created */ 
char 	FileName[36]; 	/* 30 used for the file name */ 
ULONG 	Spare3[7]; 	 /* all spares set to 0; 	reserved for future use */ 
ULONG 	HashChain; 	 /* header block for the next file with the */ 

/* same hash value as this one */ 
ULONG 	Parent; 	 /* block where the parent directory resides */ 
ULONG 	Extension; 	 /* pointer to another block just like this */ 

/* one, but which holds the next list of */ 
/* data blocks for this file */ 

LONG 	Second; 	 /* secondary type for this block is -3 */ 

] 

Data blocks for the FFS really have no structure, 
since they are entirely filled with data. For the 
OFS, there was a short structure: 

struct 	FileDataBlock  
LONG 	Type; 	 /* For a data block, 	type is 8 */ 
ULONG 	OwnKey; 	 /* the number of this same block */ 
ULONG 	SegNumber; 	 /* sequence or ordinal number of this block in */ 

/* the file */ 
ULONG 	DataSize; 	` 	/* how many bytes of data in this block? */ 
ULONG 	NextBlock; 	 /* which sector holds the next data block? */ 
LONG 	Checksum; 
char 	Data14081; 	 /* 488 bytes of actual data */ 

T 
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Register Indirect Addressing 

Accessing structures with assembler is as easy as C! 

a 

by Amanda Jones 

A large amount of the Amiga's operating system is based on 
sets of data chained together by linking pointers. 

The C language is good at handling such complex data-sets, 
but the 68000 chip itself is also particularly well suited to the 
job. Surprisingly enough the code ne ied to access the data 
fields embedded within complex variables, such as C's 
structure type data arrangements, is no more difficult to do in 
assembler than itis in C. 

The templates and flags used by C programmers have related 
definitions in the Amiga's include (.t) files. Complex 
variables, defined as structures in the C header (.h) files, have 
equivalents in these include files such that each member of 
every structure is described in terms of a unique name and a 
numerical offset from a base address. 

These offsets are provided to allow the assembly language 
programmer to use a 68000 addressing mode known as 
address register indirect with displacement. 

A typical structure 

The easiest way to describe this mode of addressing is to look 
at an example, and we've based ours on the IntuiMessage 
structure. 

InwiMessages carry packets of information to and from a 
window's morse ports. They are based on an extended exec 
Message structure (the details of which are provided in the 
intuition.h file and theIntuition handbook): 

struct IntuiMessage 
struct Message 	ExecMessagt. 
ULONG 
	

Class; 
US HO RT 
	

Code; 
USHORT 
	

Qualifier; 
APTR 
	

IAddress; 
SHORT 
	

MouseX, Mousey; 
ULONG 
	

Seconds, Micros; 
struct Window 
	

*IDCMPWindow; 
struct IntulMessage *SpecialLink; 
); 

If we relate this structure to the number of bytes which each 
field requires, this is what we find: 

field name 

20 	ExecMessage 
4 	 Class 
2 	Code 
2 	 Qualifier 
4 	 IAddress 
2 	Mouse% 
2 	Mousey 
4 	Seconds 
4 	 Micros 
4 	*IDCMPWindow 
4 	*SpecialLink 

These field sizes could be used to create a table of byte values 
showing how far we have to reach into the IntuiMessage 
structure to find a given field. The result would be a collection 
of displacements (or offsets) relative to some unspecified 
location, namely the base of the IntuiMessage: 

O£ se 	Field name 

0 	 ExecMessage 
20 	Class 
22 	Code 
24 	Qualifier 
28 	 IAddress 
30 	MouseX 
32 	Mousey 
36 	Seconds 
40 	Micros 
44 	 IDCMPWindow 
48 	SpecialLink 

Luckily it is not necessary to calculate these offsets - they are 
provided in the appropriate include files. 

the corresponding field names have a prefix added. This 
prefix is related to the relevant C structure and is added to 
avoid duplicated names. 

Rvtes 
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;wait until auditing happens 
;need port address in a0 

novel bitmask,d0 
ÇUTXXEC Wait 
novel port,a0 

CALLRXIC Cetksg 
move.1 dO,a0 

Wait (bitmask); 
GetNag Message): 

/s Wait until something happens a/ 
/s collect the message a/ 

class = message-)Class; 
code =tressage->Code; 
tuna= message->kwseX; 
%ousel= message->EouseY; 

1* copy any data needed s/ 

Since all the offset calculations have been done for you, all 
that remains is to look at their use. 

Indirect Addressing 

;get the aessage pointer 
;copy to an address register 

im Class(a0), class 
L codela0), code 
imlbusexla0), smell 
is souseT(aO), mousey 

;copy any data needed 

There is of course one area where you will notice a difference 
and that is in your pocket - 68000 assemblers are an awful lot 
cheaper than C compilers. 

im_Qualifier(a0), qualifier 
im_code(a0), code 
1m Class(ao), class 

move.w 
move.w 
move .1 

0 How does this compare with a C version? 
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For the IntuiMessage structure, the names you'll find in the 
include files will actually be these: 

Offset 	.1 file Field Name 

1 	0 	 im_ExecMessage 
20 	im_Class 
22 	1m_Code 
24 	1m_Qualifler 
28 	im_IAddress 
30 	im_MouseX 
32 	im_MouseY 
36 	im_Seconds 
40 	1m_Micros 
44 	lm_IDCMPWindow 
48 	im_SpecialLink 

Well, if message was a pointer to the IntuiMessage structure, 
we'd use the = and -> operators to do exactly the same job: 

qualifier = message->Qualifier; 
code = message->Code• 

class = message->Class; 

Here is some more example code which should be familiar - 
the Waito, GetMsgo, collect data, ReplyMsgo arrangement, 
used to monitor an :worm pod. 

First, theC version: 

Indirect addressing implies that, instead of specifying an ad-
dress, we specify the location of the address. The 68000 pro-
cessor is limited to using address registers for specifying the 
indirect address - hence the basic addressing mode being used 
gets the name register indirect. 

First, an example of ordinary register indirect addressing. The 
instruction: 

move .1 	(a01,d2 

is using register indirect addressing to specify the location of 
the source operand; it's saying that data should be retrieved 
from the location whose address is in register so, and then 
copy it into register D2. 

Now for the bit we're interested in; the 68000 chip allows us 
to specify a displacement value in the instruction as well: 

move.! 	im_Class (a0), d2 

If address register so had been loaded with an IntuiMessage 
pointer, and therefore contained the address of an Intui-
Message structure, then the above instruction would retrieve 
data from the im_Class field of the IntuiMessage and copy it 
to register D2. 

We could just as easily have copied the data to some memory 
locations. For instance, to move data into memory locations 
labelled qualifier, code and class we'd use MOVE instructions: 

Replyasg(sessage); 	/s reply to the message n/ 

In assembler, we adopt exactly the same type of approach - but 
we have to adhere to the register conventions used by the 
system routines. 

Wait needs a bit-mask present in DO, GetMsg and ReplyMsg 
need the port address in AO. Incidentally, CALLEXEC is the exec 
library calling macro available in the Amiga's include files. 

If we put all this together we end up with the following piece 
of assembler code: 

;reply to the message 

In terms of complexity 1 really don't think there is much dif-
ference between the two versions. 

nove.1 
sove.V 

loves 

CALLRXeC Raplk'Wsg 
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ReSource 

A review of a new, full featured disassembler 

by Eric Salter 

Currently employed as a Senior Resident Medical officer at St. 
Vincent's Melbourne, Eric's 15 year interest in microcom-
puters began with the Z-80 and GRIM. Now uses AmigaDOS 
and likes it (although he prefers uwix)! He is currently 
working on a book about the internal workings of the Amiga's 
ROM Operating System with Ron Wail. 

ReSource is a commercially available interactive disassembles 
written by Australian, Glen McDiarmid. It can take any Amiga 
load or binary file, a sector or track from a floppy drive or any 
Amiga memory core-image and use it as source for disassembly. 

The program is able to make intelligent assumptions as to the 
nature of the source and then display it as code or data, the 
latter being displayed as bytes or ASCII if it is appropriate to 
do so. 

Additionally, ReSource provides powerful macro facilities and 
an on-line library of Amiga data-structures, with field names 
as they appear in .i include files. 

Output from ReSource is compatible with Metacomco's Assent 
assembler, and may optionally pass symbols defined within 
the disassembly to the output .arm file as either equates (Kin) 
or external references (XRRFs). 

At least I MR of RAM is needed to allow ReSource to be really 
useful and version 1.1 or greater of the ARP library is required 
(and provided on the program disk). 

Assembly-language programming on any machine is difficult 
The programmer is dealing with the actual bit-patterns of the 
machine as dictated by the silicon - there is not the same de-
velopment freedom that is possible with abstractions provided 
by a high-level language. The task is made significantly worse 
with the Amiga's multiplicity of high-level data structures, 
multi-tasking precepts and the lack of adequate development 
tools - although things are changing. 

In ReSource, Glen McDiarmid has written quite a powerful 
tool for the assembly-language programmer or system hacker - 
it is an interactive disassembles with a number of notable fea-
tures but also some notable problems. 

Disassembly of a program or piece of code is essentially the 
inverse function of what happens when one assembles the 
code originally. But why would one need a diss••embler? 
Well, there are several areas where a disassembles may come 
in handy: 

• Looking at the output of an assembler or compiler to see if it 
has interpreted your source faithfully. - I've picked up bugs in 
the compiler this way and sometimes it is the only way to find 
out why your code doesn't work. 

• Examining operating system code - either in ROM or RAM, 
just out of curiosity or to know how it actually works because 
the documentation is inadequate. 

• Examining Boot sectors for code that interferes with Exec's 
cold, cool or warm-boot vectors, or RAMkick mechanisms, 
such as viruses. 

• Modifying existing code to overcome inadequacies or limita-
tions. For instance, modifying a utility to recognise VDK: or 
RRD: dos devices. 

Problems 

There are a number of inherent problems that a disassembles 
must overcome if it is to reproduce the original assembler 
source in a form that will be functionally equivalent to the 
original. 

All programs are made up of executable code and (usually) 
non-executable data. There is nothing inherent in a number to 
say whether it is to be executed or to be used as the operand in 
some calculation. It all depends on the ceu at run-time; if its 
program counter points to it, it's code. The disassembles must 
try to determine from the numbers, the context in which the 
cPu will view them. This can be very difficult, as execution 
may continue at a point based upon calculation or a value in a 
jump-table, whose address cannot be determined in the static 
milieu of a disk-file. 

Data may also be accessed by indexing into a data table whose 
base address is found in a CPU register and hence also unknown. 

4-I 
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With this cursory background, we will look at how well Re-
Source tackles these tigers. 

ReSource itself 

The program reviewed is version 2.27 (18-Oct-88). I under-
stand that lairs versions (2.35 as of 19-Dec-88) are available 
from the author. The program comes on a single 33" disk 
which is bootable and contains the ReSource program, a 
support utility ShowKeys, which displays the current keyboard 
bindings, and the documentation files. 

To run Resource, itis necessary to invoke it from the cu 
command-line, as no Workbench front-end is provided. Be-
cause Resource uses the ARP wildcard routines, the user must 
have ARP library 1.1 or better in the LIDS: logical directory 
(mu) is supplied on the Resource disk). 

ReSource can take its toll on memory. The documentation 
states that the amount of memory available must be between 6 
and 10 times the size of the code to be disassembled and what 
is more, most of it has to be contiguous. 

The source of the code that ReSource will disassemble may be 
specified on the command-line when ReSource is invoked, and 
this input can be in one of four forms: 

Load files - files that contain an Amiga executable file in load-
file format. The hunk information is used by ReSource to make 
decisions as to the nature of the datait is loading. Called using: 

Resource foo 

Binary files - load any Amiga file as a binary image. If it is a 
load file, all hunk data will be loaded as well. Called using: 

Resource *b foo 

Memory - Memory is used as source. Memory is disas-
sembled in situ - no copy is made. Called using: 

Resource *m lowAddr highAdd 

Disk tracks - Input is any track/sector or multiples thereof. 
Called using : 

Resource *DFx: lowCyl HighCyl NumSecs SecCffset 

Although it is not possible to read tracks and sectors from 
other nos file-system devices (nto: Rim: and so on), this 
program is the only one I know that can read and write disas-
sembled code using all these modes. 

User Interface 

Once the code has been read in, ReSource tries to display the 
data as code. This is the default setting but may be changed by 
the user at any time. The display itself is somewhat akin to the  

shareware program Blitz, by Hayes Haugen, in the way it 
allows rapid scrolling of text using the blitter with both mouse 
and cursor control, however, I found fine control with the 
mouse is impossible. 

The top line of the display is termed the cursor, and it is here 
that any commands that perform an action have thiir effect. The 
cursor line can be offset slightly by hunk or comment infor-
mation; if a loaded hunk was deemed to be executable code, the 
top line of the display will contain a SECTION name, CODE 
assembler directive. This directive will be carried through to the 
.asm file if the disassembly is saved at a later time. 

Along the menu bar, there is a row of single characters repre-
senting the naines of the menus. The menu items themselves 
are too numerous to allow the full name being displayed in the 
title-bra, but selecting a menu will display its name as the first 
menu-item. 

The number of sub-menu items in some menus is so large, that 
it is imperative to mn either Charlie Heath's FastFonts or 
Haugen's Blitzfonts lest you want to be driven mad with the 
slothfulness of Intuition's menu rendering. 

Virtually all of the menu and sub-menu items are bound to a 
particular keyboard shortcut sequence, although they are not 
displayed in the menu. There are so many of these, that hardly 
a key exists that doesn't have some function bound to it, re-
sulting in some fairly spectacular re-arrangements should your 
forger accidentally slip. 

Keys may be re-bound to new functions at any time and the 
new configuration saved. I found that using the key sequences 
was the only viable method of using the package - searching 
through the menus with the mouse to perforin each operation 
makes for very short tempers. 

The user interface was the most disagreeable feature of the 
program. I disliked the cursor being the top line of the screen - 
it would be much nicer to be able to point and click with the 
mouse and say 'this is where I want to be', however the choice 
of display mechanics precludes the use of the friendlier 
console with its addressable cursor. 

Disassembly 

I was most impressed with ReSource 's ability to determine the 
data type it was looking at. Most of the time it gets this right 
and this depends on how much additional information it has 
on hand. Load-files with debug hunks make the task easier, 
however, it occasionally needs a little coaxing and pointing in 
the right direction to get back on the right track. 

Disassembly goes a little like this - I'll use some of the ex-
amples in the ReSource documentation. 

After loading a piece of code, the display would look like this 
at an arbitrary place in the file: 

4 
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MOVE.L 
LEA 
JSR 
MOVE.L 
BNE.S 
MOVE.L 
JSR 
BRA.S 

4,A6 
START+$0686(PC),A1 
-$0198(A6) 
DO, START+$0C36 
START+$06AE 
4$00038007,07 
-$006C(A6) 
START+$0632 

1bC0006AE JSR 	1bC000142 
lbC0006132 ADDQ.W 4B,SP 

RTS 

A Ede can also be saved as a binary image - allowing a file to 
be brought in, modified (either with ReSource for simple 
changes or a memory editor such as wack or Aztec's db) and 
saved - allowing potential modification and tailoring of 
software. Disk tracks can also be saved in this way. 

'do' 
's.' 
'li' 
br' 
ar' 

'y',0 

dosllbrary.MSG dc.b 
dc.b 
dc.b 
dc.b 
dc.b 
dc.b 

Macros and other features 

Briefly, the macro feature looks to be quite powerful. It is pos-
sible to build up a number of macro commands of virtually 
any command combinations (including nested macros). 

H 1421 

fi al 
ReSource has determined that the bytes at doslibraryMSG 
were in fact ASCII and has generated an appropriate message 
label. Also, the reference to the message in the code uses the 
newly generated label. References to other locations have also 
been given names - albeit meaningless at this stage. Now, the 
programmer intervenes. 

Register A6 is being loaded from AbsExecBase - the pointer to 
the ExecBase structure. We could replace the raw value 4 with 
a new symbol: 

MOVE.L AbsExecBase,A6 

Next, Fxec is being called with tsR -$0198(AG) . TINS is where 
ReSource really shines. We can use the in-built look-up tables to 
find what vector is being called. By moving to the SY BOIS 
menu and selecting exec, the instruction is replaced by: 

JSR _LVOOpenLibrary(A6) 

Very neat indeed! Moving a little further down the code we see 
the number 4$00038007. I know that this is an alert number, 
because the next instruction calls the Exec AlertO function. I 
can now look up 38007 in the SYMBOLS menu and it returns: 

MOVE.L 4AT_RecOVeryIAG_OpenLib:AO_DO$Lib,D7 

A vast number of the Amiga symbols are available from these 
menus including those of the ARP library, which must be con-
sidered a standard Amiga library nowadays. While most of the 
symbols are available there are some notable exceptions. 
CIA .resource is missing - all others are present: library private 
data offsets are not available nor we the CIA hardware offsets. 
The !ANUS library is also missing. In addition, certain offsets are 
inconsistent in their presentation format. 

Overall, this feature is most impressive but difficult to use from 
the menus and learning their keyboard equivalents is not easy. 

MOVE.L 
lbC000694 LEA 

JSR 
MOVE.L 
BNE.S 
MOVE.L 
JSR 
BRA 

4,A6 
dosllbrary.MSG(PC),A1 

- $0198(A6) 

DO,START+50C36 

1bC0006AE 

4$00038007,D7 
-$006C(A6) 
1bC000632 

Saving what you've done 

The disassembled file can be saved as an .asm file in preparation 
for any cleanup and re-assembly. Alternatively, if disassembly is 
not complete, the file can be saved along with thecmrent context, 
including the cursor's position in the file and one can later re-
open the file and continue the process from that point. 

JSR 	START+$0142 
ADDQ.W 48,SP 
RTS 

BCC 	START+507x1 
vso> 

BGE 	START+$0727 
BHI 	START+$0730 
BSR 	START+$0732 

Looking at this, we notice that it is all code. The default 
display mode at start-up causes everything to be displayed as 
if it was code. We also notice a label START. This refers to the 
logical start of the file and all adresses, relative or absolute, 
will be expressed as an offset from this. In the menu bar, 
there is a cursor address that displays the current position of 
the cursor from the START of the file, thus, the cursor can be 
positioned at any address relative to the start of the disas-
sembled code. 

Alternatively, the cursor position can be displayed as an ab-
solute address - the address in memory that the code at the 
cursor may be found. This enables the use of other utilities to 
modify the data, knowing its absolute address. 

Filling in the holes 

ReSource can be made to scan the code for what it thinks is 
data and code. After such a scan, the display looks like this: 
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For a disassembly of a BCPL program, I wrote a quick macro 
to replace all instances of references to routines in the BCPL 
global vector table with their mnemonics. Although I didn t 
use them extensively (I hate having to learn yet another 
macro command set), it makes life much easier and saves 
keystrokes. 

The last feature I'd like to mention is the way ReSource 
handles references to data tables. Most often a base address 
register will be used to point to a data table. While ReSource 
cannot infer that a data table exists, a special feature allows it 
to calculate effective addresses (and thus generate labels) if the 
content of the base register is known. ReSource has full 
support for this when' program uses register A4 as the base 
register. Told where A4 points, ReSource can determine where 
references such as —50192 (M) point. 

There are a number of areas that could be improved, notably 
user interface and documentation. The documentation is quite 
poor; it is ambiguous in parts and written in a style that is hard 
to read. 

There is no index, and finding a reference to clarify a point is 
difficult. Documentation of keystroke equivalents could also 
be improved - I had to pipe the output of ShowKeys through 
the DOS sort just to get the list in alphabetical order so I could 
rind what keystrokes did what. Little things like this can make 
or break a program. Dependence on RAM memory with no disk 
buffering is yet another. 

All in all, while it is not an easy program to use by any stretch 
of the imagination (then again neither is TeX), it is, nonetheless, 
a fine step in the right direction and can only get better. 
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I found this most useful when disassembling BCPL programs 
where register A4 points to the start of the routine on entry 
('What are you doing disassembling BCPL', I hear you say - 
don't ask!). 

Summary and Conclusion 

Glen has obviously spent a good deal of time working on Re-
Source. Itis a tool that could be useful in the programmer's ar-
mamentarium. It is stable and in what it tries to do, does it 
well. 

ReSource is available from: 

Glen McDiannid, 
28 Martinson St, 
Ipswich, 
Queensland, 
Australia 4305 

for S80 Australian 
(or contact us at Transactor) 

In the USA, send 

USS60 cheque to: 
Jeff Lavin, 
25607 Fleck Road, 

Veneta OR 97487, 
(503) 935 3709 

A word in your ear .. . 
If you are producing software, making hardware, or are 
an outlet for all things Amiga, then consider this .. 

Every copy of this magazine goes into the hands of a 
dedicated AMIGA user. 

If you want them to know what you have to offer, then 
think about advertising your products with us. 

We offer full typesetting facilities, and you will be 
surprised how economically you can tell your story. 

INTERESTED? THEN RING TRANSACTOR SOON! 

~ -sfi, 
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Amiga Tricks & Tips 

Another ABACUS reference book reviewed 

by Jim Butterfield 

available from: 	Digipro Ltd. 
Enterprise House, 
Howard: Grove, 
Southampton SOI SPR 

Price: 	 £14.95 

I have mixed feelings about this book. It's got the wrong title; it 
might well have been called, `Digging into the Amiga'. It con-
tains very good stuff indeed, mixed in with annoying trash. It 
shows excellent programming techniques, but seldom explains 
them. You need to wade through the bed to get to the good - but 
the good stuff is these, and it's very valuable indeed. 

A disk is available to go with the book, and I suggest you get it; it 
will save you a great deal of typing, not to mention eliminating 
keyboard errors. The book contains a considerable number of 
programs, many of which you will want to build on for your own 
programming work. 

I wish the book started at page 37, since that's where the meaty 
material begins. Before that there's a collection of material on the 
cu and startup-sequences, much of which is outdated and some 
of which is wrong. 

I was particularly annoyed by the discussion of templates on page 
12; their explanation of /A, /K, and IS is quite misleading, and I 
was tempted to close the book at that point and give up on it. I'm 
glad I didn't when the book hits its stride, it is very good indeed 
and handles material that is had to find elsewhere. 

This book does not deal with C, Assembler, or other non-Basic 
languages, but it does something that will be of value to anyone 
planning to program the Amiga in any of these languages. It gives 
some fust steps in tackling the Amiga system libraries in order to 
exploit the machine's power This is often where beginners get 
blocked; their language textbooks usually don't say a thing about 
how to do the custom coding that makes the Amiga sparkle. 

You'll get this here, positioned from a BASIC point of view. Want 
to set up a borderless window, create a mouse-driven rubber band, 
rummage through all files in a drawer, or handle a disk sector di-
rectly/ Ifs all there and more, embedded in illustrative programs. 

Explanations are often thin, but the code speaks volumes. I wish 
that the various system libraries - dos, exec, intuition, graphics 
and others - were more specifically identified as they were 
tapped. You may want to keep other references guides on hand to 
help sort it out. But the programs work from there, you will have 
a base from which to develop your own techniques. 

If the book's objectives had been better defined, it would 
probably have spent more time tracking structures in addition to 
its excellent job of exploring system libraries. It seems a shame to 
see programs that assume the use of the 80column character set 
(topaz 8) when it would have been so easy to expend a little extra 
effort to find the size of characters actually being used. It's not 
hand to track from the Window structure, perhaps to the RastPort, 
and get this ûd'ozration; but the book doesn't go that way. 

Similarly, the chapter on error trapping starts by suggesting that 
standard AmigaBAsIC has a hard time telling whether a file exists 
on a diskette or not in fact, a simple error trap will do the job. 
Amazingly, the standard enor bap, ON ERROR, is never discussed 
in this chapter! 

I suppose I'm easily irritated by small things. When Chapter 2 
starts by saying, 'The newest version of the Workbench is here!', 
I am irked to discover, a couple of paragraphs further along, that 
the book is talking about 1.2. I understand how it happens, but I 
wish they had identified the version in die opening sentence. 'Ef-
fective Programming' is a nice section title, but contains little 
style advice: instead, it contains Basic Benchmark programs of 
limited usefulness and a piece on creating shorter bnapp files. 
Gosh, with AmigaBAstc you can develop a splendid pro-
gramming style- but this isn't the place to look for it. 

But let's set aside the difficulties, and disappointments. The 
book does something that's hard to find, it lets the programmer 
boldly go where few programmers have gone before - deeper 
inside the Amiga. 

If you want to know your machine better - if you want to 
smooth the entry path for other languages - this book is 
valuable. Despite its shortcomings, it gives you material that's 
hard to fund elsewhere. It's a good launching pad to the inner 
space of your Amiga. ~ 
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Lattice 5.0 

The new Lattice C development system reviewed 

4jdl 

by Peter Booth 

Version 5.0 of Lattice's AmigaDos C Compiler package is 
now officially available in the UK - so we thought we'd have a 
look at IL The latest offering provides improved mist com-
pliance, includes numerous enhancements and additions, and 
even has a few surprises in store as well. 

The Manuals 

The Lattice Development System 5.0 consists of five disks and 
two well produced M manuals. The User Guide provides a 
reasonably gentle introduction for new users, gives the usual 
Lattice C versus K & R* comparisons, and includes a dis-
cussion of the overall Lattice C programming environment. 
The remainder of the material is essentially reference material 
for the various modules, utilities and commands. 

The section dealing with the growing number of library rou-
tines is particularly well presented and indexed. 

Much of the information provided in the manuals is given for 
the sake of completeness so, as is often the case with packages 
aimed at the professional market, it is possible that some of the 
material presented will be heavy going for a new user. Fortu-
nately a number of simple examples are available in the 
manuals and extra examples can be found on the release disks. 

Two Compilers, and more... 

Included in the package are two versions of the compiler, the 
Blink overlay linker, Lattice's Screen Editor, a global opti-
miser, a macro assembler, a dis-assembler, a profiler, a 
traceback utility, support for load-and-stay-resident code, a 
utility for compressing header files.... the list seems endless. 

+K&R-Kemighan&Ritchie 

Dennis M. Ritchie originally designed C for the UNIX operating 
system on a DEC PDP-11. Not only was it implemented on this system, 
but the operating system itself, the C compiler and all UNIX applica-
tions programs were written in C. Ritchie then got together with Brian 
W. Kemighan and produced the 'definitive' C language guide. Called 
'The C Programming Language', and published by Prentice-Hall for 
Bell laboratories (who hold the UNIX trademark), it has become the 
benchmark against which all C compiler are compared. 

The complete set of Compiler Companion utilities are provided 
and the much talked about CadeProbe source level debugger 
now forms an integral part of the development package. 

The pre-written function library has continued to grow and 
now amounts to almost 300 routines. Much of the library has 
been recompiled using the new tools available with the 5.0 
release, and this, together with some improved algorithms and 
additional assembly language coding, has enabled the com-
piler's overall performance to be increased yet again. 

As would be expected, the new version of the compiler is 
fully upwardly compatible with Version 4.0. Object modules 
and libraries created with either compiler may be freely 
mixed, although some of the new features, such as source 
level debugging, will of course only be available to code that 
has been compilelwith the 5.0 version. 

Code generation support is included for the entire family of 
processor chips, including 68000, 68010, 68020 and 68030 
processors, as well as the maths co-processor chips 68881 and 
68882. The compiler and the related libraries optimise the 
code generation for each of these chips. 

The compiler now includes a full ANSI preprocessor with 
string facilities, token facilities and appropriate scoping of 
substitution symbols. The defined° directive is supported and 
in addition, DATE_ and _Tune_ provide the date and time of 
compilation. Lattice are represented on the ANSI committee 
and so they are well placed to keep up-to-date with the current 
proposals. Because of this, it's not surprising that Lattice have 
already incorporated many diagnostic messages aimed at de-
tecting programs which do not conform to the draft standard. 

Two versions of the compiler are provided. The only signif-
icant differences with the big version, which strangely 
enough is only 20K larger, is that it provides some additional 
listing features including macro expansion display, nest level 
counting and include file listing. It also supports the gener-
ation of prototype files for all of the functions encountered in 
a module. This latter facility eliminates the potentially te-
dious task of constructing the list of prototypes for all func-
tions in a project. 

J 
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Error handling of both compilers has been generally enhanced 
and, amongst other things, it is now possible to control the be-
haviour of the compiler under various error conditions. 

As well as the standard Lattice C and amiga.lib libraries the 
usual (and growing) collection of additional libraries are pro-
vided; these include a selection of IEEE and Pbr maths libraries 
and the maths coprocessor 68881/68882 library. 

Direct calling of Amiga libraries can produce significant speed 
increases within a program. Over the course of previous com-
piler releases, improvements have meant that the library rou-
tines do not necessarily have to go through the stub routines in 
amiga.lib. This has the advantage that code required to push 
the function parameters on to the stack and call the stub 
routine (which places the parameters into the appropriate reg-
isters before making the library call) can be eliminated. The 
compiler can be informed which registers to place the param-
eters into and this allows it to select the optimal method of 
register loading. Calling these direct functions is achieved 
through the inclusion of the prototype header files provided 
with the package. 

Functions and Keywords 

The current version of the compiler now includes several 
built-in functions designed to generate high quality 680X0 
code. These functions are encouraged by the ANSI standard 
over others which might have been previously used. The built 
in functions are abs, memset, maces, strien, max, memcmp, 
getreg, strcmp, min, memcpy, emit, strcpy and geta4. The com-
piler will automatically recognise a built-in function provided 
it is prefixed with __Indian_ 

Several new additional keywords are now recognised, in-
cluding the ANSI compatible const, enam, void and volatile. 
The chip, jar and near keywords am extensions to the ANSI 
standard and should be preceeded by a double underscore but 
the Lattice compiler will actually accept either form. Perhaps 
the most important of the storage class keywords is the chip 
(or _ _chip) keyword, which now allows the programmer to 
ensure that a target object will be placed in the Amiga's chip 
memory. Changes needed to existing sources will be minor, 
and simply require the addition of the keyword like this: 

static USHORT chip GadgetrmageDataG - 

0x7fff,Ox7fff,Ox7fff,O%7fff,OX7fff,Ox7fff,Ox7fff, 

Ox7fff,Ox7fff,Ox7fff,0%7ffE,OX7fff,Ox7fff,Ox7fff, 

Ox7fff,Ox7£ff,0x7fff,Ox7ff£,0x7fff.Ox7fff,Ox7fff, 
Dx7fff,Oxifff,Ox7fff,0x7fff,Ox7fff,Ox7fff,Ox7fff, 

Ox7fff,0x7fff,Ox7fff,Ox7fff,Ox7fff,Ox7Eff,Ox7fff, 

Ox7fff,Oxifff,Ox7fff,Ox7fff,Ox7fff,Ox7fff,Oxifff, 

1: 

The 5.0 compiler also provides a number of keywords that 
may be applied to functions to permit special calling conven-
tions. Of importance are the _ regargs and _ stargs key- 

words which indicate whether a register-based or stack-based 
calling convention is being used. Also provided is an 	asm 
keyword which allows you to specJy exactly which register 
parameters will be passed in - most programmers I know who 
need this sort of control wouldn't hesitate to drop into as-
sembler. I personally wonder whether this sort of control is 
either necessary, or advisable, from C itself - but perhaps I'm 
missing the point on this one! 

Compiler Companion Utilities 

It's not that long since Lattice announced the availability of a 
revised set of Compiler Companion utilities. Some of these 
items have been around for quite a while but since they remain 
useful Lattice have decided to include them with the devel-
opment package. 

BUILD causes the insertion or interleaving of lines of text in a 
given file. 

CXREF can generate a cross-reference listing of a C source 
file. It produces tables showing definitions, functions, labels 
and so on, and gives you information about where such items 
occur in the program. 

DIFF is a utility which lets you compare files and determine 
differences between them. 

EXTRACT, as the name suggests, extracts filenames from a 
directory. It is often used with BUILD for creating batch 
command files to enable you to automate complex sets of 
commands. 	

.101  

FILES is a powerful tool which allows you to search for, copy 
or erase files and directories. It can copy, move and remove 
entire directory structures, can handle nested directories and 
allows the search to be restricted to those files with particular 
date stamp or size attributes. 

GREP is the Global Regular Expression Search and Print 
utility. This can search files for specified character patterns 
and is both convenient and powerful. Headers and GREP func-
dons are also also included in the Development package so 
you can incorporate pattern based search facilities in your own 
programs. 

LMK is a project maintenance utility which enables depen-
dencies between sets of files to be specified. It is useful in 
hard disk environments for the control of on-going projects 
but does occasionally have other uses. 

GO is the Global Optimiser. This is a piece of software which 
will attempt to improve the performance of a program and, as 
you might imagine, it's a tool which we use on other people's 
code, rather than our own. The optimiser works on quad files 
and looks at register assignments, unused variables and so on, 
It analyses the code arrangement, locates common sub-
expressions, removes invariant calculations found inside loops 
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(what are they doing there in the fust place I ask myself?) and 
examines several other potential danger areas. At the end of 
the day you end up with either no change or improved code, 
and this being so there's little mason for not using it. 

LPROF and LSTAT together constitute the Lattice profiler. 
LPROF gathers information about where a program is spending 
most of it's execution time, and tSTAT lets you generate a 
report showing the statistics which have been obtained. To-
gether they help identify the areas within a program which 
might benefit the most from receiving special attention. 
Lattice have apparently put these utilities to good use them-
selves during the preparation of this 5.0 release. 

SPLAT This is a line based editor - a bit like AmigaDos's ED 
although rather more sophisticated. 

TOUCH modifies the time and date stamp of a file. Proce-
dures which automatically modify sets of files tend to use this 
utility to ammend the associated time and date stamps. 

WC provides a convenient way of getting some basic statistics 
on a file by displaying the number of characters, words and 
lines present. It can incidentally also compute a checksum 
based on the printable characters present. You get the source 
code for this particular utility so that it can be moved to dif-
ferent machines when needed. 

LSE, Lattice's Screen Editor, is another very usable piece of 
software. It has special facilities for both C programmers and 
assembly language programmers offering such things as on-
line help, auto-indenting and word-wrap (unjustified though). 
It is keystroke programmable, supports the use of multiple 
files, and includes all of the usual search and replace facilities. 
There is also a useful macro facility which allows frequently 
used commands and strings to be recalled easily. 

As editors go, ISE has three distinct advantages over the alter-
natives. Firstly, like it or not, it comes as an integral part of the 
package, secondly it is convenient simply because it's there 
with all of the other utilities, and lastly the Lattice compiler 
can be invoked directly from LSE with any error information 
being passed directly back to the editor. 

This integrated arrangement simplifies the overall edit/compile 
work cycle. Lattice included a full specification assembler 
with the development kit together with all of the necessary .i 
header files and of course LSE is equally useful to the assembly 
language programmer. 

Lcompact is a header file compression utility. This does 
several things; it encodes (that is it tokenises) some of the 
more commonly occuring Amiga keywords, it removes unnec-
essary blanks, and it removes blank lines and comments. 
Lcompact can also improve the storage efficiency of various 
constant values (such as hex constants) with the net result 
being that that the compressed headers are smaller and more 
easily processed by the compiler 

All header files provided with the Lattice Development 
System 5.0 are available on disk in both compressed and un-
compressed form. 

There are plenty of other items included with the new devel-
opment package including a traceback utility which catches 
Guru type program termination problems. It's used in con-
junction with a special start-up routine and allows you to re-
trieve run-time stack data, register contents and so on, after an 
abend (an abnormal termination). 

Also included is an fd2pragma utility which converts Com-
modore FD files into pragma statements that can be used 
within your C program. 

Source Code Debugging 

Last, but very definitely not least, we'll mention CodeProbe, 
Lattice's new source code debugger. This is an amazing piece 
of software which lets you execute a compiled C program and 
watch the execution in terms of the original C source code. 

By using an appropriate debugging option when you compile 
your program Code?robe is able to link your source with the 
program's executable form. 

As the program executes, the relevant source line is high-
lighted. Lines which reference a function can be executed in a 
single step or you can move into the function call and single 
step through the code lines of the function. Breakpoints can be 
set, variables can be examined, and memory and register con-
tents can be diSQlayed. 

You can look at the assembly language equivalent of your 
source, can identify variables in terms of their original C dec-
larations and can even view the assembly language equivalent 
of your source. The CodeProbe documentation covers about 
one third of the second manual and has so many options and 
facilities we couldn't hope to mention them all. 

CodeProbe is quite fascinating to work with, and has 
enormous potential uses for the serious user. There are almost 
certain to be some problems arise as CodeProbe comes into 
general and varied use but all of the current indications are 
that it is going to be very useful indeed. 

Conclusions 

The Lattice Development System Version 5.0 is quite simply a 
very professional package. It is certain to win new friends for 
Lattice in the Amiga community because it will be seen to be 
good value for money. It's not a particularly cheap package (it 
will retail at around £200), but when you consider the software 
provided and the associated excellent documentation I just 
can't believe that any serious user would be dissapointed. Ex-
isting Lattice users will be able to upgrade to the new version 
for less than 50 and the CodeProbe debugger alone is worth 
far more than that. ~ 
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HiSoft's Amiga DevPac 

A review of version 2 of this popular 68000 development package 

by Danny Ross 

Danny Ross is an undergraduate in his final year of a B.Sc. 
Honours course in Computer Studies. His spare time is di-
vided between developing routing algorithms for transputer 
networks, freelance Amiga programming and writing PC 
software. Living in a Gothic Lodge in South Wales, with two 
other 'code junIdes', his idea of relaxtion is to explore every 
last Amiga library call! 

Anyone who has used a HiSoft product will immediately feel 
at home with DevPac Amiga; it is built around that now fa-
miliar integrated environment which has become a trademark 
of HiSoft's languages. 

With release 2 of DevPac Amiga, HiSoft have greatly en-
hanced their already excellent 68000 development system, 
making it quite indispensable for the serious programmer. 

GenAm2 - the editor/assembler 

DevPac Amiga comes in two main parts, GenAm2 and 
MonAm2. Typing GenAm2 at the co prompt (there is no 
Workbench support strangely) will bring up the GenAm2 
editor window with a short status line at the bottom reporting 
cursor position and free memory. 

The editor is initially configured with a 60000 byte buffer 
which can be increased or decreased by means of a Prefer-
ences menu option. Several other items such as tab size, auto-
indent and auto-wrap are now available making them se-
lectable from within the editor (previous versions required a 
separate program - GenIns). 

Editor commands have not changed a great deal and the hor-
rible and antiquated Wordstar keys are still supported. Fortu-
nately, block mark, cut, and paste are now highlighted but still 
use the function keys - I would have preferred the 
TxED/CygnusED standard myself. 

Once you have entered your code, GenAm2 really begins to 
get into it's stride. Selecting Assemble from the Program menu 
(or pressing Amiga-A) will bring up a rather useful options 
screen (new for 2.0). Some of the options are simply replace-
ments for the old-style assembler directives (on t* and the  

like, which are still available) but others are completely new. It 
is now possible to instruct GenAm2 to direct output code to 
disk or to memory. 

With output code in memory, the debugger can be brought into 
action from within GenAm2, allowing for a very fast edit, as-
semble, and debug cycle. Other assemble time options include 
'Fast' assembly where include files are cached (requiring a fair 
bit of memory), an executable or linkable code switch, and 
list file destination. 

The whole assembly process has been speeded up significantly 
making GenAm2 a wonderfully sharp product. AssemPro by 
comparison is a complete dog. 

The full set of Amiga Assembler macros and directives are 
now supported1so GenAm2 can replace the Metacomco type 
assemblers with little effort. 

MonAm2 - the symbolic debugger 

The second half of DevPac is MonAm2. This is HiSoft's flexible 
symbolic debugger that can work as a standalone utility or in 
conjunction with GenAm2. If GenAm2 is active then MonAtn2 
is available from the Program menu to work either on the code 
in memory or on any AmigaDos executable file. 

The first thing you notice about MonAm2 is that it works from 
within it's own screen. This is an excellent idea because it 
means that a program may open it's own screens and define 
whatever displays it likes and the MonAm2 debugging session 
will be unaffected (assuming the program uses legal calls). 

Of course, if you open a screen with no drag bar or front-to-
back gadgets then you may find that you have lost the 
MonAm2 screen; although there is a built in screen to back 
feature of MonAm2. Perhaps HiSoft could supply a 'cycle-
screen' hockey utility with DevPac. 

As mentioned, MonAm2 is a symbolic debugger. Set the 
correct switches within GenAm2 and it will produce output 
files that contain symbol information relevant to the program. 
Load this into MonAm2 and all the labels you used in your 

~~ 
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source will be displayed in the disassembled code, which can 
make debugging an order of magnitude easier. 

MonAm2 is based around 3 windows, with an optional 4th 
that can be used for viewing text files (usually your source 
code). Each window displays useful information concerning 
the program execution, the largest of which is a dump of all 
the 68000 registers (including sit, SSP, and the Pc). 

The second largest is a Disassembly window which normally 
shows code in the surrounding area of the current Pc, but some 
of this will have to be surrendered if the ide view facility is 
used. Thirdly there is a memory dump window. 

There are, in fact two more windows that remain hidden from 
view most of the time. One of them is a help screen that 
doesn't actually give much help but does tell you all about the 
current memory situation, and the other is a history screen 
which displays a trace of the last few instructions executed and 
the state of the registers at the time. This screen is very 
valuable and makes MonAm2 a much more usable product. 

Of course, the lack of display frills makes MonAm2 small, and 
the last thing you want when debugging a large program is a 
200K utility sitting in the background; nevertheless, MonAm2 
could certainly make better use of Intuition - at the very least a 
file selector boxl 

Conclusion 

HiSoft's DevPac Amiga is a lean, powerful 68000 devel-
opment package. There are plenty of features that could be 
added but at the cost of size that I think would be unacceptable 
to most developers (MonAm2 is 25412 bytes and GenAm2 a 
lowly 23580). 

Although HiSoft claim DevPac is 680x0 based (thus im-
plying added support for at least the 68010) both GenAm2 
and MonAm2 were unable to compile or disassemble cor-
rectly my 68010 specific code, the best performance coming 
from GenAm2 which told me that MOVE CCR, DO was a 
68010 instruction, and that it had changed it to MOVE SR, DO 
for me. 

~ 

Ml of the MonAm2 commands are accessed via keyboard With a very reasonable price tag of £59.95 (or less) users of 
commands. Whilst this makes for pretty quick operation, it is earlier DevPac's should definitely contemplate upgrading to 
awkward having to remember the various combinations of DevPac2, and certainly anyone who desires a fast inte-
plain, c[RL-ed, and AAIIGA-d keystrokes (not that some of grated 68000 development environment should seriously 
them aren't splendid, particularly the Trace Call and Set consider it. 
Breakpoint After Current Instruction keys). 

for all your Printing 
Our spectated knowledge is unsurpassed for the production of: 
• Bookwork, Brochures, Annual Reports, Magazines, Ruled Forms, 

Office Stationery, File Covers etc. 
• Letterpress, Offset & Four Colour Printing, Raised Printing, Die 

Cutting. 
• Complete Bookbinding and Collating Facilities, Perfect Binding. 

Section Sewing. 
• Lamination of Book Covers, etc., Shrink Wrapping. 
• Typesetting—Our Compugraphic Ouadex Phototypesetting 

System incorporates the latest American technology and is 
on-line to our Saber Multi-Disk Reader ... capable of converting 
YOUR 8", 53/4" and 31" PC disk output into any of the many 
typeface styles and sizes we have to offer. The system is 
complemented with a communications modem for typesetting via 
telephone with facsimile backup for transmission of hard copy 
mark-up and return proofs. 

UNION 

CO. PTY 
OFFSET 

80 6733 
20 Pirie St, Fyshwick, P.O. Box 279, Fyshwick, A.C.T. (Postcode 2609) Facsimile (062) 80 7528 
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Extending your commands 

Wildcards on a budget 

o~ 

By Dan Schein 
Copyright O 1989 Dan Schein 

All of us have commands that we wish allowed for the use 
of multiple arguments or wildcards. An example is Carolyn 
Scheppner's MORE program supplied with V1.2 and V1.3 of 
AmigaDos. 

This program is a high quality text reader with advanced fea-
tures such as bi-directional text scrolling, bi-directional text 
search, and (new for V 1.3) the ability to edit the file being 
viewed. Many a time I have wanted to enter 

MORE foo.bar foo.c 

but only the fust Me is displayed by MORE. The second ar-
gument is simply ignored. 

There must be a simple (and easy) way to make programs like 
these accept more than one argument at a time, I said to 
myself. So after some thinking, a little hacking, and a few 
cheeseburgers, I've come up with a solution. 

I call this solution EXT because it can be used as an EXTension 
to almost all your programs. 

The principle behind EXT is rather simple, it help to under-
stand this principle if you first understand the EXT command 
syntax. That syntax is: 

EXT [-e] COMMAND (filenamel 	fileuxmeN).ext 

EXT [-e] COMMAND filename.(extl 	extra) 

COMMAND is the command to be executed 
filename is the filename withouT extension 
ext is the file extension 
-e means echo only, do not execute 

Now for some examples: 

1 EXT MORE df0:msdos/read(me.fnf,.me) 

2 EXT MORE src:c/Pnews-(e,m).c 

3 EXT ADDBUFFERS DF(0,1): 200 

In example 1, EXT is used to EX7end the string 'MORE 
df0:msdos/read' with the strings inside parenthesis, one at 
a time of course. This example would be equal to: 

MORE d£O:msdos/readme.fnf 

MORE df0:msdos/read.me 

In the second example, err is used to EXltnd the middle of a 
suing rather than the beginning or end. This means the ex-
tended commands would be equal to: 

MORE src:c/Pnews-e.c 

MORE src:c/Pnews-m.c 

The third example shows the ability of EXT to pass more than 
one argument to a command. The number of arguments you 
can pass is only limited by the length of DOS_COMMANDJJNE. 
By default the string length is 255 characters. Example three 
would be equal to these two commands: 

ADDBUFFERS DFO: 200 

ADDBUFFERS DF1: 200 

The number of command arguments Err can handle is limited 
only by the length of the system command line. EXT on the 
Amiga can handle up to 254 characters. The only real limi-
tation to EXT is that it should not be used with commands or 
programs that require user interaction via the starting cu. 

For example if you were to enter: 

EXT diskcopy df0: to df(1,2): 

Diskcopy would start right away without waiting for the nor-
mally required user interaction (pressing RETURN). This is 
caused by the fact that the program being EXTended does not 
have a stdin (Cu) available. Diskcopy simply proceeds, others 
may act differently. Keep in mind that this is the same limi-
tation of the CBM-supplied RUN command. So if a program or 
command can not be RUN, it can not be Extended. 

F 
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The EXT code 

The code has been written to allow for easy poring to many 

p,,,in, ,, ,n,ü „in„iii ,,,iii„i,i ... .............a.....a....,.,,.....,.. 

IC! Copyright 1989 by Sneakers Computing 	 All Rights Reserved 

2155 McKinley Ave. 

West Lawn, PA 19609 

1215 	618-8981 	 UUCP: sneakenpMima[ 

This code and the resulting executable may be used lad edited! for any use 

provided Ill)  it is not sold and Bel it is not included with or used in a 

commercial product. For further information contact the above address. 

Program name: 	exr.e 

Purpose: 	This program offers an extension for other commands and 

programs via a string replacement method. 

Version: 	Version 1.00 

Created: 	61/29/1989 

Programer: 	Dan "sneakers" Schein 

AdgaD05 V1.3 

compiler: 	Lattice VS.D 

Compiler Olds; 	Lc -tr -L ext 

Note: The "-tr" will cause EST to be linked with "cres.o" making PUT "pure" 

so that it can be used as a resident command. 

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""/ 

!include <stdio.h> 

'include <sdlib.h> 

!include <string.h> 

!include <ctype.h> 

/, 
, The DOS CCMMPND LINE is the maximum number of characters the 

* operating system will accept as a valid command line. 
i 
* The idea behind this code vas to be as portable as possible. 

* Only the items contained in the following "ifdef should need 

• to he changed for porting to MS-DOS or Unix! 

•/ 

!define AMGAc S 

pifdef 	AMIGA009 

!define L9 3 

!define Dos COMMAND LINE 255 

lendif 

' These defines are simply to help make the cede more readable 

i/ 

!define GAREN .l' 

(define RPARFN 'l' 

(define SPACE 	' ' 

Wilde! FALSE 

!define FALSE D 

lendif 

Iifndef TRUE 	- 

!define TRUE !FALSE 

lendif 

operating systems (Ms-Dos and UNIX come to mind). I have 
placed all the items that may need to be changed in a simple 
define statement at the begining of the code. 

The only other thing that may need to be changed or removed 
is the line before and after the copyright notice (In the 
prinr_usageQ routine). These lines change the pen color and 
may have a unwanted effect on non-Amiga systems. 

EXT was written for and compiled with the Lattice V5.0 C 
compiler. Using the compiler syntax contained in the header 
comments, EXT can be compiled so that the resulting program 
is pure and may be made resident with the AmigaDos resident 
command supplied with V1.3. 

The code is highly commented so that the new or experienced 
C programmer will be able to understand the theory and 
workings of EXT. EXT is also a good example of using C 
pointers and the benefit they can be to a properly written 
program. 

I'd like to thank Carolyn Scheppner for writing MORE, bearing 
with my silly questions back when I was learning C, and also 
for reviewing this article and the EXT code. Her comments (as 
usual) were of great help and insight 

Copyright 

Now for the evil part, copyright notices. The BUT source code 
and resulting executable may be used (and edited) as you 
wish, provided it is not sold and it is not included with or used 
as part of any commercial product. 

The EXT source code and executables may be uploaded to 
ass's and commercial services, it may also be distributed on 
PD/ShareWare disk(s). 

That's about itl If you don't have a C compiler or don't want 
to type in the code, the binary and source code are available 
for downloading from the BERKS AMIGA BBS (USA: 215/678- 
7691 1200/2400 baud). pt is also available on the Transactor 
disk for this issue - ED] 

g 
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void main Il;  
void print usage(); 	 a Copy caaand lire, up to but not including Lparen, into nay string 

Append a NULL to the new string. 
void main largo, argeI 
int argc; 	 • Set a painter to the first argument after the Lparen. 
char **argv; 	 • 
( 

	

	 • Increment the Lparen pointer. 
int i, echo only=FALSE; 
char 'Iparen, *Talon, 'first arg, *last arg, 'nextdelim; 	 'I 
char oldcooeandline[UUS CU+MANO LINEI, ne+conmandline(UOS Cd4ANO LJNEI; 

strn pyineacumandlire, oldcom,dline, lparen-aldcoreandlinel; 
newcomndlinellparereldcaaaandlinelilULL; 

• Check if the user wants help or (just maybe) goofed. 	 first arq=anewcmmmndlinelatrlenlnewcomndlinell; 
Iprenafl; 

•1 

if ((ergo <2) II Iargv(11101 a '?'l) 	 N 
print _usage(); 	 • Enter into a loop, finding the next replacement string, 

• then append it to the nevcommndline followed by the 
/• 	 • appending of any trailing text (extension). 
• See if user wants echo only, if so, set the proper flag, 
• increment argv so we don't try to use °-e°, 	 • Of course this is all done via pointers rather than text strings. 
• now decrease argc by I so It matches the remaining niter of argv's 
` 	 • Then keep looping until we run out of replacement strings exiting 
'/ 	 • via the BREAK calmed. 

if ❑argv[111E1 	- 186 toupper (area Ell III) ='E'1 I 
echo only-TRUE; 
air rI: 	 fors; ( 
argr-: 

 
*first arg-NULL; 
nextdelim=strpbrk (lparen, ^,I"1; 
'nextdelimlULL; 

P 	 strcaryfirst arg, 1paren); 
• Build a string fro' the command lire arguments 	 street (first arg, last arg); 

ei 	 if (echo only) 
printf("ext: Oe\n•, newcorandllnefLBNI; 

for (i-I, oldcamndline(OI4ULL; i < argc; tail I 	 else if isysteminewcommndline+LENII 
street (oldcomvLLine, atgv(i1); 	 printf ("eat: ERR0R EXECUTING Yb\"\n", newcomndlinefLENI; 
great (oldcaaoandline, • I; 	 1parenmextdelimfl; 

1 	 while l'lparen = SPACE! 
1parenii; 

/' 	 if (Iparen > parer) 
• Set up a pointer to the left paren and Right paren 	 break; 

exit 101; *NULL if it doesn't exist 

a/ 
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void print usagell 

char no = '133'; 

/• 
• The escape sequences used below may cause problems on non Amiga00S 
' operating system. If so simply delete them 	 

print! (le(0;1; 33; 40d,nc); 
printf VEX? V1.0 (C) 1989 by Sneakers Coputing\n\ni; 
printf( ttcl0;31;40m•,esc) 
printf ("Usage: eat I-el COWARD (filenanel,..., filenamsN).ext\n"I; 
printf(' 	ext I-t) COWAN filename, (eat] 	extN}\n\n"I; 
printf ("Where COOMM • the command to be executed\n"); 
printf)" 	filename - the filenm vithCUT extension \d); 
printf)" 	ext 	• the file extension n"); 
printf l" 	-e 	-•oho only, do not execute\n\n•); 
printf l"Exap 	ext Tles:f6E (Nail,News) .c\n'); 
printf)" 	ext LIST df0:src/day.(c,bak)\o9; 
printf l" 	eat AOOBUFFERS ff(s, sl,e2): 200W); 

nit Ill; 

'paten = etrohrlcldcomndline, OMNI; 
rparen • strcbrIoldcaoendline, RPAAENI; 

• Check for valid syntax, if invalid, display help to the user 

• Invalid syntax conditions are.... 

• Right paren is before the left -or- 
• there Is no left parer -or- 
• there is no Right paten 

4 

if Ilpaten < Lparen II !Iparen II It-paten] 
print usage(); 

/a 
• Set a pointer to the extension (if there Is one) 

ey 

last arg • (parenf11; 

~ 



struct DosPacket 
struct Message 
struct MsgPort 
LONG 
LONG 
LONG 
LONG 
LONG 
NNG 
LONG 
LONG 
LONG 
LONG 
I; 

*dp_Link; 
*dp_Port; 
dp_Type; 
dp_Res1; 
dp_Res2; 
dp_Argl; 
dp_Arg2; 
dp_Arg3; 
dp_Arg9; 
dp_ArgS; 
dp_Arg6; 
dp_Arg7; 
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Device Handlers 

How to create an AmigaDOS device handler 

•	 
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by Steve Simpson, B.Sc.(Hons), M.Sc. 
Copyright © 1988 S. Simpson 

Steve Simpson is a freelance software engineer in the Amiga 
and IBM PC environments. He is an ex-astronomer and trans-
lates technical documents from Swedish. His current interests 
include firmware and systems development. Steve is currently 
engaged in enhancing the SideCar/BridgeBoard interface rou-
tines - the package to be released mid-1989. He is author of 
DiskRepair, a disk sector editing, file structure repair utility 
for the Amiga, and is available from him. 

Cu and WorkBench users will be familiar with the AmigaDOs 
and filing system; both environments make extensive use of 
AmigaDos commands. The filing system refers to disk devices 
such as DFO:, DFI: and mo:; they have corresponding disk icons 
seen in the Workbench window. There are also non-filing 
system DOS devices available, such as PRT:, SER:, RAW: and 
CON:. Other Dos devices may be supplied with some hardware. 

This article is third in a series of three stemming from a larger 
project. It covers the design and implementation of an Ami-
gaDos device handler, and is intended to supplement a poorly 
documented area of the Amiga system. The reader is recom-
mended to consult Creating Amiga Devices, (TransAmi, Voll, 
Issue 5), for details of Exec devices. 

What Ls an AmigaDos Device? 

The term device is used in two different contexts in the Amiga 
system. There are Exec devices, suffixed device and located 
in the DEN'S: directory, which handle output requests to 
hardware devices (typical Exec devices are the 
trackdisk.device and keyboard.device); and there are Ami-
gaDos devices or handlers. 

Note that, in this article, system device refers to an Exec 
device, whereas the terms DOS device, DOS device handler or 
DOS handler are synonymous. 

AmigaDos devices provide the system with a consistent in-
terface to the outside world. They are treated very much like 
files, with calls to DOS functions Open°, Close°, Read°. 
Write°. A Dos device contains the mechanism to handle these 
calls, the behaviour of the device being implementation-
dependent. A DOS device, or device handler, can represent the  

interface between DOS and an Fuser device. ADOS device may even 
open Exec device devices for output to the outside workl; SFR: uses 
seriaLdevice and DFO: uses trackdisk.device for example. 

An AmigaDos device is opened by a call to 

file_handle = Open(device_name, mode); 

file handle: a pointer to struct FileHandle defined in li-
brariesldosextens.h. 

device name: a character string containing the name of the 
device (CON:, RAW: or whatever). 

mode: the mode flag - MODE_NEWPILE opens a device for 
reading and writing. 

Closing a previously opened device is performed by the com-
plementary function 

Close(file handle); 

About AmigaDOS Packets 

Communications between application programs and DOS occur 
via packets, sent using Exec message ports. A packet is a 
structure built on top of the Exec message structure, and is de-
fined in dosextens.h as: 

617— 	 1-♦fri ~ 



rn_TaskArray; 
rn_ConsoleSegment; 

DateStamp rn_Time; 
rn_Restart5eg; 
rn_Info; 
rn_FileHandlerSegment; 

struct RootNode 
BPTR 
BPTR 
struct 
LONG 
BPTR 
BPTR 
I; 
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The format of a Dos packet depends on the type, and the 
actual arguments used (Arg]-Arg7) depend on the parut type. 
A user application can send packets, but we're not concerned 
with this here. 

Dos packets are sent to an application (handler) program's 
message port, created as part of the program's process. The 
message port is initialised so that arriving messages cause 
signal 8 to be set. We can wait for this signal when waiting for 
packet communications from DOS. 

GetMsgO removes the message from the process message 
port, and the In Nome field of the message's node structure 
holds its address. The dp_Type field of the packet indicates the 
action to be performed. 

Upon completing servicing the packet, the handler process re-
turns the packet via a call to PutMsg(), using the same 
message structure. 

There are currently over two dozen defined packet types, and 
not all are valid for all handlers. Arguments also have differing 
meanings and functions depending on the packet type. 

Res] usually indicates an error when set to zero. Res2 in 
this instance then reveals further information about the 
error and can be obtained via a call to the standard Ami-
gaDos function IOErro. A -1 in Res] indicates a valid return 
for those packet types using this field for error communica-
tions. 

Arguments are either single long values, or BCPL pointers. 
Both BCPL string (BSIR) and BCPL structure (BPTR) pointers 
can occur. BCPL pointers are explained below. 

Table 1 briefly describes packet type usage and the meanings 
of the associated packet arguments. Most, but not all, packet 
types are defined m dosextens.jhij, but the new-handler.h file 
(in the listingsat the end of the article) includes these addi-
tional packet types. 

DOS Data Structures 

There are a number of data structures used and maintained by 
DOS - they are defined in the file Libraries/dosextens.jhiJ: 

struct DosLibrary 
struct Library 
APTR 
APTR 
LONG 
LONG 
LONG 
1; 

dl_lib: a library node structure 

dl_Root: a pointer to DOS RooWode structure 

dl_GV: a pointer to BLPL global vector 

dl_A2, dl_AS & dl_A6: for processor register storage 

The DOS RooWode structure is defined as: 

rn_TaskArray: an array indicating the Co processes already 
running 

ro_ConsoleSegment the SegList for the CLI 

rn_Time: the current time 

ro_RestarlSeg: a SegList for the disk validator program 

rn_fnto: a BCPL pointer to a Dosinjo structure 

The Doslnfo structure is defined as: 

struct Doslnfo 	[ 
BPTR 
	

di_MCName; 
BPTR 
	

di_Devinfo; 
BPTR 
	

di_Devices; 
BPTR 
	

di_Handlers; 
APTR 
	

di NetHand; 
1; 

dl_McName: the network name for this machine - currently 
zero 

df_Deviafo: a BCPL pointer to the device/volume list 

di_Devices: currently zero 

di_Handlers: currently zero 

di_NetHand: the network handler process ID - currently zero 

A linked list of device identifications is maintained by Ami-
gaDOS - this list includes AssiGNed names and disk volume 
names. 

Directory v nuies can be of three types: DLT_DIRECfORY, 
DLTJ)EVICt and DLT VOLUME. 

The format which a list takes depends on whether an entry 
refers to a disk volume or not. A device .or directory (via 
ASSIGN) is described using the Devinfa structure whose 
structure is: 

dl_llb; 
dl_Root; 
d1_GV; 
dl_A2; 
dl_A5; 
dl_A6; 
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struct Devinfo 
BPTR 
LONG 
APTR 
BPTR 
BSTR 
LONG 
LONG 
LONG 
BPTR 
BPTR 
BSTR 

dvi_Next; 
dvl_Type; 
dvi_Task; 
dvi_Lock; 
dvi_Handler; 
dvi_StackSize; 
dvi_Priority; 
dvi_Startup; 
dvi_SegList; 
tivi_G1obVec; 
dvi Name; 

dvi Next: pointer to next list entry 

dvi_Type: list entry type: DLLDI2ECIDRY (=1) 
DLT_DEVICE(=O) 

dvi_Task: handler process, or zero - process ID 

dvi Lock: file system lock, or zero 

dvi Handler: file name of handler, or zero 

dvi_StackSize: stack size for handler process 

dvi_Priority: handler process priority 

dvi Startup: startup value to be passed to the handler process 

dv _SegList: segment list for handler process, or zero 

dvi_GtobVec: Global Vector for handler process, or zero 

dvi Name: name of device or ASSIGNed name. 

If the dvi type field is DLT VOLUME (=2), then the list entry 
describes a volume node and the following structure is used: 

struct DeviceList 
BPTR 
	

dl_Next; 
LONG 
	

di_Type; 
struct MsgPort "dl_Task; 
BPTR 
	

dl_Lock; 
struct DateStamp dl_VolumeDate; 
BPTR 
	

dl_LockLlst; 
LONG 
	

dl_DiskType; 
LONG 
	

dl_unused; 
BSTR 
	

"dl Name; 

dl Next: points to the next DeviceList entry 

dI_Type: type of this device list entry, DLL voLUMB(=2) 

dl Task: identifies the handler process if the device handler is 
resident. This is zero if the device is not resident 

~ 
dl_Lock: file system lock 

	14141 

dl_VolumeDate: volume creation date 

dl LockList: list of active locks for this volume 

dlDiskType: type of disk 

dl Name: volume name 

The Devinfo structure is equivalent to the Device-Node 
structure defined in librarieshlehandler.[hi): 

struct DeviceNode 
BPTR 
	

dn_Next; 
ULONG 
	

tln_Type; 
struct MsgPort "dn_Task; 
BPTR 
	

dn_Lock; 
BSTR 
	

dn_Handler; 
()LONG 
	

dn_StackSize; 
LONG 
	

dn_Priorlty; 
BPTR 
	

dn_Startup; 
BPTR 
	 dn_SegList; 

BPTR 
	

dn_GlobalVec; 
BSTR 
	

dn Name; 
; 

BCPL Pointers 

BCPL is a forerunner of C, and supports only one data type -
the LONG word, and consequently everything in BCPL is allo-
cated on long word boundaries. 

It is important to remember that if you allocate a BCPL string 
or pointer, then by using AllocMem() you can be sine that 
your data will be aligned on long word boundaries. 

Since BCPL uses only long words, its own pointers are also ex-
pressed in long words, otherwise known as a On, and defined: 

BPTR value = APTR value / 4 

For this reason you must ensure that your BCPL pointers in C 
are long word aligned. 

BCPL strings are different to C strings. The BCPL string, or 
BSTR, is a structure with the first byte holding the length of the 
string, followed by the characters of the string. 

We would normally reference a BSTR with a Buri. 'lb change 
from a C pointer to a BPTR we would shift the pointer address 
right by 2 bits; similarly to convert back from BCPL to C shift 
left by 2 bits. The macros CPTRIOBPrnO and BPnttocaTRO as 
used in the example handler program, achieve this conversion. 

Locks 

A process that makes a request to open a file may be granted 
some level of exclusive access to the file. This access mech-
anism can either be shared access or exclusive to the process 
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of 
taking the request. The process then has a lock on the file. A 
lock also provides a unique identifier for a file, and can be a 
simple handle on a file and is obtained by a call to 

file lock = Lock(f tie name, mode); 

rue lock: a pointer to struct FileLock defined in li-
braries/dosextens.h. It is returned as zero if the call failed. 

file name: a character string containing the device name, path 
and file name 

mode: the access mode for the lock: 
ACCESS READ creates a shared lock 
ACCESS WRITE creates an exclusive lock. 

A complementary function 

UnLock (f ile lock); 

frees a previously locked file for general use. 

The FileLock is defined as: 

struct FileLock 
BP TR 
	

fl_Link; 
LONG 
	

fl_Key; 
LONG 
	

fl Access; 
struct MsgPort 'fl__Task; 
BP TR 
	

fl_Volume; 
); 

fl_Key: the disk key number for the locked file 

fl_Access: file access mode.  
AcrRet READ for shared read lock 
ACCESS_wRITE for exclusive write lock 

fl_Volume: pointer to the volume name associated with the 
locked file or directory 

The Exec device interface 

As with any other application, a DOS device can access a 
system device's functions and routines. Within the DOS device 
handler module, request structures (used in calling the system 
device functions) are defined and initialised. If you, or 
someone else, has created a system device, then the request 
structure may differ from those structures defined for the 
Amiga's standard system devices. 

There are a number of standard commands defined in the 
exec/devices.(hi) include file which are used when issuing 
commands to the system devices. There may even be custom 
commands provided by the author of a system device. 

A device can be accessed after first calling OpenDeviceO. To 
open a system device you must first create a reply port for the  

handler process using CreatePort0, and then allocate the re-
quest structure before calling OpenDevice0. A call to 
CloseDeviceO closes the system device. 

Commands to the system device may require the use of 
DoIOO for synchronous device/handler IO, SendiOO for asyn-
chronous device/handler IO, or plain BeginI00 - the operation 
of which is dependent on the design of the system device. 

Interfacing the DOS device handler program consists of sup-
plying the necessary routines to handle the opening and 
closing of the system device(s). The implementation of your 
handler code dictates when these operations will occur. Simi-
larly, routines to handle requests by DOS for writing to and 
reading from the system devices will need to be supplied. 
Once again, exactly where these are located in your handler 
code is implementation dependent 

Additionally, routines to handle other DOS packet types' re-
quests may need to be implemented - for example actions 
SEEK, EXAMINE_oBJBCr, CREAT _DIR and LOCATE oama for a 
filing system Dos device handler process. 

Error Reporting 

We have seen that the Dos Packet structure contains two fields 
Res) and Res2 which convey information about handler in-
ternal errors and its communications with the rest of the world. 
You must ensure that you set these fields to satisfy DOS. 

An error is indicated when the Res) field is set to 0, and 
Res2 contains further information about the error. You can 
obtain this information using the IOErr( AmigaDos call. 
The dosextens.(hil file contains the currently defined error 
codes or you may define your own codes for device/handler 
specific errors. 

Implementing a Device Handler 

There are two major steps in successfully implementing an 
Amiga:ds device handler. Firstly, you must create an Exec 
device in C or assembler. This process is addressed in Cre-
ating Amiga Devices. 

Secondly, a suitable AmigaDos device handler must be 
created. This allows the Exec device to become available to 
Amigaoos. This device handler may be written in C, as-
sembler or BCPL and Stalled into the AmigaDos structures. 

The installation of a device handler is managed by creating a 
suitable device-node structure for the new device. The Devi-
ceNode structure is used in installing a non-filing system 
device handler. In this case we need to set the device node task 
field to point at the handler task's MsgPor:. 

The AmigaDos kernel will attempt to load the handler code 
and create a new process for it when it is first referenced. If 
the Task field of the DeviceNode structure is zero, then this is 
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handled automatically. If the code is already loaded, then the 
code segment is placed in the SegList field. If this field is zero, 
the kernel attempts to load the code from the filename in the 
Name field, and then updates the SegList field. 

If the Task field is zero for every load reference to the device 
handler, then a new handler process is started by the kernel. 

A filing system device handler will also use the DeviceList 
structure, filling the Type, DiskType, Name and Next fields ap-
propriately. The Task field may be set to the MsgPort of the 
handler process. 

When a handler process is started by the AmigaDos kernel, an 
initial startup DOS packet is sent to the process by the kernel. 
This packet is available at the process' MsgPort shortly after 
startup. The Name field of the MsgPort structure Node con-
tains a pointer to this DOS packet. The Arg3 field of the packet 
contains a BCPL pointer to the DeviceNode for this handler. 

The Amiganos Reference Manual states that for the automatic 
loading, dynamic linking and process initialisation process to 
work, the handler code module must be written in BCPL or 
written in assembler made to look like a BCPL module. Han-
dlers written in C cannot use this automatic loading and 
process creation facility, and must use a separate program that 
calls CreateProc to create the handler process. The C code 
given in the example does not rely on a separate program to 
create the handler process, but is loaded and a handler process 
created automatically by AmigaDos. 

Installing the NEW: device handler 

BCPL modules are linked together at run-time, and as such they 
use a common global table (known as the global vector) for 
global variables and inter-module communication. Within 
Amigaoos the, global vector is used in linking the component 
parts together. File-handler processes can be tied together 
using private global vectors. The global vector in the mountlist 
for our DOS device NEw: references the main AmigaDos global 
vector table. 

An entry for our DOS device handler is made in the moundist 
file in the DEvs: directory. The example =unitise shows how 
this entry should look for the NEW: device. The new-handler 
device handler is located in [het.: directory of the system disk. 
We can set the handler's default stack size and priority in the 
mountlist entry. 

The do mount batch file will mount the NEW: device handler 
into the device list maintained by DOS. This takes as an ar-
gument the name of the directory where both the handler 
program and moundist file are located. Thus, to mount NEW: 

execute do_mount cdirectory name> 

Running assign will show that NEW: has been mounted as a 
device in the Devices: list. A filing system device handler, for  

example, might even need a volume entry - in this case, if an 
icon file is provided for it in that filing system, then the icon 
will be displayed in the Workbench window. 

The first time NEW: is opened, its handler, new-handler, is 
loaded into memory and the debug task is started for it. A de-
bugging information window is also opened. 

Using the device handler 

The example handler, NEW:, responds to a limited number of 
DOS packet types: OPENRW, OPENOLD, OPENNEW, READ, WRITE, 
and CLOSE. Consequently only the following DOS functions are 
available for use with the NEW: handler: Close°, Open°, 
Read(), and Write°. 

The module test_new.c illustrates how the NEW: handler is 
opened, accessed and closed. 

Summary 

This article has served to introduce the creation of an interface 
between an Amiga system device and AmigaDos. The Ami-
ganos handler represents a convenient method of accessing a 
device from within a user program without the complexities of 
creating message reply ports and structures. These complex-
ides are then transparent to the user. A consistent appearance 
to DOS by devices is achieved by the Ami'anos handler 
concept. This allows AmigaDos client programs to refer to a 
handler rather than the Exec device directly. 
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Ty pe 
pre oed by ACTION_ 

I 	I 	 ' 
Argl 	Arg2 	I Arg3 	' Arg4 	Resl 	' Res2 

i 

OPENOLD BPTR 	1 E 	1 BSTR 	1 	 :LONG 	:LANG 
F dell andle 	' Lock 	' FileName 	i 	 i Boolean 	' Error Code 

OPENNEW BPTR 	I BPTR 	' BSTR 	' 	 I LONG 	'LANG 
File Handle 	'Lock 	'FileName 	 'Boolean 	'Error Code 

READ BPTR 	1 APTR 	:LANG 	i 	 :LANG 
FileHandle 	i Buffer 	i Length 	' 	 ' Actunl! on 	' 

WRITE BPTR 	' APTR 	'LONG 	 'LANG 
FileHandle 	:Buffer 	:Length 	 :ActualLen 

CLOSE BPTR 	1 	 i 	 1 LONG 	I LONG 
Filelandle 	' 	 ' 	 ' 	 ' Boolean 	$ Error Code 

SEEK BPTR 	'LANG 	'LONG 	' 	 'LONG 	' 
FileHandle 	:Position 	' Mode 	 :Old Pos. 	' 

WAIT_CBAR LONG 	 i 	 1 LONG 	1 LONG 
Timeout 	 ' Boolean 	'Error Code 

EXAMINE OBJECT BPTR 	' BLTR 	' 	 ' LONG 	' LONG 
Lock 	: Filelnfo 	$ 	 : 	 :Boolean 	:Error Code 

EXAMINEJJEX'T BETA 	BPTR 	 1 LONG 	LANG 
Lock 	' Filelnfo 	 ' 	 ' Boolean 	'Error Code 

DISKJNFO BPTR 	' 	 ' 	 ' LANG 	' LANG 
InfoDara 	: 	 : 	 : Boolean 	:Error Code 

PARENT BPTR 	i 	 i LONG 	i LONG 
Lock 	' 	 ' 	 ' Pareml.ock 	' Error Code 

DELETE_OBJECT BPTR 	' BSTR 	' 	 ' 	 'LONG 	'LANG 
Lock 	: FileName 	: 	 : 	 :Boolean 	: Error Code 

CREATE_DIR BPTR 	i BSTR 	 i BPTR 	1 LONG 
Lock 	' FileName 	' 	 ' 	 ' Lock 	' Error Code 

LOCATE OBJECT BETA 	'BSTR 	' LANG 	' 	 'BPTR 	' LONG 
Lock 	•I  FileName 	;Mode 	: 	 :Lock 	Error Code 

COPYJNR En 	' 	 ' 	 i BPTR 	: LANG 
Lock 	' 	 ' 	 ' 	 'Lock 	'Error Code 

PREE LOCK BPTR 	' 	 ' 	 'LONG 	'LANG 
Lock 	: 	 : 	 : 	 i  Boolean 	: Error Code 

INHIBIT LONG 	i 	 i 	 r 	 1 LONG 	i LONG 
Boolean 	 t 	 ' Boolean 	' Error Code 

RENAME DISK BPTR 	 'LONG 	:LONG 
NewName 	 i Bool ean 	: Error Code 

SET_PROTECT 1 BPTR 	, BSTR 	1 LONG 	:LONG 
' Lock 	' FileName 	: Mask 	' Boolean 

SET_COMMENT 'BPTR 	'En 	'BSTR 	'LANG 	' 
: Lock 	: FileName 	: Comment 	Boolean 	: 

RENAME_OBJECT EFTA 	I BSTR 	'BPTR 	'BSTR 	' LONG 
From Lock 	'From Name 	'To Lock 	'To Name 	' Boolean 	I 

Table 1: AmigaDOS packet types showing the usage of the fields of the Packet structure. 
The type code is always prefixed by ACLTON_ For a full explanation of the 
packet types, the reader is directed to 'The AmigaDOS Manual', p.277-284. 
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new•handlech mydev_def.h 

1• oi 

lifndef NEI(-HANDLER H 
(define NEW-HANDLER :11 1 

a nea-bandler.h 

a general header file for new handler 

t History: 
t I}09-110 created 
uuuuuutwuaaawtuuuuuouuaauuaeuuuuwuuuutau. u/ 

(include (functions.h> 
(include (exec/typs.b 
(include (exec/nemory.h> 
(include (exec/devices.h> 
linclude <exec/exetth> 
(include (exec/io.h> 
linclude (libraoies/dos.h> 
(include (libraries/dosextens.h> 
(include <libraris/filehadler.h> 
(include (ctype.h> 
(include "mydev def.h" 

(define DW FALSE 0 
(define tOS_TRUE 	-1 

/t DOS action commands - these exist but are not defined in dosextens.h t/ 
(define ARION SEEK 10084 
(define ACTION RANNWE 999L 

/tas 	 uu uuu 	u aattuuuaat tnuuu uu aaattataa 

I mydev def.h 
u 

e C version of defines file 'mydev def.i' for mydev.device 

t History: 
• 88-09-12 created 
e uuu waa utettattsuu ssuu t uau uutt uuuuuuuut / 

(ifndef NYDEV DEF N 
(define NYOBV D@' R I 

tifndef EXEC TYPES H 
(include (exec/types.h> 
lendit EXEC _TYPES 

Iifndef EXEC DEVICES _N 
'include (exec/devices. h> 
lendiE EXEC _DEVICES H 

IifMef EXEC IO N 
(include <exec/io.h> 
lendif EXEC 10 B 

(define ND NUNIINITS 	4 

It mydev device data area structure N 
struct NyDev 1 

Strutt Device 	d Device; 
struct BxecEase 'd ExecBane; 
struct D sBase td DosEase; 

extern VOID tAbsExecBase; 

extent VOID btmp, ReturnPkt ll; 

extern SHORT handle open((,  handle  read[},  handle writebl, handle close D; 
extern BYTE ttypetostr l; 

APR 
UBYTE 
UMTE 
struct Unit 

1: 

d-SegList; 
d Flags; 
mdpad; 
tad Units[ID NUMUNITSI; 

/t additional DOS packet action definitions t/ 
(define ACTION SET RAW % E ACTION SCREEN_IME 
(define ACtION FINO INPUT 1005L 
(define ARION FIND OUTPUT 1006L 
(define PRION-END 1007L 
(define ARION SEEK 1008L 
(define MCOE REAIMIRITE 10044 
(define NONE READONLY ACTION FIND INPUT 
(define ACTION OPENRW MORE RMDNRITE 
(define ACTION OPEAOLD ACTION FIND INPUT 
(define ARION OPEItlEW ACTION FIND_OUTPUT 
(define ARICN CLOSE ARION IIID 

/t additional DOS error codes t/ 
(define ERROR CANT CRFAMT REPLY 	1601 
(define ERROR-CANT-CREATE-REDDEST 1014 
(define ERROR-CANT-OPEN DEVICE 	300L 
(define ERROR READ ERROR 	3014 
(define ERROR WRITE ER OR 	301L 

/t macros for handling C ptr <_> BCPL ptr conversion t/ 
(define BPTRtoCptriBp) (BYTE ') (BUNG) (Bpi « 2)1 
(define CptrtoBPTRICp1 IIBPTRI 	((ULORG) (Cpl » 211 

lendif NEW-HANDLER N 

struct MyDevMsg I 
at cert Passage de Message; 
struct Device 	tole Device; 
street Unit 	Ids-Unit; 
struct IOStdRel tda Iob; 

I; 

struct NyOevUnit 1 
UBYTE 	du UnitNum; 
UBYTB 	duysd; 
struck IyDevMsg du Msg; 
struct Process *ado Process; 

I; 

It status bit 6 flag for unit stopped t/ 
(define MWB STOPPED 2 
(define MWF STOPPED Il « (DUB STOPPED) 

It stack site and priority for the process we will create t/ 
(define NYPRWSTACKSIEE 0x400 
(define NYPRCCPNI 	0 

It nine of ray device a/ 
'define MYDEVNAME "esdev.device' 

(endif WYDEV DEF _II 

4-f  



routs.c /' create a request structure t/ 
req = CreatestdI0(reply); 
if Iraq-NULL) I 

DeletePort(reply); 
reply • MILL; 
return(ERROR CANT CREATE REOUEST); 

toute.c 
' 	 /' open the device a/ 

' Sandler communications routines -coma 	with 'mydev.device 	error = OpenDevice (NYDEVIAME, OL, req, OL); 

if (error) ( 
t Ristory: 	 Deletestdlo(reg); 
t 12-09-88 created 	 DeletePort(reply); 

reg = reply = NULL; 
I( compile: cc te ♦d -b (large code 6 data, no startup module) 	 return(ERROR CANT OPEN DEVICE); 
uwua'aattauuuuuuttutu'at'taattatuttut't'mtttattt/ 	1 

linclude 'new-handler.h' 

It glthals '/ 
static strut 10StdReq 'reg4ULL; 	I' request structure to device'/ 
static street NsgPort 	'reply=NULL; /' device puts reply in this port a/ 
static EOm, dev open-FALSE; 
static UBYTE buff(100); 

dev open - TRUE; 

reeturn(0); 

I I' end handle open '/ 

/at atuuaattattutut.uatuutuautuuattuttuuuuuu 

t handle close() 
t closes an open device - frees everything associated with it 
*tam* iiiii 	 atua uuuuatuuuua/ 

/' externals 'I 
extern strut DeviceNode 'dn; 	f' this device handler's node t/ 	SNORT handle closelpkt) 

struct DosPacket tpkt; 

1 
/u' uunuuuuu 'tuuuauwtuuuutaa"'t"t"' 	if )dev open 68 real I uuuuuu m 
t handle open() 	 Closeikvice (reg); 
t opens the mydev.device for this handler 	 devopen - FALSE; 
tuauutaautout'[tttta'auattttuaatuatatuuuuatt'uata'mataty 	I 

If (req 1 
SHORT handle open 1pkt) 	 DeleteStdlO(reg); 

req . NULL; 
struct DosPacket 'pkt;  

if (reply) 1 
LCSG error; 	 DeletePort (reply); 
()BYTE name(PO), vol naoe(20); 	 reply = MILL; 
USlioRT i, len; 	 ) 

/' name to open / 	 return(0); 
btos (pkt->dp Ar93, buff); 

I /* end handle close 'I 

/taut uuatuuutatanatutuuuuuuuatuuuuu uuuatatuttua 
t handle read() 

name(iJ - '\0'; 	 ' issues read request to system device 
uu'uua tttutttutt'utmu'tuuattua uatuuutatuta ray 

/' get the device node name - this is already in upper case'/ 
btos (dn->dn Name,vol name); 	 SHORT handle readipkt) 
len • strlen(vol name); 	 strut DosPacket 'pkt; 
if (vol naellenl m ':') 	 I 
ten—; 	 if (req—NULL) 

/' make a copy and put Into upper case '/ 
i • 0; 

while (Ware[i] - touppegbuff(i)l) != ':'1 i++; 

dbprintf('ts h is h\n',buff,nam,vol nam,lenl; 

/' are we trying to open a file a not the device 7 ,t 
if (atrnemp(name,vol nave, ken) I. O) 

returnIERROR DEVICB NOT MOUNTED); 

/t is device already open a/ 
if (dev ore 

return(ERROR OBJECT WRONG TYPE); 

ft create a reply port t/ 
reply • Createket l"nev_bandler reply", D); 
if (reply=•RULL) 

return(ERROR CANT CREATE REPLY); 

return(ERROR READ ERROR); 

req->io Command • CMI READ; 
req->io Data = IAPTRJpkt->dp Arg2; 
req->lo Length • pkt->dpArg3; 

/' Issue io request 'I 
DolO(reM); 

pkt->dp Real = req->io Actual; 
pkt->dp rest = req->io Error; 

return (O1: 

1 /' end handle read a/ 

i• I Transactor kw th.AMIGA 
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/u , sas a a...a.. u•wa.ainsi ai........IEu.aiIE..IEu.IE*a E ta anus. 

• handle write() 
• issues a write request to the system device 
uaimIEllla. aimaiIE1EEIE111m aim1IEna.mumuumu uauuumm *a/ 

SHORT handle write(pkt) 
struct DosPacket *pkt 

if (trn FRRO  NULLI 
returelEAAOR WRITE ERROR); 

req->io Command - 00 WRITE; 
req->io Data = (APtk)pkt->dp Arg1; 
req->io Length = pkt- rip Arg3; 

I* issue io request •/ 
DolO(req); 

pkt->dp Reel = req->io Actual; 
pkt->dp Rest - req->io Error; 

return (Dl; 

I /• end handle write '/ 

/• end-of file •/  

case ACTION READ: 
use ACTION WRITE: 
case ACTION CLOSE: 
use ACTION SEEK: 
use ACTION EXAMINE NEXT: 
use ACTION EXAMINE OBJECT: 
case ACTION INFO: 
case ACTION DISK INFO: 
case ACTION-  PARENT: 
case ACTION DELETE OBJECT: 
case ACTION CREATE DIA: 
case ACTION-LOCATE-OBJECT: 
ease ACTION COPY DÎA: 
case ACTION FREE LOCK: 
ease ACTION SET PROTECT: 

ca
se ACTION-SET-COMMENT: 
se ACTION-RE/101E OBJECT: 

case ACTION INHIBIT: 
case ACTION RENAME DISK: 
case ACTION MORE CACHE: 
case ACTION WAIT CHAR: 
case ACTION FLUSH: 
case ACTION RAMIE; 
default: 

return ("READ"); 
return('WRITE"1; 
return ("CLOVE"I: 
return("SEEN'); 
return(EXAMINE NEXT'); 
returnCEXAMINE OBJ'(; 
return l'INFO"I; 
return MSK INFO'(; 
returnl'PARENIDIR'I; 
retore oE1ETE"L 
return('CRGTEOIR"la 
returnl"I "); 
return( OUPLOCK"); 
return ("PREELOCK"); 
return("SETPROTECT'I; 
return)"SETCOMENT"); 
return)"RENANE21; 
return("INHIBIT"I: 
return("RFwawF DISK"); 
return("MORE CACHE"); 
return(DtAIT FUR CHAR'U 
return CFLUSH'); 
return('RAWNWE'); 

   

4 d 

   

   

dbg.c 
/ 	uuuuuuuuuuuuuummumuuuuumuuuumnuuu 

dbg.c 

Debugging code for WS device handler 

History: 
P1-OB-AB created from dosdevice.c by Matt Dillon 

(available on Public Daminl• 

compile: cc -n is td 1b dbg (large code 6 data) 
.masmm EEaaaimmu.. caw mamma IE t uu uu. cama EEmu uuut u/  

DEBUGGING CODE. You cannot make DOS library calls that access other 
devices from within a DOS device driver because they use the same 
message port as the driver. If you need to make such calls you must 

create a port and construct the DOS messages yourself. I do not 
do this. To get debugging info out another PROCESS is created to which 
debugging messages can he sent. 

You want the priority of the debug process to be larger than the 
priority of your WS handler. This is so if your DOS hardier crashes 
you have a better idea of where it died from the debugging resugu 
(remember that the two processes are asyncronous from each other). 

tern VOID debugproc0; 
I include "new-handler.h" 

static street MsgPort •oback NULL; 
static struct MsgPort *Dbport-NULL; 
static USHORT 9Wisable O; 
static struct Message DumsyMsg;  

/• debug reply port */ 
l' debug process reply port *1  
/* disable debug print flag */ 
/* owned by sub-process If 

ai  m ai  aiIE,IE ai. aimaai suait naiai ai  airs ai  wau Eumtaa aiIE. aiaiu mu 

dbinit 11 
initialises the debugging process 
we run the debug process at a higher priority than the parent task 

a uuaumt* EEuu s mIE. mmO.. a allia ai.0 a asti ..IE.lia IEEE ua.EEUEEEE/ 

e 

dbinitll 

extern struct DmLihrary •WSBase; 

(define DRG PROCI PORT NAME 'dbg replyyort 11' 
(define DW PROC1 PORTNAME "dbg-replyyort IP" 

• t 	() ypetostr 
• returns 

a 
 packet type message 

aima mu . • ma mu. mutt mmuummn mum mnu umun u/ 

BYTE ttypetostr ltY) 
LONG ty;  

struct Task *task = FindTaskplULLU; 

Cback - CreatePort(DBG PRCCI PORT NAME, NULL(; 
CreateProc("DEV 0B", (iONC)task->tc Node.ln Prial, 

11.CMGICptrtoaPTR(debugpcoc), 40961); 
WaitPort (Dbackl: 	 /• handshake startup 	*/ 

CetNag(Dbackl; 	 /• remove dub/ seg 	'/ 
&printf("Debugger running with Ws\n\n",task->te Oode.ln Nasal; 

/• end dbinit •/ 

uitch(tyl I 

case
ACTION CURRENT VOLUME: 
ACTION DIE: 

case ACTION OPFNRW: 
case ACTION OPFNOLD: 
case ACTION OPE;NEN: 

return('CURRENT Vat'); 
return("DIE'); 
return l"OPE  -RW'I; 
return('OPEN-OLD"); 
return TOPER-NEW"I; 

/u 	. IEIEU.aiaimaaiai. a aiaiaimu .at .uaiataiaiaiaiu unaivaia 

t dbuninitll , 
a kills the debugging process 
muai lia uaiw.. ala t,,.u..aiuuuwuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu u/ 

dbuninit() 

struct Message killmeg; 

-r19-1   
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if (Obpot) 1 
killmg.mn Length - 0; 	/' 0 weans die 	'/ 
PutNsg(Dbport (killmgl; 
NaltPocgLback); 	P He's dead jim! 	'I 
GetNsg(Dback); 
DeletePorgoback); 

/' Since the debug process is running ata greater priority, I 
am pretty sure that it is guarenteed to be cmpletely renewed 

• before this task gets control again. Still, it doesn't hurt... 

P 	ensure he's dead 	•/ 

I /' end dbuninit •/ 

/**************** iii tfutf tutu as stat iii tttiuttiuti uuuuw uuw 

• dbprintfU 
• a printf-like routine for printing to the debug wdt 
nun  25551f **glint:rig:1*i lit 	tiva uuu ono titi'untitiaa atol l, 

dhprintf (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, L, j) 
WPC a,b,c,d,e,E,g,i,j; 

BYTE bu[12561; 
t[uct Message 'mg; 

If (Dbport 66 !DBOisable) 
.printf buf, a,b,c,d,e, f,g, h, i,j); 
uq • AllociIem(IWNG} (siren( (struct Nessage)istrlentbuf)W), 

NEW POBLICIlFAO' CLEAR); 
meq->ten Length = strlen (buf)+l; 	/' Length NEVER 0 'I 
stapy(magtl,but); 
PutNsg(Dbport,m59); 

/' end :@printf •/ 

pan 	ttiuti'uuatiti'tatiun autitiuuarm tiutimatti ti titi 

• debugaain() 
• the rain debug routine -called from assembler tag 
• 111W, the WS library used by debugnainf} was actually openned by 
• the device driver. Note: Dum.yXq cannot be on debugrain()'s stack 
• since debugmainl) goes away on the final handshake. 
it****** ttttt ik iiii atittiutivaua atn•uaautititta.ttti..u...watt/ 

debugmalnp 

struct Message tmq; 
SHORT len; 
VOID 11h;  

debugproc11 
The easemely tag for the CQS process: CHOP cause.* alignmsnt problems 
with the Aztec assembler for some reason. r assume then, that the 
alignment Is unknown. since the RCPL conversion basically zero's the 
lower tw0 bits of the address the actual cede may start anywhere around 
the label.... sigh.... (see Createroc l) above). 

p▪  ublic 	debgpcae 
public debugmsln 

cep 
nW 
nW 
nee 

WbWptoc: 
W 
~
W 
n.l 02-01/AP-Ae,-lap) 

jar debug®ln 
moyen.' (WlgpE-07/A2-A6 

lendaem 

P end-of-file •/ 

new-handler.c 

ueuuu uuutiuuuuua utiuutivati uua uotiva aauauuwu 

new-haedler.c 

Exaiie AmigaDDS device handler code 

(d Copyright 1989 Steve Simpson 
Skarpskyttevagen 20C 
S-222 42 Lund, SWEDEN 

History: 
12-09-88 created 
13-09-88 no value node 

novae: cc to td it -n new-handler 	(large cede 6 data, no .begin} 
link: 	In -g -w new-handler routs &g -lel 

(include 'new-bandler.h' 

/t you can to-delle these defines t/ 
(define DEBUG 1 
(define WOLIN 0 

P external variables •/ 
extern struct DosLgbary 	atOSEase; 
extern struct ExecEase 	tbyshase; 

4 

Delay150L1; 

obport • Createport oBG PWC2 PORT NIME,NNLL1; 	 /t global variables 11 
El - %enl'con:0/0/690/150/Drbug Nirdoe", 100611; 	 strut Process 	'OevProc; 	/' this device handler t/ 
PutIg(Dback, 6oumv>Msg); 	 strut (Wort 	•DevPort; 

for (;;) 1 	 strut Message 	'seg; 
NaitPart Nbportl; 	 strut Coslnfo 	'di; 
coq • Cetlbq(Dbport); 	 struct CwieeList 	*di; 
len - mag->mo Length; 	 struct oewlmNode 	Wn; 
if (les = 01 	 struct DosPacket 	'pkt; 	/' packet received from DOS t/ 

break; 
--len; 	 /' Fix length up 'I 
Write(@, msgtl, (Lacllen); 	 /tiatiatiutiaunutittitiuttivatitititiutitttttutititiattittiaaatttt 

Preednlmsg,(LLNGlsizeof(struct Nessage)flentl); 	 * handler() 
) 	 * this is the 'main' routine of this module - it initialises library 
Close(fh); 	 • pointers, replies to the initial startup packet frame WS, and directs 
DeltePot(0bpot); 	 • requests to the appropriate routines. 
PUWg(Dback,&Dus bg); 	/' Kill handshake if 	 t We haven't called this routine maim) so that we know if we've made 

t a mistake when linking time comas. 

1 /t end debugmain '/ 

1 i 	 L641 R->` 
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VOID handler() 

UBYTE x¢11001; 

/' init. global variables'/ 
SysBase = Istruct ExecEase 'IAhsRxecBase; 
DevProc = )strut Process 1IFindfask(0L); 	/' this task '/ 
DOSBase = struct DasLibrary gOpenLibraryl"dos.libtary",OLI: 

l' wait for the initial startup packet from DOS '1 
DeuPort - LDevProc->pr MsgPort; 
NaitPortlOevPortl; 	 cleanup(); 
msg ' CetM,gIDevPortl; 

pkt - struct DosPacket *Pug -Non Node.ln Name; 	 1 /' end handler '/ 

/' we should set DosNode->dn Task to non-NULL - otherwise if NULL a new 
s instance of a device driver would be created for every reference. 
I/ 	 /him iiiiiaa'aaaa'a,suaaawaamuu'a a"aasaa'aa'eanu'm'a"'s 

if IDOSBasel I 	 * do control() 
di - Istruct Dostnfa 'IBPTRtoCptr (Istruct Rootiode q 	 ' The loop routine (almost endless!). Routine gets subsequent packets 

DOSBase->dl Root) ->rn Info); 	' from DOS and handles them. _ 	
auu uun nun'a'auses' a'u uuaauuuuuuu u u naris saus'e.uuq 

lit VOLUME-1 

1* create a volume node'/ 	 do_controlt) 
dl - Istruct DeviceList q AllocNan11LC11G) sizeof Ot ruct DeviceList), 	I 

MPNF PUBLICIMEN  CLEAR); 	 USHORT quit-FALSE; 
lendit VOLUME 	 SNORT error; 

struct Task 'mw task; 
/' ptr.to the device node '/ 	 top: 

do - (struct DeviceNode ')BPTRtoOptrlpkt->dp AMR); 	 quit - FALSE; 

/' mix here when required to remove handler - you will need to set up 
' seam exit condition inside the driver to break the control loop and 
* cone to here 
'/ 

remove handlerf ; 

tif DEBUG=1 
/' remove the debug sub-process'/ 

dbuninitll; 
tendit DEBUG 

4 

of VOLUME--1 
/ 'mount vill create a device node for us - if we were creating 

a file system device we may need to include a volume node so 
MB/DOS would recognise us a device. This bit of code is 
included as an exanple, and has no relevnace here since we're 
just concerned with creating a device )run 'assign' from CLI 
to find out what I mean) 

dl->dl Type 
	

= DLT VOLUNE; 
dl->dl Task 
	

= DevPort; 
dl->dL Disk Type = ID DOS DISK; 
dl->dl Nam 	= do->dn Nam; 
dl->dl Next 
	

= di ->di Devinfo; 
di->di Devinfo = (LOIGleptrtoBPTRldll; 

lendit VOLUE¢ 

/' set do Task field - this tells DOS not to startup a new process 
' on every reference 

'dn->dn Task = Deadest; 
pkt->dp Real = DOS TRUE; 
pkt->dp Res) = 0; 
ReplyPktlpktl; 

else 
pkt->dp Res1 = DDS FALSE; 
ReplyPkt pkt); 
return; 

lit DEBUG=1 
I' init, debugging code'/ 

dbinitO ; 
tendit DEBUG 

l' here beginneth the endless loop - waits for requests over msg port 
' and executes them 
'/ 

do control(); 

while )!quit) 

WditPortlDeVPOrtI; 
while sag - GetMsglDevPortl) I 

pkt - (struct DosPacket gmsg->mn Noh.ln Nam 

!At ->dp Real = DOS TRUE: 
pkt->do Res2 = 0: 

tif DFAUG=1 

dbprintf(*PackeG Nld tO6Lx 1061x 1061x 110s\n", 
pkt->dp Type,pkt->dp Argl, pkt->dp Aryl, pkt-hep Arg3, 
typetostrlpkt->dp-Type)); 

tendit DEBUG 

/1  switch on the packet type 
• arguments arranged: 
' Arg:argl,ary2,arg3, argi Res:resl. rest 
'/ 

switch!pkt->dp_Typel I 

case ACTION DIE: 
quit - )RUE; 
break; 

/* Arg: Fileflandle,Lock,Naae Res: Boolean '/ 
case ACTION OMITS: 
case ACTION OPENOD: 
case ACTION OPENNEN; 

error - handle epen(pkt); 
break; 

/1  Arg: FileEandle,Buffer,length Res: ActualLength k/ 
case ACTION READ: 

error = handle readlpktl; 
break; 

/' Arg: Fllebandle,Buffer,hength Res: Actual 	'/ 
case ACTION WRITE: 

error - handle write(pkt); 
break; 

K 	 ® 1-41t- 
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li Arg: Filekandle Res: Boolean •/ 

case ACTION CIRSE: 
error - handle close(pkt); 

break; 

/• Ary: Lock,Nace, Node Rea: Lock •/ 

case ACTION LOCATE OBJECT: 
error --ERROR BAD STREAM NAPE; 
break; 

/• Ary: Pilefindle,Position,Nede Res: OldPosition •I 

case ARION SEEK: 

/t Arg: Loek,FilelnfoBleck Res: Boolean •/ 

case ACTION EXAMINE NEXT: 

/• Arg: Lock,FilelnfoBloek Res: Boolean •/ 

case ACTION EXAMINE OBJECT: 

/• Arg: Lock, Name Ree: Boolean •/ 

case ACTION DELETE UBJFCT: 

/* Ary: Leck,Name Res: Boolean •/ 

case ACTION CREATE DIR: 

case ACTION COPY DIR:  

Delay (SOL); 	/• we'd like to see this •/ 
Forbid(); 
if (PktseueoedlDevProc)) I 

Permit (l; 

tif DEBUG 

dbprintfl"... not yet Re"); 

tendif DEBUG 

goto tap; 

Permit(); 

retu[n101: 

I /• end do control •/ 

/uwa 	 uu 	 • uuuw uauauu•kaa•• u a asauuuauuaaaaaas uuuuuuau 

• remove handler() 

• remove; this handler from the device/handler nodes list maintained by 

• AmtgaDOS 
tsa a uua a 	cams uuuuuwuaauuuuuu Issuuuaauuuuu., 

remove_bandler() 

u 

1 
VOID *dlp; 

street Dminfo •dei; 

struct DeviceLlst •del; 

	At 

/• Ary: Lock,InfoData Res: Boolean •/ 

case ACTION INFO: 	 /• unpatcù this task so that a new reference starts a new process •/ 

do-)da Task - NULL; 

/• Arg: InfoData Res: Boolean •/ 
case ACTION DISK INFO: 

/• Arg: Fromlock, FroWare,Toleck,ToName Rea: Boolean •/ 

case ACTION RE NAME DEJECT: 

/• Ary: Lock Ras: Boolean •/ 

case ACTION FEES IAOI: 

case ACTION FWSB: 

case ACTION RPNAME DISK: 

default: 

pkt-Mp Reel = COS PANSE; 

pkt-MP_Res2 - EBBON ACTION NOT 
break; 

I P switch al 

I• remove this velure node •/ 
dsi - (afflict Doslnfo ga!PTRtceptrl l  ntruct RoolNode q 

DOSBase-MI Rootl->rn  Info(; 

dlp - {dal ->di DevInfo: 	
_ 	_ 

for (dyl - Istmct DeviceList 9BPTAteeptr(dsi'MIDevInfa); 

dvl a dvl 

dvl = (struct DeviceList •IBPTAtoCptr(dvl-MI Next)) I 

dlp • {dv1->d1 Next; 

it (del 	dl) I 

• (EPTR *)dlp - dv1-Ml Next; 

FreeNm kiwi, (LONGI alzeof lstruct DeviceListl l; 

ti[ DEBUG -=1 

else ( 
printf I"•••••  YM!!! - Bere's the volume node\n"); 

tmdif DEBUG 

if terror) I 	 1 /• end remove handler a/ 
pkt-Mp Reel - DOS FALSE; 

pkt-)dp_Rest - error; 	 / 	  
* cleanup() 

• close everything that we've got open 

lif DOUG —1 uuuu 	aria *kilt iiiiiii 	 iiisa  suuw 

dbprintf("ABU: 10611 1061x 1061x EES: 1061x 1061d\n•, 

pkt-Mp Argl, pkt->dp Arg2,pkt-Mp Arg3, 	 cleanup() 
pkt-> a Peal, pkt->dpEes2); 	 I 

(mdif DEBUG 	 if (DOSBase != NULL) 

Closetibrary(DOSEasel; 
ReplyPkt pt); 

1 /• end cleanup •/ 
1 /• while •/ 

I /• while •/ 	 /w 	uuuu nmuuuuuuumnuuuusauueuuuuuu 
btm9m  
• Converts a BSTA into a mrnel C string. 
•a uuuuua suuuuaau. n•aaa umuauuasnaa•a uauuuaauaasa/ 

VOID btos lbstr,bufl 

OBESE •bstr; 

UBYTE *but; 

1-I 	 [lll 14fl7 

lif DEBLG=1 

new task = (street Task •)DevProc; 

dhprintfl•Can we renwe 1s? •,new task->tc Node.ln Nam); 
tendif DEBUG 



bstr - (BUTE gBPTRtotptrlbstrL 
BCPL CS[ring(bstr,bufl; 

I I' end btos a/ 

/rtuutala uutut+urr+tuuu tt.u.0 u.n nun ulatu.uatrt nkat... 

' PktsPueued() 

a Are there any packets queued to our device? 
uuuuuau u think a uuu t uuu uuuu uuu uutuuunuuttuu/ 

PktsQueued (dpi 

street Process tdp; 

return  ((VOID >prpItsgPort.mp  	Bead !_ 
ry0N

914p
->pr 

1agPPr..
~

MagList
.
lh_Taill: 

) /t end PktsOueued t/ 

/atettt. t 	aullauuattuu uuuuttut tuul uuuuuut ant 

ReplyPk[II • ++tn 
• replies a DOS packet - sends packet back to DOS 
tttttttttttttt auuatttuauuuuuu uuuuututuuuutau tilt 

ReplyPk[Ipkt) 
register struct DosPacket *pkt; 

register struct Message *mess; 

register struct MsgPott *replyport; 

/• ropy the message reply port '/ 

replyport - pkt->dp Port; 

mess - pkt->dp Link; 

pkt->dp Port =-DevPort; 

mas->m Node.ln Nam = !BYTE*)pkt; 

mss->mn Node.ln Suce = NULL; 

mss->m Node.ln Pres = NULL; 

PutNsglrePlyport,messl; 

1 /' end ReplyPkt */ 

Ittuunuttautttttt t ttttt ua a aa alla uuut uuta tout t tt 

BCPL Cstringo 

Assembles a C string from a BCPL string 
A BCPL string looks like this: 

length char char char 

byte° by[el byhP byte3 etc. 
. 	. 	*flit ntattttaauustuuuuuauttututtu a/ 

BCPL CString(bcpl,cetrl 

UBYTB 'bopl, /t ptr to BCPL string t/ 
otr; /t for returned string If 

USWRT len; 

len - + {bepIt0); 	l' the first byte gives the string length If 
if 	(len 2-0) I 

Icstncl ='\0'; 

return POI; 

etancpylcstr,Ibcplsll,lenl; 

yostr+lenl - 0; 

return111; 

I /• end BCPL Cstring •/ 

/* end-of-file a/ 

test_neWR 
pa.+t* u uuun +trn++t+t+tt+rt.+tttt+utt 	u uu unnitttt 
• testna.c 

• Test calls for new-handler !NLA: device) 

History: 
• 88-11-09 created 
uuutuuuuuuuuttutttnuttutuuuuunuauunuua/ 

!include <functions.h> 
!include <eMec/types.h> 
Ilnclude "new-handler.h" 

ldefine Nni NANE "NEW:" 

struct FIIeNardle efh; 
UBYTE butft201; 

main (1 

LONG len; 

/t open the MEW. device - mountlist gives loatle of WS 
* device handler 
t/ 

fh = OpenfNEW NAAE, MODE_NEWFILE): 
if (fhULL) -( 
printf (Cant open DW device Is\n",NEW_NAME); 
exit(0); 

else 
printf ("COS device Is opened suceessfully\o', Nkia YAssl: 

It try to read some data from the device driver'/ 
len = Read(fh, buff, (T C siteof(buff)); 
printf("Read: Actual-ildln',len); 

/' now write sore data to the device driver t/ 
len = Writel1h, buff, (LRIG)siteof(buff)); 
printfl"Write: Actual-Ild\n",lent; 

/' close the DOS device'/ 
Close lfbl; 

I /t end rain •/ 

/' end-of-file 1/ 

do_mount 

.key directory 

if "<directory>" eq " 
echo "Usage: execute do_mount [assign directory)" 
skip exit 
endif 

assign deus: <directory> 
assign 1: <directory> 
mount "new:" 
binddrivers 
echo "Device NEW: mounted° 

lab exit 

mountlist 

/• mountltst for new AmigaDOS device handler •/ 
NEW: 	Handler = L: new-handler 

Stacksize - 3000 
Priority = 5 
GlobVec - 1 

F r 0~ 
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Disks from TRANSACTOR for the AMIGA 

TransAmi Disk #1 
BLink 
Structure Browser 
Uedit 
PopToFront 
Trap Snap 
PopColours 
XE 
Asm68K 
Csh 
ARC 
Asm6502 
Text Reader 
FnPlot.bas 

TransAmi Disk #3 
Vol 1 Issue 1 

StructureBrowser 1.3 
ARP 
Cycles 
More Rows 
Dos Packets 
Virus Protect 
MernWatch 
1BEcho 
Lists 
FixHunk 
JTCalc 
ARC22 
TextReader 

TransAmi Disk #5 
Vol I Issue 3 

ARP 
Bits 
Access 
Event Maker 
DeciGel 
Copilot 
3DPlot 
Chatty 
TextReader 
ARC 

TransAmi Disk #7 
Vol 1 Issue 5 

SysCheck 
Hunker 
Boot68010 
VirusX3I 
W Putilities 
Devices 
Val  

TransAmi Disk #2 

StructureBrowserl.3 
DumpLo 
TWM 
Talk ingTasks 
PeopleBall 
ArtThief 
PopColoursl.3 
FXE-Calculator 
Test Reader 

TransAmi Disk #4 
Vol 1 Issue 2 

MintermTutor 
ARP 
Cycles (updated) 
Toy3 
Browser 
Random 
Rob Peck 
DBufDemo 
Keep 
Update 
Showlnfo 
ARC 
TextReader 

TransAmi Disk #6 
Vol 1 Issue 4 

RunTimeLibs 
DiskSaly 

Modula2 
CallingCLI 
ChangingFonts 
ShellScripts 

Transactor Disks 
for the Amiga 
are available from: 

Transactor (Aust) 
35 Calder Crescent 
Holder ACT 2611 

Each disk is $11 
Please include $2 p&p 
with each order. 



AMIGA Modems + Software 064/128 

NetComm Pocket Modem 123 Amiga or C64/128 
❑ Smart modem with full 'Hayes' command set. 
❑ AutoDial/AutoAnswer/AutoDisconnect. 
❑ Speeds CCITT V22 (1200), V23 (1200/75), V21 (300/300) plus Bell 103, 212A. 
❑ Australian Made with 2 Year Warranty. 

PRICE including GPTERM-Amiga or G1'1ERM-64 	PRICE $399.00 

G PTE RM-Amiga 
Comprehensive communications software for PAL/NTSC Amiga 500/1000/2000 
Full Intuition support, multitasking, multiple window, icons, hot-keys, etc. 
❑ Works on any Amiga compatible modem. Extended support for 'smart modems'. 
❑ Status Line with on-line time and session cost in both modes. 
❑ Baud rates 300-19200 including correct 1200/75 and 75/1200. 
❑ User-defined 'configurations' for any services. 
❑ AutoDial, Continuous dial, Circular dialling of multiple services, redial on busy. 
❑ Automatic log-on and transmission of user-name or user-id and passwords. 

ANSI Emulation 
❑ Amiga ANSI emulation with 8 

colours. 
❑ Upload/download with Xmodem, 

XmodemCRC, Punter, Sealink, 
Zmodem, Ymodem, Ymodem-Batch 
(Multiple File Transfer supported) 

❑ ASCII capture, ASCII Upload. 
❑ Printer log. 
❑ 20 function keys. 

Videotéx Emulation 
❑ Full Viatel specification. 
❑ On-line mouse! 
❑ 20 function keys and 26 "instant 

access" page keys. 
❑ 100 frame carousel store. 
❑ Save/load/print frames as text or 

graphics. 
❑ CET Download (used on Microtex 

666). 

Packaged with 76 page manual. Not copy protected 	PRICE $99.00 

NetComm 64/125 Modem for C64/128 including Cl'! 	ERM 

GPTERM-64 Comprehensive ASCII/Vldeotex for C641128 

Also available NetComm 24/24 1200/1200 and 2400/2400 

NetComm 1234 300,1200,1200/75,2400 

Contact Dr Greg Perry 
GP Software, 
21 Aloomba Rd, 
ASHGROVE 0 4060 
Phone (07) 3661402 

-64 PRICE $262.00 
PRICE $59.95 

PRICE approx $560 
PRICE approx $650 
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